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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to e x p h  which content and teaching methods best 

facilitate field instructors' 1-g about anti-racism and anti-oppression issues and assist 

them in teaching students the skills to incorporate these issues in their work- Coupled with 

exarnining issues related to the content, format, impact and organzational context oftrainhg 

determinhg fiiture training needs of field instructors was another focus of this study. 
- - 

Based on the purpose of the research and my own leamhg goals, a qualitative 

research approach was utilized in this study. In-person and telephone interviews were 

conducted with field instmctors f l i a t e d  with the two Canadian universities, 

The hdings indicate that social work field instructors prefer a participatory approach 

in their learning at anti-racism and anti-oppression training events, as well as in theirown field 

teaching. Training provides field instructors with oppominities to build new knowledge about 

the issues, &rms their current knowledge and efforts in this area and offers them creative 

strategies to take action regarding anti-racism and anti-oppression. The agency climate was 

found to impact the nature and degree of anti-racist and anti-oppressive field education. Field 

instructors also provided numerous insights for fiiture training events. 

Recornmendations for future training events include mandatory anti-oppression and 

anti-racism training for new and veteran field instructon; oppominities for on-gohg 

networking and dialogue between stakeholders; the development and dissemination ofwrïtten 

resources; the enhancement of social work cumcula to include greater emphasis on the issues; 

and the promotion of additional research in this area of social work education. 
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Chapter 1 

1.1 Background to the Research 

Aithough the reality of our pluralistic and ethnicaiiy diverse society has existed much 

longer than the social work profession itsee oniy recently have we seen this reality yield 

greater emphasis on anti-oppression and anti-racist ducational strategies in schools of social 

work* In theû 1979 article, Seebaran and McNiven questioned whether social work 

education programs were effectively training social work students for practice in Canada's 

multicultural society- As recently as the late '80's and early '90's Canadian social work 

cducation was criticized for "hot adequately preparing students to work with al1 members of 

the Canadian population" (Christensen, 1991, p. 168). Schools of social work in this country 

were also said to be in a "'state of crisis" because of "fiiilùrg to attend adequately to 

muIticultura1 and multiracial issues" (Christensen, 1988, p. 2). For a profession cornmitteci 

to "enhancing, restoring or modifling the psycho-social fiinctioning of people, individuaüy, 

in families, in groups or in comrnunities to enable them to reach theu Ml potential in harmony 

with their environment and the wider society" (Christensen, 1999, p. 293), fdure to actively 

address issues of divenity, anti-oppression and anti-racism in classroom and field settings 

seems contrary to both the multicultural policies of our country, as well as to the inherent 

mission of the social work profession itself. 

In the last decade, Canadian schools of social work have made great strides in 

recognizing the importance of integrating issues of diversity, race and oppression in both 
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classroom and in field settings. As Razack (1999a) points out in the late '90's. "social work 

education is transfonning to respond to the needs of a diverse society" (p. 3 1 1). At long last, 

accreditation standards and school-based strategies have become increasingly reflective ofthe 

need to educate social work students to effiively work with culturaliy diverse populations. 

Tncreased awareness of the issues and their importance in social work education, 

coupled with the modifications to accreditation standards, the gradua1 transformation of 

curricula and the ïncreased implementation of institutional strategies in classroom and field 

settings, leaves one to wonder what impact this has had on students, educators and the 

communities we serve. Although there is a need to understand the effectiveness of training 

strategies and educational approaches that seek to address the issues of diversity, oppression 

and racism, very little research exists in this area- 

As the field component of social work education has been identified as a "vital part 

of social work education" (Jenkins & Sheaford, 1982 p. 3), additiond research in the area of 

diversity, anti-oppression and anti-racism training for field instructors appears critical. 

Because graduating social work students are expected to work with a diverse population in 

an effective and empowenng marner and because field instructors are expected to train 

students to do such work in the field, a focus on the issues as they relate to the field 

component of social work education is necessary. Accordingly, 1 decided to undertake 

research that would address the issue of anti-racism anti-oppression training in the field 

component of social work education. The content, format and impact of one mode1 ofanti- 



racism and anti-oppression training for field inanictors were examined to gain a greater 

understanding of what methods and approaches facilitate field instruaors' learning , as well 

as increase theu ability to assist students in integrating and applying anti-racism and anti- 

oppression strategies in their field work- Adult and higher education teachîng and adult 

learning theories are also presented to firther highiight the implications ofundertaking mch 

training events. 

1.2 Historical Context 

The Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW) is this country's 

national accrediting body for all schools of social work. Coupled with sening educational 

policy, the CASSW ensures that the national standards are being maintained by ali schools 

of social work by undertaking accreditation reviews every seven years. While CASSW was 

in the process of reviewing accreditation standards in the late '80's, social work educator 

Carole Pilger Christensen echoed the concems expressed by many other social work 

educators about the need for attention to multicultural and multiracid issues in the cunicula 

when she wrote: 

"It is time for social work decision-makers and educators to put our lofty 
ideals and professional values into practice by our determined cornmitment to 
ensure that the ability to serve a multicultural and multiracid population 
becomes a tnie measure of professional cornpetence" (Christensen, 1988, p. 
25). 

Just as the Council on Social Work Education (CSWE) undertook the task of 

increasing the ethnic diversity in American schools of social work in the late 60'q a similai 
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effort was witnessed in Canada in the late 80's- The formation of the CASSW Task Force on 

Multicultural and Multiracial Issues in Social WorkEducation în 1989 marked the forrnaiized 

institutional response to ensuring that the issues of ethnicity, culture and race were being 

effectively addressed in Canadian schools of social work. The primary mandate of the 

CASSW task force was to conduct an extensive study of issues of race and ethnicity in 

schools of social work across the country (CASSW, 1 W8b, Appendii 4 p. 1). The research 

of the task force, which included the areas of curricula, students, faculty, field eâucation and 

community resources, resulted in a document entitled, Social Work Education at the 

Crossroads: The Challenge for Diversity. The 1991 "Crossroads" report was adopted by the 

Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work at the 1992 Annual General Meeting and 

national accreditation standards for schools of Social Work were modified to include 

multicultural and multiracial issues. 

"This addition to the standards represented a signifiant step fonuard for the 
association in its efforts to upgrade school cumcula and to develop 
programmes which train practitioners who were truly sensitive to issues of 
race and ethnicity, and who can implement anti-racist practice in the field" 
(CASSW, 1998a, p. 1). 

The Canadian Association ofschools of Social Work fùrther estaidished the Advisory 

Cornmittee on Racial, Ethnic and Cultural Issues to provide advice to the CASSW Board of 

Directors, to support schools as they adopted the new accreditation standards and to "ensure 

t hat momentum" of the Crossroad's recommendations was "maintained" (CASSW, 1998% 

p. 1). In 1993 the Advisoiy cornmittee reported the results of a national survey of schools 

of social work and "found that schools needed teaching methods responsive to cultural 
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learning differences. training in cross-cultural social work practices methods. training on what 

every social work practitioner, educator, researcher and administrator should know about 

racism" (CASSW, 1998% p. 1). With hnding provided by Heritage Canada under the Race 

Relations and Cross Cultural Understanding program, the CASSW Anti-Racist Training and 

Materials Project began in the FaU of 1997. The primary purpose ofthe project was to assist 

schools in developing national. regional and school-based anti-racist training initiatives 

(CMSW, 1998% p. 1)- 

Phase 1 (199% 1998) ofthe national Anti-Racist Training and Material Project saw the 

development of operational models across the regions the five identifieci regions. British 

Columbia, the Prairies, Ontario, Quebec and the Atlantic region- Phase II (1998-1999) 

witnessed the development and implementation of various regional and school based anti- 

racist training initiatives and resources. CASSW support of the Anti-Racist Training and 

Materials Project serves as an example of the recent institutional cornmitment of Canadian 

schools of social work to ensure that curricula reflect the diversity in our country and that 

graduates receive the appropnate education for work in Our pluraiistic society. 

In keeping with the national mandate of the CASSW Anti-Racist Training and 

Materials Project and recognizing the need for anti-oppression and diversity training in field 

education, a regional initiative was undertaken in the Prairie Region. The Prairie Region 

Team members set fonh on the task ofdeveloping a training workshop for field insmicton 

in the Fall of 1998. Coupled with the development of theu regional initiative, the Prairie 
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region tearn also undertook the task of setting forth recomrnendations to Board of CASSW. 

In total, there were seven recommendations and specific actions requested of the CASSW 

Board that the five regional team memben developed and presented to the general 

rnembership at the A . M u ~  General Meeting of the CASSW in June 1999. Reflecting the 

focus in their region, the Prairie region tearn developed the foIIowing two recomendations 

related to field instruction in social work education: 

"Recommendation #5- 'that CASSW and Schools take the initiative in developing more 

opportunities for students to engage in field work in settings that reflect the CASSW's 

cornmitment to Anti-Racist and Anti-Oppressive social work practice', 

Recornrnendation #6- that CAS S W and Schools through ongoing training, prepare field 

instmctors and practicum supervisors to integrate issues ofAnti-Racism and Anti-Oppression 

hto field education" (Zarnpan, & WeUs, 2000, pp. 146-147). 

The two aforementioned recommendations highlight the nature and degree of the increased 

collective recognition given to the importance ofiiplementing anti-racist and anti-oppressive 

strategies in the field curriculum, as weil as relevant training for field instmctors. As such, the 

recomrnendations have helped to guide me in this research study in that they not only 

illuminate the imporîance of anti-racism and anti-oppression content in social work field 

education, the importance of detennining and implementing effective training for field 

instructors is also seen as critical, 

As a part of the CASSW Anti-Racist Training and Materials Project initiatives which 

were undeway across the country, the Prairie region undertook a needs assessrnent to 
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determine the specific needs of field instructors in the area ofanti-racism and anti-oppression 

training. The results of the needs assessrnent indicated that the vast majority of field 

instmctors wanted more training about cross-cultural issues and dealing with racism- 

Consequently, a pilot workshop, which focused on ant i-racist training for Social Work field 

instructors, was developed and hosted by the University of Manitoba, Fort Garry Campus, 

in the FaU of 1999. With the goal of refïning the workshops for implernentation throughout 

the region and country, an evaluative questionnaire was distributed to workshop participants 

for their feedback Questions were asked about the workshop format @hysical location, the ,  

organization of elements, etc.) and the workshop content (including utility of teaching tools, 

transferability of content to work with students in the field and general practice, etc. (Blum, 

et al., 1999b). The follow-up questionnaire dso included an invitation for participants to take 

part in fùrther follow-up research scheduled for a few months &er the workshop. Participants 

were advised that they would have the opportunity to disaiss their post-workshop 

experiences in providing anti-racist field instruction to their field students. 

A similar workshop, focussing on anti-oppression, was hosted in Halifax, N.S. for 

field instructors afFliated with the Maritime School of Social Work. This workshop was based 

on the format of the University ofManitoba7s pilot workshop. Workshop participants in Nova 

Scotia were also offered an invitation to participate in further follow-up research. 

As the Research Assistant for the Prairie region team of the CASSW Anti-Racist 

Training and Materials Project, 1 was intimately involved with the field instmctor workshop 
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and the initial evaluation t hrough the University of Manitoba Following-up field instmctoa' 

post workshop experïences in implementing the training is the focus of this thesis research- 

The research question that 1 have explored is: what content and teaching methods best 

facilitate field Uistructors' leaming about anti-racisrn and anti-oppression and assists them in 

teaching students the skiils to incorporate anti-racist and anti-oppressive drategies in their 

work? 

1.3 Learninn - Goals 

The context outlined above related to integrating diversity, antisppression and anti- 

racism in social work cumcula provides the backdrop for this research proposal. In 

recognizing the key role that field education plays in social work education, my personal 

Iearning goals were three-fold: 

1 - to explore the impact of anti-racism and anti-oppression training for social work field 

instnictors. As graduating social work students are expected to possess a solid 

knowledge base in the areas of diversity, oppression and anti-racism and because field 

instructon play such a key role in students' education and professional socialization, 

exploring the issues related to effective anti-racism training for field instnictors is 

critical. Unfomuiately, the existing research and literature in the area of diversity, 

antisppression and anti-racist training for field instructon is scant. I also undertook 

this research to add to the body of knowledge in this area, as greater emphasis must 

be placed on such issues in social work education. 
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2. My own professional goals and interest in this area of social work education also led 

me to undertake the study. Academidy and professionaüy, 1 sought to increase my 

awareness of the issues related to anti-racism and anti-oppression instruction in sociai 

work field education. This also Sorded me the opportunity to expand knowledge of 

teaching and l e h n g  theories as well as their practical application, in adult and 

higher education- 

-- 

3. to gain practical experience perfonning social research using qualitative methodology 

The intention was to collect quaiitative data from social work field uistnictors who 

attended anti-racist and ami-oppression training events. Undertal<ing this study would 

enable me to hone my research skiils in this ares- 

1.4 Research Pumose and Ouestions 

The major objectives of this research were to: 

1.  to explore participants' perceptions of what content should be included in anti-racism 

and anti-oppression training for field ïnstructors, 

2. to ascertain field instructor's thoughts on what teaching format works best in 

addressing anti-racism and anti-oppression issues with field instmctors, 

3. to illuminate the micro and macro level impact of anti-racism and anti-oppression 

training for social work field instnictors, 

4. to explore the orgiizatiomI context of training, specüically what, if any, supports 

or systemic barriers exist in the organizational culture ofagencies with regards to anti- 
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racism and anti-oppression field education, 

5. to gather participants' insfghts for fbture anti-racism and anti-oppression training 

events in field education, 

My hope is that this research will contribute to and enhance the body of iiterature that 

currently exists in field education, as well as illuminate the need for ongohg research in the 

area of anti-racism and anti-oppression in social work education. This research was not --- 

iniended to be an evaluation ofthe field instmctor training workshops hosted at theUniversity 

of Manitoba in November 1999 and the Maritime School of Social Work in February 2000. 

Rather, the workshops were used as a reference point to facilitate the discussion about racism 

and oppression in social work field education. As 1 sought to understand issues related to 

teaching and leanùng in adult and higher education in relation to anti-racism and anti- 

oppression training for social work field instructors, it was important to know that the 

participants in the study had exposure to such training fiom which their experience could be 

drawn. 



Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Much has been written in recent years about the importance of moving away fiom 

monocultural teaching, research and practice approaches in social work education towards 

theoretical and practice approaches that are inclusive and diversity focused, Terms such as 

ethnicaiiy sensitive (Blum, 1 987), multicultural and multiracial (Beckett & Dungee- Anderson, 

1996; Le-Doux, & Montalvo, 1999; Christensen, 1988,1999; O'Neill, 199 l), cross-cultural 

(Ing & Gabor, 1999; Montalvo, 1983), anti-oppressive (Razack, 2000, 1999b, 1999aJ and 

anti-racist (Dominelli, 1988; Fox, 1983) have emerged in the social work classroom, and 

academic research and writing. Walters, Strom-Gottfried and Sullivan (1 998) claim that their 

recent literature review in the area of diversity and social work practice '%onfirms that social 

workers must be well prepared to work wit h an array of individuals fiom a variety of cultural 

perspectives" (p. 2). This literature suggests that when generalist intervention and assessrnent 

strategies fail to address the realities of our ethnicdly diverse society, their efficacy in social 

work education is questionable. 

Questions such as "do graduates leave social work educational institutions having fùlly 

understood pluralism as a generai condition ofour society, and corne fully prepared to work 

competently and effectively with clients fiom a multiplicity of ethnic, cultural and racial 

backgrounds" (Christensen, 1988, p. 4) have not only helped to increase awareness among 

educators, but have also helped spawn the transformation of national accreditation standards 

and social work cumcula in this country. What can be gleaned fkom these recomrnendations 



and critiques of traditional educational approaches is the need to ensure that social work 

education is reflective of the demographic reaiity of our country, that graduates possess the 

skiils to effectively work with adiverse population and that al1 clients have access to culturally 

appropriate services, 

2.1 Field Instruction and Social Work Education 

As with other professional prognuns, social work education involves both classroom 

and field education. The goal of the field placement is to provide the social work stuâent 

with the opportunit- to leam about social work by "doing" and to integrate theory and 

practice. According to Hawkins and PenneIl (1983), the field component of social work 

education is central to the cumcula in North American schools of social work- The field 

component of social work education, according to Bogo and Vayda (L998) takes place within 

the context of two organirations, the university-based school and the comrnunity-based 

agency. With the field component holding wch a key position with its relationship to 

cornmunity, social worker practitioners, the university and the student, the role of effective 

field education is crucial to many stakeholders. 

Jenkins and Sheafor (1982) describe field instruction as the experiential form of both 

teaching and learning whereby the student is helped to "consciously b ~ g  selected knowledge 

to practice situations; develop cornpetence in performing practice skills; learn to practice 

within a framework of social work values and ethics; develop a professional c o d t m e n t  to 

social work practice; evolve a practical style consistent with personal strengths and capacities 
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and develop the ability to work efféctively within a social agencf (p. 3). The authon (ibid) 

fùrther describe the purpose of field education as an opportunity for students to engage in 

knowledge- and value- guided practice while enhancing theû social work skilis. 

2.2 The Role o f  the Field Instructor 

As Bogo and Vayda describe (1998) , "field instrwtors are those persons who are 

selected or who volunteer to guide students through the practicum (field placement) 

requirement of the socid work cumculum" (p. ix). Siporin (1982) explains that field 

instructors usualiy volunteer their time to the school or have their tirne donated by the 

employing agency. As many in the social work education comrnunity agree, field instructors 

have a profound impact on the student's professional development as students prepare for 

independent practice (Rogers & McDonald, 1992). In describing the field instructor/student 

relationship, Gladdein and Maüick (1986) contend that it is an important vehicle for helping 

the student develop the knowledge, attitudes and skius necessary for beginning cornpetence 

as a professional, 

Aithough a seemingly daunting task, field instructors are charged with the 

responsibility of ensuring that social work students possess the necessary practice sWs to 

embark on independent and competent practice upon graduation. Rogers and McDonald 

(1992) describe field education as the interaction between experienced socid workers and 

students whereby experienced social workers "provide supervised practice opportunities for 

students to acquire the requisite knowledge s lds  and identity for professional social work 
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practice" (p. 166). 

"Our prirnary purpose is to teach the next generation of social work 
practitioners to comprehend and assia a more cornplex and problematic wodd 
than we would have ever imagined a generation ago when rnost of us were 
field students. When done well, field education transcends the art-science, 
theory-practice, and school-community dichotomies; and not 0 3  obtains an 
open, stimulating and supportive learning environment for students, but also 
comprises the mat& fiom which true progress can emerge" (Schnecic, 
Grossman & Glassman, 1991, in Rogers, 1995, p. 13). 

The aforementioned quote not oniy captures the importance that field education holds - - 

in social work education, but it dso illuminates the vital role that field instmctors play in 

student's learning and professional socialkation. 

2.3 The Tm~ortance Anfdo~~ress ion  and Anti-Racism Tirrinine for Field 
Instmctors 

Many would agree with Hawkins & Pemeli's (1983) claim that appropriate training 

for field instnictors is a crucial element in preparing themselves for their important role with 

students. In the early 80's the authors claimed that, even though most social workers possess 

many years of practice experience which they bring to theu role in working with students, 

most lack the necessary forma1 training for the teaching component in field instruction (ibid). 

Without possessing specialized training or foundational course work in field instruction, 

Rogers and McDonaid (1992) contend that it is unrealistic to expect that social workers will 

utilize teaching strategies that are effective for supe~s ing  and evaluating students. 

In discussing the issue ofgeneral training for field instmctors, aithough stressing its 

importance, Rogers and McDonald (1992) state that there is minimal üterature conceming 



this subject. Another interesting observation made is that, aside fiom what should be included 

in training, there is minimal research on evaluating such training programs for field inst~ctors 

to masure their effectiveness (ibid)+ In their 1995 article, Cohen and Rapo in t  out that 

attention to the training of social work field instructors, including the discussions of format 

and methodology, has steadily increased over the last decade in the United States. Given the 

key role that field insttuctors piay in the iives of students, one would expect a vast body of 

literature in the area of field instructor training nom a Canadian perspective, as weli as 

research into the evaluation of such training programs which highlight the realities in our 

country. Such, however, is not the case- 

Because the literature related to general training for field instructors is so Mted, it 

is not surprising that the body of literature specificaily on anti-racist and anti-oppression 

training for field instructors is virtually non-existent. However, there is some literature that 

addresses the importance of anti-racism and anti-oppression but focuses more broadly. For 

example, there is literature about ethnidy-sensitive field instruction (Blum, 1987), agency- 

based multiculturai training and supemision issues (Beckett, & Dungee-Anderson, 1996), 

cultural diversity and field work (Razack, 2000; Razack, Teram & Sahas, 1995). relationship 

building between Canadian First Nations and field agencies (Summers & Yellow Bud, 1995) 

marginal populations and field education (Trainer, 1995), cross-cultural field supenision 

(Solomon, 1983) and ethnic diversity and field work (Gladstein & Mailick, 1986). There is 

also some literature that addresses the needs of ethnic minority students in the field and the 

issues of ethnicity and power as they are relatecl to the instructor.student relationship (Blum, 
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1987; Gladstein & MailickJ986; Solomon, 1983)- In short, there is sorne wrïting that 

stresses the importance of focusing on diversity content in field education and the need to 

ensure that field instructors are weii-equipped to address the issues with their students. 

There is also some iiterature fiom the United Kùigdom that focuses on practical 

strategies for addressing anti-racism and anti-oppression in social work field education. DoeI, 

et al. (1996) suggest a number of exercises and activities for field instnictors to address the 

anti-oppression and anti-racism with their students. Arnold (1998) provides an overview the 

work undertaken by the Central Council For Education and Training in Social Work 

(CCETSW) to ensure anti-discriminatory and anti-racist practice in the U-K- Coupled with 

outlining the implication that anti-discriminatory laws have for social work field education, 

she (ibid) also highlights several issues related to anti-racist field education. 

In recommending changes to the curriculum in Canadian schools of social work in the 

late 80's Christensen (1988) suggested changes that reflect appropriate social work values and 

ethics must be directly infùsed in the field practicum @lacement). Razack (2000) points out 

that attention ta ensuring the inclusion of oppression in the field curriculum is "sorely lacking" 

(p. 1). Christensen (1 988) stresses that field instnictors must possess the relevant knowledge 

and skills that they are requued to transmit to students. O'Neill & Yelaja (1 99 1) cite Phillips' 

(1 983) daim that field instnictors require speciaiized training to integrate minonty issues Ulto 

the field cumculum- 
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Hawkins and PenneIl (1983) contend that, in their teaching capacity, field instnictors 

play a critical role in the development of students' practice cornpetencies by fostering the 

conditions which facilit ate their les-g- The authors (ibid) state that the 'Tntegration Model 

for Field Instruction", a training program they designed and hplemented for field instmctors 

in the early '801s, grew out of the need for field instructor training and the development of 

teaching skilis. The goals of this training program are to enhance field instructor teaching 

cornpetence as weli as student leankg in the field- Ebwkins and Pemell (ibid) fiirther explain 

that the specitic goals of the model are: to utiiize a framework in which the structural and 

fbnctional components of field instruction are identifiai and related; to promote the 

application of adult leaming principles to field practice; and to foster the development of field 

instructor skills. An adult leaming approach, which incorporates the principles of 

collaboration and individualization, is a key element of the Integration Model (ibid). in 

discussing outcomes ofthe training model, the authors state that field ïnstructors benefit fiom 

training that includes adult learning principles and field instruction skills. In concluding their 

discussion of the training model, the authors point out that additional research in field 

instruction preparation and practice is needed, as weU as the cornparison of results from 

dzerent training modet so that the social work profession wiil be better able to assess what 

is effective. 

In discussing their training model that was designed to enhance a critically reflective 

approach to field instruction, Rogers and McDonald (1992) state that the goal was to develop 

and promote the ability of the participants to be critically reflective about their practice as 
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social workers and field Uistnictors so they could illustrate this process to their students. 

Throughout their ten week course, critical thinking strategies were introduced to field 

instructon in relation to adult education concepts, models, and techniques used in field 

instruction (ibid). Although they state that developing field instnictors' abiiity to think 

criticaiiy is an key component in field instnictor training and that participants in this course 

did increase theu ability to think critically* what remained unknown to the authors was the 

degree to which participants went on to operationalize critical thinking skiiis in the context 

of their role as field instructors with theu students- 

In her article "Anti-Oppressive Social Work: AModel for Field Education", Razack 

(1999a) discusses the use of various strategies designed to hcrease awareness and action 

related to anti-oppression and anti-racism in field education. One of the oppominities 

available to field instmaors to increase theu knowledge ofissues related to oppression is theu 

participation in seminars that are hosted by the school. The field instnictors, faculty, 

community workers and students who present at the seminars, are asked to include an analysis 

of racism and oppression in their presentation. Rauick (ibid) explains that the seminars also 

include information about the field department's expectations and philosophy. She also points 

out that the seminars are usefiil in increasing dialogue between stakeholders that create 

furt her op portunities for inclusive practice. S he stresses that dialogue between and within aü 

the constituents involved with field education (students, faculty, field ïnstnictor 

administration, agency and community), coupled with practical application, is critical for 

increased understanding and action around issues of oppression. 
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The work of Hawkins & PenneU (1983), Rogers & McDonald (1992), and m c k  

1999a) is presented to illustrate the strategies that have been undertaken to enhance field 

instructor training in some Canadian schools of social work. Their work, as weii as the 

literature cited in the previous sections, supports the clairn that training for field instructors 

is crucial in preparing them for their teaching role with students. Although approaches to 

field instructor training Vary, it is clear that the common goals of such strategies are to 

increase field instmctor competence and student learning in the field. 

2.4 Adult and Hi~her  Education Education Teachinn and Leaminn Theories- 
Irn~lications for Field Instructors 

As the preceding section iilustrates, social work practitioners who take on the role of 

field instructor require specialized training in order to shift their focus fiom practitioners to 

competent educators. As Rogers and McDonald (1992) suggest, it is imperative that 

practitioners are equipped with effective methods of field instruction and possess a working 

knowledge of the concepts and approaches to educating adults. In considering the 

aforementioned suggestions, along with the recognition that field instructors need to possess 

the knowledge and skills necessary to integrate and apply anti-racist and anti-oppressive 

strategies in field instruction, it is important to undentand teaching and leaming theones as 

they relate to these goals. This section is meant to provide a backdrop for some of the 

questions related to teaching and learning that guide me in my research. 

"What does it mean 'to teach'? Ask a dozen people and you will hear a range 
of answen that describe guidimg, facüitating, telling, showing, planning, 
helping, and so forth. Some might say teaching is the effkctive or efficient 
transmission ofinformation fkom one person to another. Others might answer 



that teaching is the socialuation of people in a comrnunîty ... StiU others might 
say that teaching is an arrangement of conditions that facilitate someone's 
Iearnïng" (Pratt, 1998, p- rai). 

Although there are many theories about adult education and adult leamhg styles 

(Merriam & Caffarella, 1999; Pratt, et al, 1998; Brookfield, 1990; Cross, 198 l), a review of 

the p hilosophical and theoretical bases of these theones is far beyond the present scope. The 

purpose of this section is to provide an o v e ~ e w  of various teaching perspectives that relate 

to the context and purpose of this research and provide some ofthe foundation for this study. 

In researching concepts related to teaching and leaming in adult education, the work 

of Malcolm Knowles is fiequently cited. Pratt (1998) points out that Knowles' mode1 for 

teaching adult learners called an&agogy, the "art and science of teaching adults", is the most 

widely known and most commonly used approach in teaching adults @p. 12-13). The two 

central defining attributes that andragogy is built upon are that learners are seifdirected and 

autonomous, and a teacher's role in this process is to facilitate leamhg (ibid). Know1es7 

(1968, in Memam & CaîTarella, 1999) five andragogical assumptions are that: 

1. As a person matures, his or her ~ e ~ c o n c e p t  moves nom that of a dependant 

personality toward one of a self-directing human being, 

2. An adult accumulates a growing reservoir of expenence, which is a rich resource for 

leaming, 

3. The readiness of an adult to leam is closely related to the developmental tasks of his 

or her social role, 
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4. There is a change in time perspective as people mature- fiom future application of 

knowledge to immediacy of application- Thus, an adult is more problem-centered 

than subject-centered in l e h g  and 

5. Adults are motivated to l e m  by interna1 factors, rather than external ones. 

Although they do not elaborate on the content or format of the model, Rogers and 

McDonald (1992) point out that in the early 80's Bogo utilized an andragogical model for 

teaching first tirne field ïnstnictors, as it was recognized that "the shiff fkom practitioner to 

field instructor necessitates new leaniing and skills7' @- 166)- Hawkins and PenneIl's (1983) 

Integration Model of field instructor training also incorporates tenets of an adult leamhg 

approach and was found to be an effkctive model for such training. 

In highlighting that andragogy is accepted by many educators as the best and only way 

to teach adults, Pratt (1998) argues that there is no basis for assuming a single, universal 

perspective on teaching adults. The author (ibid) contends that, while an andragogical 

approach to teaching is the most commonly embraced by educators, it has been challenged 

and rejected by many educators for a variety reasons. For some educators, the role of 

facilitator may be contraty to theu culturai traditions for teaching, whiie othen feel that the 

role of andragogical facilitator "reproduces existing fonns of power which pnvilege some 

people over others" (ibid, p. 3). 

Pratt (1998) contends that the diversity that exists within teachers, leamers, content, 
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context, ideals and purposes requues a plurality of perspectives on teaching adults that 

recognizes such diversity. Teaching perspectives, accordmg to Pratt (ibid), "govem what we 

do as teachers and why we think such actions are worthy or justifieci" @. 10). In an effort 

to understand what teaching means to adult educaton, Pratt (ibid) intetviewed 253 adult 

educators in 5 difEerent countries (Canada, China, Hong Kong, Singapore and the United 

States). The research revealed five perspectives on teaching: 

1. the transmission perspective: enective teacbg depends, first and forernosi, on the content 

and expertise of the tacher; 

2. the apprenticeship perspective: leaniing must be located within authentic social situations 

related to the application of knowledge; 

3. the developmental perspective: knowledge and ways of thinking are the essential 

determinants of what people will subsequently leani; 

4. the nurturing perspective: learning is most affecteci by a leamer's ~e~concep t  and self- 

efficacy (said to be the most prevalent view of teaching adults in North America, as in the 

work of Malcolm Knowles); and 

5. the social reform perspective which includes Y he presence of an expticitly stated ideal or 

set of principles which are linked to a vision ofa better society" (ibid, pp. 48-50). 

In considering teaching approaches and adult leaming styles as they relate to field 

instructor training and teaching strategies, Pratt's (1998) research illuminates some important 

implications for undertaking field instructor training, as weii as provides a tool for 
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conceptualizing the c o ~ e c t  ion between teaching ap proaches and adult learning styles. The 

five perspectives on  teaching in adult and higher education are usefLl in reflecting on the field 

instructor training workshop and considering which perspective/approaches were utilized, 

which perspectives were helpfiil and which perspectivedapproaches field instructors utiüze 

in their work with students. It is also usefiil to  consider how perspectives on teaching may 

be influencing what is being taught and how it is being applied to practice situations, 

Although it seems that some ofthe perspectives and approaches would be more conducive 

than others for teaching adults about such things as diversity, anti-oppression and anti- 

racism, it is impossible to know exactly what was usefil without inter-wiewing participants 

about their experiences- 

Just as in other disciplines in higher education, there are a variety of approaches to 

teaching in social work education. According to Millstein (1997), a major objective in social 

work education is to  impart knowledge that helps students engage in critical self-reflection 

about power and inequality, o r  what Freire calls conscientization. Millstein (ibid) believes 

that it is the instructor's role and responsibility to  create an atmosphere for students to 

become more reflective about their lives and accept responsibiiity for their "own social and 

structural position and the uneamed prïvileges that may accompany it" @. 9 1). in discussing 

her "taping project", Millstein (ibid) contends that students need as many opportunities as 

possible to listen to themselves, evaluate what they hear, and place the evaluation in context 

of what they learn. The conscientization, or infonned consciousness, that occun is important 

in creating an impetus for change and for building confidence in one's own power to b ~ g  



about that change (ibid, p. 2). 

Burstow (1991) illustrates the fit between FreirÏan (1985; 1973 & 1970) 

conscientization and social work education in o u t h g  a training prograrn for social work 

students. She explains that Freirian education is education based on praxis and it is rooted 

in communal knowing or diaiogue. Burstow adds that Freire's emphasis was on criticai CO- 

learning, rather than teaching, and that the ongoing leaming process involves conscientization, 

Freire's approach to education involved the encouragement of reflection so that a critical 

understanding of a situation would be gaineci. This reflection and new knowledge would lead 

to empowerment, the individual and collective empowennent would then lead the group to 

speaking and acting together to facilitate change. The training prograrn for social work 

students that Burstow refers to involves the construction and use of "politicizing pictures", 

known to Freire as "codifications". She describes t h  program as a method of "popular 

education" and contends that the codüïcations facilitate reflection and abstraction which 

sensitize students to the experience ofoppressed groups. Burstow Adds that this sensitization 

leads to mutual investigation and diaiogue, as well as '"action-reflection action' and to 

giving, receiving and incorporating feedback" (199 1, p. 10). 

Van Voorhis (1998) suggests that "practice pedagogy must prepare social work 

students to understand the expenence ofoppression for those on the margin and privilege for 

those in the center" (p. 2). She contends that educators need to implement teaching strategies 

that raise student's awareness of issues such as oppression and racism to ensure that they do 
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not become "colour-blind social workers" (1998, p. 11). Van Voorhis' fhnework for 

teaching the psycho-social dynarnics of oppression is also consistent with tenets of 

consciousness-raising and conscientization. I am curious to know if the process of 

consciousness-raising as a teaching strategy is usenil in field instructors' leamhg andor their 

own approach to field instruction. 

Another approach to teaching adults about oppression and to understanding the cycle 

of leamhg that occurs, which also includes aspects of consciousness-raising, is outlined by 

Ann Bishop (1994). One of the interesting attributes of the "Spiral Model of Learning" that 

Bishop refers to is that it aclaiowledges that teaching and leamhg do not have to occur in a 

linear fashion, The model, also known as the Action-Reflection Model or the 

Conscientkation Model, is a form of what Bishop calls "popular education" (p.107). 

According to Bishop, W e  aim of popular education is to overcome the internalized 

oppression that marginalited people cany around in our thinking, and help us to move toward 

Liberation" (1994, p. 107). She goes on to explain that popular education Uicludes reflection 

and action and is often illustrated as a spiral that moves fiom experience to reflection to 

analysis, to strategy, to action, and then begins agah with experience gained ftom the action. 

One of the attributes ofBishop's (1994) mode1 that 1 find useful is that it is a way to 

conceptualize both teaching and learning as being transformational. It will be interesting to 

explore whether the workshop participants in the two provinces expenenced the leamhg 

process that Bishop explains, specificaiiy whether the workshop provided a forum for their 
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personal reflection and analysis of the issues that lead to action with regards to anti-racism 

and anti-oppression. It will be equally interesthg to explore whether the participnats 

implemented similar teaching methods with their students and why they f e l  such anapproach 

may be effective in the context of addressing anti-racism and anti-oppression in field 

education, 

Dore (1 994) contends that there are parallels between feminist theory and the teaching 

of social work practice, and suggests that principles of feminist pedagogy cm be used to 

enhance leaming and teaching in social work education. She draws on the semuid research 

of Belenky et ai. (1986) to highiight how women have developed alternative ways ofleaming 

and knowing and suggests that teaching strategies should be more reflective of values and 

qualities ofwomen as leamers- Dore (1994) suggests that the three primary goals of feminist 

pedagogy, drawn fiom a ferninist worldview, are congruent with ferninist social work 

principles. The goals include: the empowerment of al1 participants in the Ieaming process; 

the development ofa Jmse ofcornrnunity in which al1 share equally in the leaming tasks; and 

the realization ofthe capacity for leadership as an outgrowth of taking responsibiiity for one's 

own leanùng and the learning of othen (Shrewbury, 1987, in Dore, 1994, p. 4). Dore adds 

that these goals provide a useful framework for implementing strategies and techniques for 

educating social work practitionen and that they are consistent with feminist social work 

principles of individual uniqueness, and personal power and responsibility (1994, p. 6). 

The work of Knowles (1 968), Pratt (1 WB), MiIlstein (1 997), Burstow (199 l), Van 



Vaorhis (1998), Bishop (1994) and Dore (1994) highüghts sorne sirnilarities and dserences 

between the many approaches to teaching in adult and higher education. Knowledge of the 

range of perspectives, the various approaches to teaching, and the action and beliefs that 

infom them will assist in guiding my research as I seek to understand what content and 

teaching methods best facilitate field instructors' learning about anti-racism and an& 

oppression and assist them in teaching students the sl<ills to incorporate anti-racist strategies 

in their work- 

Just as there are dinerent perspectives on teaching adults, there are many différent 

theories about how adults leam. In outlining various leamhg cycles, Mackeracher (1996) 

includes the commonly used cycle proposed by Kolb in 1984. Kolb's experiential leaming 

cycle is grounded in the work of Kurt Lewin (195 1) who experimented with learning based 

on the experience of participating in smalt training groups (Mackeracher, 1996). Kolb's 

learning cycle includes the foUowing four dimensions to describe experiential ieaming: 

1. the cycle begins when the learner is involved in a specific experience (Concrete Experience 

or CE); 

2. the learner reflects on this experience fiom different points of view to give it meaning 

(Reflective Observation or RO); 

3. the learner integrates the meanings &om this experience with those nom other personal 

experiences to develop personal explanations, concepts or theories, or with concepts and 

theories proposed by others, to draw concIusions (Abstract Conceptdition or AC); 

4. these conclusions are used to guide decision-making and planning of related actions which 
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are then implemented (Active Experïmentation or AE) leading to new conaete experiences 

(Mackeracher, 1996, pp 182-183)- 

Mackeracher adds that Kolb describes the leaming cycle as moving in one diiection, pointing 

out that learning is a sequence of activities that create a cyclical process: 

"Under normal circumstances, the activities proceed in one direction; to de@ 
this order may reduce the productivity of leaniing" (Mackeracher, 1996, p. 
187). 

- 
Kolb's 'Zeaming Style Inventory" is said to be one ofthe top five most widely used 

learning style instruments (Mackeracher, 1996). Kolb's Inventory is a self-report instrument 

based on four leamhg styes: diverger, assunilator, converger and accommodator. 

Makeracher explains that adult learners prefer to start their learnhg with activities which 

reflect their personal learning style. She explains that divergent leamers iike to begin their 

leaming by sharing thoughts and ideas with others in the group, assidative learners prefer 

to first research the topic in order to understand where they might go next in the group 

learning process, convergent leamers prefer clearly defining the 1-g task and developing 

learning goals; and accommodative learners favour doing something rat her t han being 

presented with lecture material. Mackeracher points out that adult educators often 

incorporate teaching approaches that reflect their own preferred learning style. She adds that 

"the activity chosen as a starting point will have a profound effect on the remainder of the 

process" (1 996, pp. 2 1 1-2 12). 

Bogo and Vayda (1998) contend that it is important for field instnictors to be aware 
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of their own learning styles, as weU as that of their students and that the sunilarities and 

differences are acknowiedged. They daim that Kolb's Leaming Style Inventory (1 984) is a 

useful tool for field instructors who wish to assess their style of learning. A knowledge of 

leaniing styles can assist the field instructor and student in constructïng the best possible 

educational environment (Bogo and Vayda, 1998). Iust as it is important for field instmctors 

to be aware of their studentsy leamhg styles, it seems equdy important for facilitators of 

training workshops to be aware of the myriad of leaniing styles that exist. As Mackeracher 

(1996) points out, each adult has persondy preferred strategies for processing idonnation 

and for leaming, as well as personal traits and levels of abilities. The fact that groups of adult 

leamers wiU be heterogeneous in terms of their leaming, cognitive styles and abilities, 

suggests that the faciiitator's awareness of this heterogeneity is an important consideration 

when planning a workshop. One of the goals of this research was to coliect data fkom field 

instructors about what workshop format and content best suits their individual leamhg styles. 

In their research offield instructor-student relationships Gladstein and Mailick (1 986) 

claim that a comprehensive educationd assessment should be undertaken to ident* such 

things as the student's pnor expenence, educationd strengths and leaming style. The authon 

recommend that field instructors consider the ethnicity of the student when completing an 

educational assessment to determine such things as theù leamhg style. The relevance ofthe 

authors' claim in relation to this research is two-fold: first, the issue of field instmctors' 

ethnicity may be a factor in theù own leaniing style; secondly, it may be found that 
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participants' field teaching strategies have been infiuenced by their ethnicity. This conneaion, 

however, is not one that was exarnined in this research study and is recommended for f h r e  

studies in the area of field education- 

Dore (1994) outlines three barriers to adult learning which are useful to consider in 

understanding the conditions that foster or impede the leamhg process in relation to group 

leaming about anti-racism and antisppression issues. The three barriers incfude: 

1. the intuitive/affective barrier: which is describeci by Dore as the beiief of inferiority in 

the classroom; 

2. the ethical barrier: which occun when students' beliefs are chalienged in the 

classroom (the traditional hierarchical classroom is disempowering to some students 

and they become withdrawn); and 

3. the criticaVlogical barrier: which is aroused when new learning does not fit into the 

existing thought structure, students are uncornfortable asking questions in the 

traditional classroom, resulting in cognitive dissonance that remains unresolved (p. 3). 

Dore questions whether traditional approaches to teaching social work practice empower 

students, or if these inhibit students' leaming. She wggests that the use of "liberatory" 

classrooms in social work education wül aid in the empowerment of students, thereby 

increasing their capacity for knowledge acquisition, and theu ability to apply their learning in 

practice situations (1994, pp. 6-7). Liberatory classroom environments are meant to 

encourage "a participatory, democratic process that enables aU voices, no matter how 
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tremulous or tentative, to be heard" (Dore, 1994, p. 4). The parailels that Dore draws 

between the l e d g  environment, knowledge acquisition and individual and group 

empowerment have been considered in tenns of field instructor training. 

Various questions &se when considering Dore's (1994) suggestions in the context 

of field instructor training. Do field instructon prefer a traditional lecture style approach to  

training, or do they prefer a more interactive approach? Do Iwning styles impact 

participants' receptivity to certain types of teaching approaches? Does a training focus on 

anti-racism and anti-oppression infiuence participants' willingness to take part in small group 

discussions? What qualities increase participants' feelings of safety in the leaning 

environment? What type oftraining best facifitates participants' empowerment in the leaming 

environment? What do the participants feel is most empowering in a training workshop: 

presentation of context, cooperative group leaming approaches, andior an experiential 

component? Do participants feel that personal or group empowerment is an indicator of an 

effective training event? What do  participants define as the most important element in a 

learning environment? A goal in talking to the field instmctors about their anti-racism and 

anti-oppression training @oth workshop and post-workshop expenences) was to help t o  

illuminate some of the above noted questions related to teaching styles and leaniing 

preferences. 

The purpose of presenting examples of adult learning theones is to highlight the 

implications that teaching perspectives and approaches may have on various leamhg styles. 
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As Mackeracher (1996) points out inpresenting Kolb's experientiai leamhg cycle, knowledge 

acquisition occurs at difEerent levels and the process differs between leamers. Her 

acknowledgement of the fact that adult leamers are heterogeneous in terms of their leafning, 

cognitive styles and abüities seems congruent withDore's (1994) and Belenky's (1986) claim 

that there are dtemate ways of knowing It was hoped that through exploring aspects ofthe 

format and teaching methods in workshops with the field instructors, a greater understandmg 

of what approaches work best for adult learners, who are also educators, will be gained 

Based on my interest and involvement in the ana  of anti-oppression and anti-racisrn 

in social work education and field education, coupled with consultations with my Thesis 

cornmittee and the literature review, a conceptual fiamework was developed. The 

connections between the main themes and the sub-themes led me to my research question and 

to the development of the areas that 1 sought to explore. The main themes iilustrated in the 

conceptual fkamework include the following: 

1. The history ofdiversity, antisppression and anti-racism in Canadian Schools of Social 

Work, 

2. Cumculum issues in Social Work education, 

3. Adult and higher education teaching and leaming theories. 

Each of the sub-themes are listed under the main themes that they are most related to. The 

arrows extending fiom the sub-themes under the first and third themes to the sub-theme 
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entitled "Importance of Anti-Racism and Anti-Oppression Training for Social Work Field 

Instructors" were drawn to it highiight its importance to the research question, as weii as to 

illustrate the comection between the viuious sub-themes. Each ofthe thernes and sub-themes 

informs my research question as weii as the five areas of exploration that are listed below it. 



2.5 Conce~tual Framework 
The conceptual fiamework for this research includes the following main themes and wb-themes 
that have infomed my research question. The mows and + sign indiate the COime*ion baw- 
the main and sub-themes, ail of which lead to my research question: 

The History of Divcrsity, 
Oppression & 
Anti-Racism in 
Canadian Schools of 
Social Work 

4 
4 
4 

Role of the CASSW 
+ 

CAS S W Task Force 

+ Curriculum Issues in 
Socid Work Eduution 

4 
J 
4 
4 

Field Instnicâïon and 
Social Work Edudon 

+ 
Role of the Field Iastructor 

+ 
and Manda6s Importance of Anti-Racism and 

+ Anti-Oppressim 
CASSW National Project - Training for Field urstructors 

+ 

Recommendations 
+ 

Goals and Focus of the 

+ Adult and 
Higher 
Educrition 
Teriching and 
Latning 
Tbcories 

5 
J. 

Prairie Region Initiative 
+ 

'chti-Racist/Anti-Oppressive Instruction in tbe Field 
using Cnticai Thinking" Worlcshops 

+ Y 

What content & teaching methods best facilitate field instructars' leazning about 
anti-racism and anti+ppression and assists tbcm in teaching students the skiiis to incorporate 

anti-racist and anti+ppression (adao) stmkgics in theu work? 
CONTENT FORMAT IMPACT ORGANIZATIONAL INSIGHTS 

CONTEXT Trainhg 
What should What teaching Whaî 
be included in rnethods w o k  impact Wha& if MY, supports What kigbts 
adao best in has the or systemic bamers do field 
training? addressing - training inorganizational inEVuctors 

d a o  had on culture of agencies have for future 
issues field with regards to worksbopd 
with field instnrctors? d a o  similar 
Instnrctors? field educatioa? tiPinirig? 
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2.6 Summarv of Litenture Review 

A îiterature review of the key areas in my research study included a presentation of 

the foilowing topics: 

field instruction and social work education, 

the role of the field instructor, 

the importance of anti-racism and anti-oppression training for field instmctors, 

a adult and higher education teaching and leamhg theones: implications for field 

instructors. 

The conceptual fiamework highlights the comection of three themes and the related sub- 

themes to each other, as weiI as to my research question and the five areas of exploration. 

What follows in the Methodology chapter is a discussion of my research question and goals 

of the research, the use of qualitative research, the process of data collection and data 

analysis, and the ethical considerations of this study. 



Cbapter 3 

METEIODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Ouestion and Goals 

As graduating social work students are expected to possess a solid knowledge base 

in the areas of diversity, anti-racism and anti-oppression strategies, and because social work 

field instructors play such a key role in students' education and professional socialiration, 

exploring the issues related to anti-racism and anti-oppression training for field instructors is 

crucial. The primary goal of this research was to detennine what content, teaching format 

and methods best facilitate field instructors' leaming about anti-racism and anti-oppression 

and assist them in teaching students the skills to incorporate anti-racist/anti-oppressive 

strategies in their work. The process of constructing my research question included a review 

of the relevant iiterature, conversations with members of my cornmittee as weli as informa1 

discussions with colieagues. 

Taking into consideration the historical context of anti-racism and anti-oppression 

education in this country and various adult and higher education teaching and leaming 

theories, I explored the foliowing five areas: content, format, impact, organizational context 

and insights for fùture training- 1 have outlined each of the areas to include the goals of data 

collection as well as the implications (purpose) for social work education: 

, 

1. COAUET- In this area 1 sought to gather information on the specific content that 

should be included in anti-racism and anti-oppression training for field insrniaors. 
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The question: What content should be included in anti-racism and anti-oppression training for 

social work field instnictors? 

The goal was to: 

a gather field instructors' thoughts on what they found usefirl in training, 

a examine the practical utiüty of the material and the teaching tools (critical thinking 

strategies, role plays, s m d  gmup discussions. brainstorming ideas, etc.). and 

a explore issues as they relate to teaching strategies and leaniing theones, 

The purpose was to increase howledge about the content necessary for future anti-racism 

training workshops for field instmctors- 

2. F O W  T- 1 was curious to leam which teaching format field instructors prefer at 

anti-racism and anti-oppression training events. 

The question: Which teaching format works best in addressing anti-racism and anti- 

oppression issues with social work field Uistructors? 

The goal was to: 

a gather field instructors' thoughts on the methods of workshop delivery, 

a discuss how they integrated the issues to assist students in applying the concepts in 

their field work, and 

a explore issues as they relate to teaching strategies and learning theoriedstyles. 

The purpose was to contribute to knowledge about which teaching methods work best for 

field instmctors in relation to  various adult leamhg styles. 
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3. IMPACT- Understanding the outcome oftraining for social work field instructors was 

my intent in this area- 

The question: What impact has training had on field instructors? 

The goal was to: 

O explore the nature and degree to which the participating field instructors' perceptions 

of the issues were altered post-workshop, 

O idente whether workshop training events have an impact on the field instructors' 

teaching approaches, 

O explore whether workplace culture has been influenced to any degree, and 

ident* the level oftransferability ofthe issues (explore the relationship between field 

instructors' own learning and their approaches to teaching about anti-racism and anti- 

oppression), 

The purpose was to increase knowledge about the impact such training has for field 

instructors, related to their own personal and professional integration of the issues and the 

inclusion of the issues and approaches in their field instruction. 

4. ORGANIZ4mONAL CONïZU- I sought to coliect information about the potential 

impact that the organizational context of agencies has on field education. 

The question- What, ifany, supportive feanires or systernic barriers exist in the organizational 

culture of agencies with regards to implementing anti-racism and anti-oppression field 

education? 

The Goal was to: 
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a identifL the organizational supports or barriers that impede or enhance anti-racism and 

anti-oppression field instruction, 

a explore whether workshop training is helpfùl in addressing these issues, and 

a identifjr whether any relationship appears to exist between the organizational culture 

and approaches to anti-racism and anti-oppression in field instruction. 

The purpose in gathering information about the organizational context was two-fold. Fust, 

to increase knowledge about the relationship between the organizational culture of agencies 

and implementing anti-racist and anti-oppressive strategies in field education. Secondly, to 

ùiform future workshop planners about what content and format may be helpfùl in addressing 

the systemic barriers and supports that exist in agencies with regards to anti-racist and anti- 

oppressive field education- 

5. INSIGGHTS for future training- Field instructors' thoughts on the content and format 

of future anti-racism and anti-oppression training was another area that 1 explored with the 

participants. 

The question- What insightdideas do field instructors have for fùture training events in anti- 

racist and anti-oppressive training in field education? 

The goal was to: 

a idente field instructors' thoughts on what was helphil about workshops and training, 

ascertain what they would like to see done differently, and 

determine other suggestions related to anti-racist ad anti-oppressive teaching and 

leaming. 
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The purpose was to increase knowledge about what may be usefil for iùture field instnictor 

training in the area of anti-racism and anti-oppression field education. 

The conceptuai fiameworkthat is outlined in the preceding chapter iiiustrates the main 

ideas that uifonn my research question. It was hoped that this research would both enhance 

the existing body of knowledge in the area of social work field education and provide 

practicai strategies for educaton who wish to host sirnilar training in the niture. 

3.2 Ouatitative Rcscarch 

The methodological fiamework for this study is qualitative research My decision to 

use a qualitative approach was based on the practical realities of this study as well my own 

personal preference. Qualitative research seemed the most appropriate method to gather 

information fiom field uistructon about the content and teaching methods that best facilitate 

their learning about anti-racism and anti-oppression and assists them in teaching students the 

skills to incorporate the strategies in their work. The methods fit weii with my quest to gain 

a comprehensive understanding about rny research participants experiences including aspects 

of their experiences that may be unique to them (Padgett, 1998; Tutty, Rothery and GrinneU, 

1996). The intent of this research study was to explore the meanings of the themes that 

emerge fiom the data. 

Strauss and Corbin (1990) contend that qualitative methods are usefùl in illustrating 

the intncate details ofa phenomenon that are difncult to convey with a quantitative approach. 
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Qualitative methods have been said to be very usefùl in uncovering and understanding what 

lies behind any phenornenon about which little is yet h o w n  (Padgett, 1998; Strauss & 

Corbin, 1990). As there is very limiteci research and related literature that exists in the area 

of anti-racism and anti-oppression training in social work literature, a qualitative approach 

lends itselfweli to my research area, As my goal was to acquire as much in-depth information 

eom participating field instructon as possible, qualitative research seemed the best option in 

this regard. The volume and richness of data that 1 acquired certainiy attest to the fact that 

this approach met my goal of gathenng in-depth information, albeit in overwhelmuig 

quantities! 

Coupled with acknowledging the apparent fit between a quaiitative approach and the 

nature of my research study, it is also important to mention my personal preference for 

qualitative research methods. Having gained an understanding of the strengt hs and limitations 

of the quantitative mode of inquiry in undergraduate and graduate course work as weU as 

various research projects that I have been a part of, 1 discovered that the methods inherent 

to qualitative research are more congruent to both my approach as a social work practitioner 

and interests in research. This research project allowed me the opportunity to gain first-hand 

experience undertaking qualitative research. 

Strauss and Corbïn (1990) stress that the requisite skiiis necessary for doing 

qualitative research include: "theoretical and social sensitivity, the ability to maintain analytical 

distance while at the same time drawing upon past experience and theoretical knowledge to 
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interpret what is seen, lutute powers of observation and good interactional skills" @. 18). As 

the research assistant for the Prairie region team of the CASSW Anti-Racist Training and 

Materiais Project 1 felt the expenence gained fkom my intimate involvement in the National 

and Regional initiatives, as weli my persona1 interest in issues related to diversity issues, anti- 

oppression and anti-racism in higher education were weli suited for qualitative research in this 

area- 

Yegidis et al. (1996) point out that there are many similarities between interviewing 

in qualitative research studies and social work practice inte~ewing with clients and 

consumen of our  service. They add that the requisite skills for undertaking this kind of 

research, such as in te~ewing and cornrnu~cation skiils rapport building, the abiiity to build 

and maintain relationships, verbal and nonverbal datagathering, are also said to be congruent 

with those inherent to social work practitioners . 1 felt confident that 1 possessed the sküls 

and qualities necessary to undertake this type of research. 

Some concepts from grounded theory, such as constant cornparison and open coding, 

were incorporated into this research study. Grounded theory is based p r i m e  on the 

theories of symbolic interactionism, which hold that people construct their own meanings for 

events and experiences based iargely on their interaction with others (Yegidis, et al.1996). In 

grounded theory methodology, there exists a continuous interplay between analysis and data 

collection. As another of  my goals was to explore the methods and techniques of thematic 

analysis, the systematic coding procedures of grounded theory helped Uiform this proeess. 
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Through the process of thematic analysis inherent in the coding process of constant 

comparison, the meanhg behind key themes that emerged fiom the data were exploreci. 

3.3. Data Collection 

Data collection consisted of conducting in-depth interviews using open-ended 

questions and probes. It is said that one-on-one interviews are more common in qualitative 

research (Yegidis et al., 1996). Although in te~ews  are used in both qualitative and 

quantitative research studies, there are many differences between the two approaches: 

"The prirnary purpose of ail research inte~ewing is to collect accurate data 
about some human phenomenon, usuaily the behaviour, attitudes, perceptions, 
or beliefs of people. In qualitative research, the researcher hopes to find out 
how people experience some p h m e n o n  or experience, to leam its meaning 
or essence, for them. In contrast, quantitative research uses the interview to 
accurately measure some phenomenon" Cyegidis, et al- 1996, p. 129). 

Another data source were the notes in my research journal- M e r  the fist i n t e~ew 

was conducted, the journal entries began. 1 referred to the information in my journal pnor 

to each of the interviews to note areas that 1 wished to fbrther explore in the upcoming 

interview. M e r  an interview, 1 recorded thoughts, feelings and themes that emerged, as well 

as the areas that 1 wished to explore in subsequent interviews- My journal was also a usefiil 

tool to recali the point at which various data emerged and how themes began to take shape. 

With the constant comparison method of data gathering and analysis and the volume ofdata 

that cornes with in-depth interviewing, 1 found that rny research journal was an indispensable 

tool! 
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Reference back to fiterature on qualitative research methods and procedures continued 

throughout the data coliection and anaiysis as 1 sought to ensun that the process was 

unfolding as it shouid. Infoxmal and ongoing conversations with some of my committee 

memben were also valuable through the data collection and analysis process. My thesis 

advisor guided me through the many stages of the analysis and provided useful feedback 

about coding strategies. 

--- - 

3.3.1. Data Sources- The S a m ~ l e  

The sample for this research project consists of field instmctors who participated in 

an anti-racism training workshop held in Winnipeg, Mb. in Nov. 1999 and field Ïnstructors 

who participated in an anti-oppression (with a focus on anti-racism) workshop Halifâx, N.S. 

in February 2000. As 1 purposely chose a particular sample, the of type of non-probability 

sampling used in this research project is known as "purposive" (Grinneli & Williams, 1990, 

p. 126). Purposive samples are developed when researchers use their knowledge about a 

specific group to select subjects who represent this population (Berg, 1995). Berg explains 

that, oftentimes, these sarnples are seIected in an effort to ensure that certain people with 

certain attributes and qualities are included in the study. 

In Manitoba, field instructors, mentors and staffaftiliated with the Faculty of Social 

Work at the University of Manitoba were invited to participate in an "Anti-Racist Instruction 

in the Field using Critical Thinking" workshop that was hosted in Winnipeg. The vast 

majority of workshop participants were field instructors who were currently working with at 



least one student. Workshop participants ( ~ 2 8 )  were asked to comptete the workshop 

evaluation questionnaire and the response rate for the questionnaire was 98%. The 

questionnaire was an effective "first step" in gathering basic feedback about severai aspects 

of the content and fonnat of the workshop. Participants were aiso invited to take part in a 

follow-up interview. This invitation was announced at the workshop, and it was dso included 

in the evaluation questionnaire. Approximately 113 of the questionnaire respondents (n=10) 

agreed to take part in the follow-up research. - - 

After my research proposal was approved by my Thesis cornmittee and the Faculty 

of Social Work's (University of Manitoba) Research Ethics Cormnittee in June, 2000, field 

instnictors who had expressPd an interest in the follow-up research were contacted by mail 

and then by telephone over the summer months to ascertain if they were still interested in 

taking part in the research study. Mutually agreeable interview times were then scheduled 

with the group of participants in W i p e g  (n=5) in the Fall of2000. 

A similar workshop for field instructon was hosted in February, 2000 in Halifax, 

Nova Scotia by the Tearn leader of the CASSW Anti-Racist Project fiom the Atlantic Region 

who also CO-facilitated the workshop in Winnipeg. This antisppression workshop, which 

focused on anti-racism, was attended by field instructors afEiliated with the Maritime School 

of Social Work at Dalhousie University. These field Instmctors (n=30) were also asked to 

compiete the workshop evaluation questionnain and were invited to participate in follow-up 

research for this study. Approximately 1/5 of these field instructors (16) agreed to take part. 
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As with the field instructon who attended the workshop in Wuuipeg, Mb., the field 

instructors in Nova Scotia who agreed to participate were sent a letter to ascertain ifwere are 

still interested in participating. Details of the research projezt, the Consent Form and the 

research questions were maiied out to  them. Appointments for telephone interviews were 

then scheduled in the Fail of 2000 4 t h  those (n=5) who &meci their interest in participating 

by signing and returning the Consent form. 

AU of the field instructors who agreed to participate in the research were sent details 

of the research and an overview of the interview questions weii in advance of their interview 

date so they could gain fiirther information about the purpose ofthe research, as well as have 

an opportunity to recall information that was presented at theu workshop. 

3.3.2. The Interviews 

The metaphor coined by Glesne and Peshlcin (1992) t o  describe the  process of 

developing understanding fiom intewiewing is "making words fly"@. 63). They k e n  the 

research inte~ewer to  a baseball pitcher whose goal h asking questions, or  throwing the 

baseball, to the intewiewee, a-k-a the batter, is to "stimulate verbal flights fkom the important 

others who know what you do not" (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992, p. 63). With theumetaphonc 

conceptualization of the ascending basebaii &er it is thrown fiom the pitcher and connects 

with the batter, the authors add, "fiom these flights corne the information you transmute into 

data- the stuff of dissertations, articles, and books" (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992, p. 63). 
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Having recently emerged nom my own research ball park, so to spe& 1 certainly do 

recognïze and afnnn Glesne and Peshkin's conceptualization of the i n t e ~ e w  process. To 

echo their words and briefly expand on their metaphor, I wish to add that, although 1 initiaily 

anticipated a daunting task with the commencement of my interviews, the data collection 

process and on-going analysis, once I entered the bal park, with my interview schedule and 

audio-recording equipment in tow, and threw my fht pitch, eager to see which direction the 

ball would fly, 1 was ever so relieved with the realization that 1 had just embarked on an 

exciting process of discovery! My research courses. my work as a research assistant, my 

reading and observations about the research process, my conversations with colleagues and 

my cornxnittee members about research were like training camp for my role as pitcher ... now 

this, my own research, was the real thing! 

1 must stress that the i n t e ~ e w  process was the most enjoyable part of my research! 

The interviews began in mid-October, 2000 and ended in mid-December, 2000. Each was 

approximately 1-1.5 hours in length, with the longest being just under 2 hours. hterviews 

with the 5 field instnictors fiom Nova Scotia took place over the telephone and ail of the 

inte~ewees consented to the use of phone audio-recording methods. Like their coUeagues 

in the East, the 5 field instnictors fiom Manitoba also consented to their interviews being 

tape-recorded. AU but one of the field instructon fiom Manitoba were able to meet in-person 

for the interviews. Two of the in-person interviews took place at the field instmctors' work 

place, one was in a restaurant and the other was in the field instructor's home. An audio-tape 

recorded telephone i n t e ~ e w  took place with the one Manitoba participant who lives in a 
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rural community as we were unable to meet for an in-person interview @lese refer to Data 

Collection and Ethical Consideration sections for more information on audio-taping the 

interviews). 

Prior to commencing the interviews and as a tool to refine my research question and 

enhance my probes, 1 met with a veteran field instructor who had attended a recent an& 

racismhti-oppression event and 1 did a test interview with her- This process proved to be 

very successfil in that she provided me with very helpfùl feedback about the research 

question and the related probes, it afEorded me the oppomuiity to  prepare for the adual 

interviews and it alleviateci some of my feus and uncertainties about the impending 

commencement of my interviews. Equally important to assisting me with the content and 

process, the feedback and encouragement 1 received from this enthusiastic and 

knowledgeable, seasoned field instructor was very afbnhg! Although 1 had pnor experience 

in conducting qualitative interviews, 1 had never before undertaken an independent research 

project such as this ... my own question. my nvn resemch! Yes, 1 did feel somewhat nervous 

and intimidated with the thought of  the first interview, but this preparatory interview also 

aided in dispelling my feelings of uncertainty about the process and the content. As such, 1 

recommend this preparatory phase to  al1 students and beginning researchers as, for me, it 

assisted in renning the question and probes and it is was very vahdating! 

As previously mentioned, four of  the interviews took place in-person and six were 

over the telephone. Acknowledging the differences between conducting in-person and 
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telephone i n t e ~ e w s  is important. There are two points that 1 would like to  mention in this 

regard. Firstly, it was my expenence that engagement and rapport-building was much easier 

in-person- Rapport and trust-building, as weU as ensuring the interviewes' cornfort, were 

the three components 1 focussed on  in the engagement phase. Although a high degree of 

relationship building took place over the tekphone, 1 believe that the meeting with 

interviewees face-to-face enhanced this process. 1 did acknowiedge to the telephone 

interviewees that my preference would have been to meet with them in-person, but due to the 

geographic realties this was not possible. wth the telephone interviewees 1 also made a 

point of reminding them about the use of audio-taping equipment, when 1 was turning the 

tape on at the beginning of the interview and when 1 tumed it off at the conclusion so as to 

keep them abreast of the recording process. The second point relates to the nature and 

degree of data that 1 was able to collect. As noting and referring back to the non-verbal 

nuances were integral to my data analysis, it was clear that it was easier to  gather such data 

with in-person interviews. Although some non-verbal nuances could be detected over the 

phone (such as nervous laughter and long pauses), several others could not. For instance, it 

is virtually impossible to determine such things as nodding or srniling over the telephone- In 

many cases with the in-person interviews, 1 would follow-up on physical non-verbal nuances 

such as nods or looks of confiision* Detecting non-verbal cues fiom telephone interviews was 

based solely on  auditory information rather than visual. 

Another related point is that it was only recently that I realized the potential impact 
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that my lack of seKdisclosure about such things as my own age, race, ethnic background, and 

expenences with oppression might have had on the htemew process. With the in-person 

interviews, the participants had somewhat of an advantage in that they could see who they 

were speaking to, and, perhaps, could make some assumptions about my age, race and 

ethnicity and experiences with the issues ofracism and oppression, even though 1 did not offer 

any such uûormation. As my telephone i n t e~ewees  could not see me, they had even less 

information about me. Participants who did not know me, did not even know if 1 had 

experience as a field instructor. These are issues that 1 continue to reflect on and have 

referred to the Literature to gain additional insights. 

Padgett (1998) contends that, while there is debate about the nature and degree of 

researcher self-disclosure, personal disclosure by the i n t e~ewer  is virtualiy unavoidable in 

qualitative research studies. Some Literature suggests that researchers should provide basic 

Somat ion about themselves (Weiss, 1994). "while others argue that sharing personal 

information encourages NUer disclosure by respondents and promotes an egaiitarian 

partnership between the researcher and the respondent" (Padgett, 1998, p. 49). Padgett 

suggests that the degree of self-disclosure depends on the wishes and sensitivities of the 

respondents, as weii as the researcher's own codor t  level. She stresses that whatever choice 

researchers make about disclosing personal information, the focus should always be on the 

iives and experiences of the respondents. Although the participants in this study were invited 

to ask any questions of me, there were no questions that 1 recall that dealt with the issue of 
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my expenences with racism or oppression or my personal background. Perhaps if 1 had 

offered such information at the outset of the i n t e ~ e w ,  the participants may have felt more 

cornfortable asking questions about my background and experiences that they may have been 

interested in or cunous about. Although my intent was certainiy not to create or perpetuate 

a power differential, failure to self-disclose information could have potentidy ïmpeded 

rapport-building- 

However, it is important to highlight that the participants in this study were very open 

about their thoughts and candid about their expenences related to anti-oppression and anti- 

racism. To valying degrees and contexts, 1 did know some of the participants pnor to the 

interviews. However, my first contact with the majority of the participants was arranging for 

and conducting the inte~ews. Although my research question ww specinc to social work 

field education, many of the participants shared their personal experiences with racism and 

oppression. This personal sharing both illuminated their standpoint and worldview about the 

issues and set a context for my understanding of their perspectives. 

As Strauss and Corbin (1990) point out, there are three major components of 

qualitative research: the data collection, the analytic or interpretive procedures, and the 

written and verbal repons. In the first component of my research process, 1 used an in-depth 

interviewing strategy as the intent of gathering data with such i n t e ~ e w s  is to compare 

information between and among people while at the sarne time understanding each person's 

experience mogers & Bouey, 1996). A series of open-ended questions and probes were used 



in each of the interviews. 

The key elements of wrying out qualitative research interviews were used as a guide 

in conducting this research: engaging, contracting, implementing/condu*in& and tenninating 

(Rogers & Bouey, 1996). Each of the interviews began with a review of the research, some 

ofthe ethical considerations (assurance ofcodidentiality), the intewiewees' rights as research 

participants (fieedorn to not answer any questions), and the gathering of demographic data- 

The interview questions were asked in an open-endsi manner at a tirne that seemed to fit with 

the participants' account of their expenence @ogers & Bouey, 1996). Questions and probes 

that were used to guide the interview onginated fiom a variety of sources. Some stem fiom 

the anal.jsis of the workshop evaluation questionnaires undertaken in Manitoba, some f?om 

ideas in the literature and others fkom discussions with my thesis cornmittee members 

(Appendix A)- 

As ingrounded theory, the open-ended questions weremodified, adapted or expanded 

upon throughout the course of the research as new themes emerged fiom the datacollection 

process. For example, the first i n t e ~ e w  yielded an array of information about the 

organizational context and agency climate. in prepantion for the second interview, 1 wanted 

to gather additional information about specific aspects of the agency climate and whether 

these features foster or impede an anti-racist or  anti-oppressive approach to field teachhg. 

As such, specific probing questions were expanded upon in the second interview. What 1 

discovered in the first interview was augmented by the data 1 gathered in the second. This 
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process of checking out the themes that began to emerge with each successive interview 

continued. There were many instances throughout the course ofthe research that questions 

were modined and expanded upon or new probing questions were utilized. 

3.4 Ethical Considerations 

This research was designed, in part, as a foUowup study of the "Anti-Racist 

Instruction in the Field using Criticai Thinking'' workshop. This study was included with the 

Prairie Region Team's submission to the University of Manitoba's Faculty of Social Work's 

Research Ethics Committee and was approved in November 1999. My thesis proposal, 

outlining that this research would be utilized in filfilment of the thesis r equben t s  of the 

MSW degree and would dso include in t e~ewing  field instnictors nom Nova Scotia who are 

affiliated with the Maritime School of Social Work at Dalhousie University, was submitted 

to the Faculty's Research Ethic's Committee in June 2000 and was subsequently approved. 

3.4.1. Informed Consent 

Each of the participants cornpleted a signed Consent F o m  which includes information 

about the research project and a list of their rights as research participants (Appendix C). A 

brief surnmary of the research procedures and the nghts of research participants was also 

discussed by the researcher at the outset of the interviews. 

3.4.2. Confidentiality 

Al1 participants consented to having the UiteMews audio-taped. Each was idormeci 
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that the audio tape would then be transcribed. They were told that a third party mïght be 

hired to transcribe the data and that the transcriber woutd be advised that the issues of 

confidentiality must be adhered to. They were further notified that all i d e n t w g  information 

would be taken out of the transcriptions, replaced with a pseudonym or assigned a number 

in the typed transcription and in the report, to ensure confidentiality. They were assured that 

their responses would be confidentid and would not identify them when the data was 

analyzed or the report or publications were written. 

The participants were advised that the research sample size was small, so there might 

be a chance that they would be identified by theu specific cornments, but evety masure 

would be taken to ensure they were not identified in the report, other d t t e n  work or 

presentations. They were advised that my Thesis Cornmittee members mïght have access to 

the data when identifjing information had been removed. They were assured that the tapes 

and other data (written information and compter disks) would be kept in a locked cabinet 

in my office at the Faculty of Social Work (University of Manitoba) and would be destroyed 

at the completion of the project. 

3.4.3. Review of Participant's Rights 

The Consent Form included an outlie of participants rights. This idionnation 

outlined that participation in this research study was completely voluntary, that they would 

be sent a copy of the i n t e ~ e w  questions in advance of the i n t e ~ e w  date, that they could 

choose to withdraw fkom the research at any tirne without penalty, that there are no known 
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nsks and/or discornforts associated with this study, but that the questions were of a personal 

nature, and might involve some disdosure regarding beliefs and fedugs and that they were 

fiee to not answer any questions that they chose. They were advised that could request a 

summaiy of the research findings be mailed to their home. workplace, another address that 

they ident*, or the summary could be picked up by the participant at the University of 

Manitoba's Faculty of Social Work General -ce. 

-- -_ 
3.4.4. M y  Position at the University 

Participants were advised that 1 hold the position of AdmissiondAdvising Officer in 

the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba, but my position would in no way 

influence theu present or future involvement at theû university. As weU, that theu choice to 

participate in this research would in no way impact upon theu position as field instniaor or 

student. 

Pnor to proceeding to the next section, it is Unponant to mention how my position 

at the university affeçted my role as researcher in this study. 1 feel that my position gave me 

additional insights into the key role that field education has in social work education. Coupled 

with havuig lived the field experience as an undergraduate student, my position at the 

university provided fùrther knowledge of the process. In my role as student advisor. several 

students have spoken to me about their expenences in field. 1 have also had contact with 

many graduate students who are field instructors, or are planning on becoming one, who 

enroll in the field instructor course. 1 also know severai of the field instructors in the 
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community because ofmy work in the cornmunity and role at the university. As well, 1 know 

many field coordiiators because of my position at the university, my role as research assistant 

on a national project and my participation at national confierences. 1 do not beiieve that this 

experïence in any way affected my ability to be unbiased in the research- On the contraxy, 1 

feel that this additional information aliowed me to have a greater understanding of some of 

the issues, struggles and successes that participants spoke of in the context of their role as 

field instmctor, agency worker, and/or student. 

3.5 Data Analvsis 

"'An ongoing dialogue between data collection, identification of signincant 
themes, and subsequent codiig and analysis is the hallmark of qualitative 
research. Ideally, these processes occur in a pulsating fashion- over the 
course of research" (Snyder, in Gilgun, et al., 1992, p. 51). 

As the quote suggests and as 1 experienced, the processes involved in qualitative 

research are certainly not Iinear. They often occur in a circular fashion and are very much 

intercomected. Although distinct but not at al1 separate fiom the data collection phase, the 

analysis phase contains many important features that 1 will comment upon in the context of 

my own recent research experiences. 

3.5.1. The Approach 

According to Coleman and U ~ a u  (1996), the main purpose of analysis in qualitative 

studies is to "sift, sort and organize the masses of information aquired during data collection 

in such a way that the themes and interpretations that emerge from the process address the 
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original research problems that have been identified" (p. 90). Data analysis in qualitative 

research includes developing a thorough understaneiiig ofthe phenornenon king studied, and 

usually entds  distinct phases which include: the process of ongoing discovery that occurs 

throughout the t h e  the datais being collected, and coding and sorting categones that emerge 

Corn the researcher's hdepth review of verbatim transcripts of the interviews (Bogdan & 

Taylor, 1984, p. 161). 

After each of the interviews, notes were made in my research log about the feelings 

and themes that emerged, as well as areas that 1 wished to explore in subsequent interviews- 

As mentioned previously, 1 &en retumed to qualitative research literature and consulted 

informally with coiieagues and some of my cornmittee members to ensure that the ptocess of 

analysis was unfolding as it should. What I discovered in my reading and consultations was 

that there are a myriad of processes one could follow in data analysis and that the best advice 

was to decide on a method that works well at managing the data (Le. keeping detailed notes 

on thoughts, ideas and feelings; recording themes as they emerge for firther exploration; 

noting additional questions and probes for subsequent interviews) and to stay consistent in 

the approach so as to enhance credibiiity in the research. 

The following steps of data analysis as explained by Coleman and Unrau (1996, p. 

100), were incorporated into this research project (although they did not always proceed in 

a linear fashion) and will be explained in the foliowing sections: 

1. Preparing data in transcript form, 



2. Establishing a plan for data analysis, 

3 First-level coding, 

4, Second-level codig, 

5. Interpreting data and the development of themes, 

6.  Assessing trustworthiness, or credibdity, of the results. 

Coleman and Umau (1996) explain that many quaiitative researchers conclude their studies 

by utiiizing the themes and their interpretations to create hypotheses or theory. Rather than 

theory buildimg, this research has yielded a presentation ofthe description ofthe major themes 

that emerge from the data This research dm yielded some prelirninaxy conclusions to be 

made about teaching and learning about anti-racism and anti-oppression in field education. 

Some recommendations have aiso emerged fiom the research. The emergence of the themes 

is explained below. 

3.5.2. Transcribing and Coding 

The audio-tapes were transcribed af€er each i n t e ~ e w  so the concurrent data 

collection and analysis process could begin. Al1 but one of the ten audio-taped interviews 

were transcribed by a 3rd party who 1 contracted with for this purpose. 1 did undertake the 

task of transcribing one of the audio-tapes, but decided that this was best Ieft to the skilis of 

my transcriber. These transcripts, dong with my research log, becarne the primary source of 

my data. 
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The plan that 1 established for data analysis first included the task ofreviewing and 

modifying the typed transcript on the cornputer pnor to p ~ t i n g  it in docummt form. 

Modications prior to printing included assigning pseudonyrns to the interviewees and any 

other people they n m e d  in the interview; changing andor  deleting any ident-g 

information such as agency names and Provinces; m a h g  any corrections to content, 

grammar and spelling and adding the non-verbai nuances. For  exarnple, in parentheses 1 typed 

in such things as "laughtef' o r  "nervous laughtei' if there was any sort of laughter, "short - 

pause" o r  "long pause7* ifthere was any sort of pause in the in te~ewees '  response, and any 

other such non-verbal indicators. I also found that after 1 wded my first interview on a 

document that was single-spaced with narrow margins that there simply was not adequate 

space to complete my line-by-line coding in a legible fashion. As such, I double-spaced only 

the text that containeci the interviewees' words. This aiiowed for ample space to complete 

the coding and make any additional notes in the margins. Although this process is not 

discussed in the literature 1 have read, 1 cal1 it my prelirninary coding phase. Not only did it 

offer me assurance that the transcript was free from identifying information, grammatical, 

spelling and content errors, that the non-verbal nuances were recorded and there was proper 

h e  spacing for coding, but it also provided me with the opportunity to recd the interview 

prior to embarking on the task of  first-leve1 coding. 

M e r  the preliminary coding and printing of each transcript, the first-level coding 

commenced. Coleman and Unrau (1996) explain that fht-Ievel coding results in a foundation 

from which to further refine data analysis ( p. 107). They add that this process will involve 
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ident-g meaning units; assigning category names to groups of simîlar meaning units; 

assigning codes to categories; refining and organizing codes; and deciding when to stop 

(1996, pp. 100-106). The process that 1 foliowed in est-level coding was the assignment of 

numbered codes to each transcript on a line-by-üne basis which resulted in approximatety 

200+ to 300 codes per transcript- In the majority of cases, a few words fiom a sentence or 

one sentence that the intewiewee spoke was coded- There were instances where two or three 

sentences were assigned a code. Whatever the case, the number of codes per transcript was 

very high indeed! 

As it was important for me to maintain a high level of organization in my firot-level 

coding in anticipation of the second-level and because 1 am a visuai leamer, 1 sought to 

enhance the handwritten method of coding my transcripts by experimenting with a 

computerized system that 1 developed with the use of a chart- 1 found that this method was 

ineffective and inefficient (too repetitive of the handwritten coding that had already been 

completed and extremely tirne-consuming), so 1 discontinued the process. Instead, the 

process of handwriting the codes in the spaces between each line of the text continued. 

My goal was to complete the £kt-level coding on each tranmipt pnor to the next 

in te~ew.  There were a couple of instances where 1 did not have tirne to complete a 

thorough coding of the entire transcnpt before the next interview. In those cases, the 

transcripts were either read over in detaii pnor to the next i n t e ~ e w  or some prelïminary 

codes were assigned to ascertain the essence of the i n t e ~ e w  in preparation for the one to 
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foiîow. Although this contingency plan worked weU in the few cases that 1 had to implement 

it, completing the fïrst-level coûiig prior to commencing the next interview was important as 

it ensured an accurate understanding ofthe data and assisted in detennining the nature of the 

probes for the subsequent in t e~ews .  

Once alI of the first-level coding was completed in ali of the transcripts, 1 began the 

second-level coding of my data. In the data analysis stage of second-level coding, the focus 

of the analysis shifts fkom the "context of the interviewe to the context ofthe categories" 

(Coleman & Unrau, 1996, p. 107). Coleman and Unrau describe the data interpretation 

process as a very rewarding step in qualitative data analysis (1996, p. 107)- Yes, 1 agree that 

it is rewarding, but it was also very complex and required a high degree oforganization. 

In the second level of coding, the two tasks include retrieving codes or placing 

meaning units into categories and comparing categories. Although 1 had considered the use 

of a computerized software prograrn to assist me in soriing and arranging my data at the stage 

of second-level coding, I opted out ofthis and proceeded with my own method of computer 

assisted data organization. 

The process that proved successful in my second-level coding stage was a focussed 

cornputer-assisted "copy and paste" method. As my research question contained some pre- 

determined areas of exploration, it seemed logical to use that as a starting point in sorting the 

vast amounts of data. As such, documents were created for each of the five areadcategories: 
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"Content7', "Format", "Impact7', "Organkat ion Context", and "Tnsights for Future Training". 

Chunks of codes associated in one or more ways to these subject areas were "copied" nom 

the text oft he transcript and "pasted" into one or more ofthe relevant documents. Additional 

documents entitled 'Xnowledge of AntiRacisdAnti-Oppression Issues", "Beliefs about 

hti-RacisdAnti-Oppression7', Wotivation to Attend Workshop", "Approach with Students 

(other influences)", "Past Training'' and "SeKIdentification: Anti-RacisdAnti-Oppression" 

were created as it was determined, by a thorough examination and colored highlighter- 

assisted method, that the remaining data fit into these categories. Padgett (1998) explains 

that a colour coding system is usefiil for keeping track ofdata and dent-g categories and 

themes. 1 soon determined that, due to the vast amount of Miormation yielded fiom the 

transcnpts, 1 needed to concentrate oniy on the data that was relevant to my research 

question. As such, the colored-highlighter method of ident-g categories and emerging 

themes continued with the data found in ali ofthe aforementioned documents. Documents and 

charts were also created for the demographic data. Demographic and related data serve as 

contextual information in this research project. 

3.5.3. Areas of Exploration and Emtrgiog Themes 

"Themes arc across wide swaths of data and capture patterns of human 
experience. They may jump out at you early on or they may emerge subtly 
over time" Padgett, 1998, p. 83). 

With the second-level coding documents 1 created and with the continued use of 

coloured highlighters, evidence of the emerging t hemes and sub-themes began to fbrt her 
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unfold. Initidy, 1 incorporated the use of a chart to sort themes and sub-themes according 

to the five "Areas of Explorations". A conversation with my Thesis advisor and my own 

reflection about this method of presentation motivatecl me to reorganize the themes and 

discard the use of the "Areas of Exploration" to present them- At this point, 1 was able to 

more cleariy see additional connections between the themes and they were coliapsed, refined 

and re-named even nirther. For example, 'Znhancing Field Instructor Course", 

"Worksho ps", and "Ongoing Training" were initiaiiy identified as three separate themes. 

They were then collapsed into one theme called "Ongoing Training" because of the common 

links between them and also because the need for ongoing training was revealed numerous 

times u! the findings. The sub-themes, "Beyond One Workshop" and 'Xesource Materiai" 

became the two sub-themes of'ongoing Training" because ofthe apparent fit with this theme 

and the link to numerous other sub-themes that had initidy been created. 

Although stymied at various points due to the seerning complexities and intricacies 

inherent in qualitative research, the excitement that 1 expenenced early on in the research with 

the commencement of data collection soon returned in the analysis phase when categories 

were constructed fiom the codes and the themes and sub-themes emerged. 

3.5.4. Issues of Credibility 

"In qualitative research, the key issue is tmstworthiness. A trustworthy study 
is one that is carried out fairly and ethicaüy and whose findings represent as 
closely as possible the experiences ofthe respondents. Tmstworthiness is not 
a matter of blind fiith, but must be eamed by ngorous ~cholarship'~ (Padgett, 
1998, p. 92). 
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Credibility and tmstworthiness in my research was upheld by carefirliy doaunenting 

my findings (process and content) and the decisions that were made throughout the course 

of the project. For exarnple, notes were kept in my research journal d e r  each interview. 1 

recorded such things as new Iimes ofquestioning that 1 wanted to explore, possible probes that 

I could incorporate, themes that were appearing to emerge and various thoughts and feelings 

about the interview. Ofientimes, themes that began to emerge were checked out in 

subsequent interviews by incorporating various probing questions. Documentation on the 

both the process and content w u  an ongoing part of the research. 

Credibility was aiso maintaineci by e n s u ~ g  consistency with my data collection and 

method of analysis. For example, the method of gathering data, preparing the data in 

transcript form, first and second-level coding , and recording content and process notes in my 

joumai remained consistent throughout the course of the research. 

It is important to note that there were no apparent disparities in the nature or context 

of the feedback received fiom the participants from the two provinces. If there had been, a 

provincial classification would have been included in the findings to note the disparities. As 

well, the method of analysis would have brought out the differences had there been anything 

notable. The similarities in the responses between the hvo groups suggests validity in the 

findings fiom this small sample. Also worthy of mention is that, although this sarnple of ten 

participants is relatively small, this study provides nch data on field insrnidors' experiences 

teaching and leaming about anti-racism and anti-oppression. 
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3.6 

Based on the purpose of the research and my own leaming goals, a qualitative 

research approach was utilized in this study. Aqualitative approach was selected because of 

the practicai realities ofthis study as weU my own personal preference. Qualitative research 

methods seemed the mon appropriate method to gather Monnation fiom field instmctors 

about the content an teaching met hods that best facilitate their leamhg about anti-racism and 

anti-oppression and assists them in teaching students the SUS to incorporate the strategies 

in their work. Methods of data coilection and anaiysis incorporated some aspects borrowed 

fiom the grounded theory approach. In-person and telephone interviews were conducted 

with field instmaon atFliated with the University of MaGtoba and the Maritime School of 

Social Work at Dalhousie University- Ethicai considerations included the issue of informed 

consent, a review of the participants' rights, confidentiality and the nature and effects of my 

position at the University- A discussion of the data analysis included the approach, coding, 

the emergence of themes and sub-themes and the issues of credibüity. What follows in the 

Findings Chapter is presentation of demographic data, as weff as the four themes and theu 

related sub-themes. 



Chapter 4 

4.1 Demoera~hic Data 

At the outset of the interviews, 1 gathered demographic data fiom a11 ten of the 

participants. 1 found that this process was usefbl not only in getting a better picture of the 

sample, but also in building rapport with each of the participants. The demographic data is 

presented in aggregate form rather than a case-by-case illustration to ensure -greater 

confidentiaiity, 

As can be seen in the demographic data chart that is presented on the following page, 

70% of the sarnple is female, !4 of the total sarnple is firom Manitoba and fkom the 

province of Nova Scotia The majority of the participants are in the 4049 age category- A 

Bachelor of Social Work degree is the highest level of education for six of the ten 

participants. As far as self-identification in the raciaVethniJcultural heritage category, there 

was a myriad of responses with the sample clearly being heterogeneous in this regard. The 

majority of participants said that their agencies were in an urban area with 40% in Health 

Care, 20% in Child Welfàre, and 10% each in Mental Health, Long Term Care, Homeless 

Shelter, and Youth Addiction settings. The number of years as a Field hstnictor ranged from 

1 M years to 16 years, 400h of the participants had worked with 10 or more field students. 

When asked about any other self-dentification that they felt was relevant to this research, 

participants openly shared a range of responses as seen in the Demographic Data chart. 



Demoera~hic Data 
-- 

ITEM 

Gender 

Province 

-- 

Highest Level of Education 

RaciaV Ethnid Cultural 
Heritage self-identification 

Urban or Rural agency 

Number of years as a Field 
Instructor 

Total number of students 
worked with in rolt as 
Field Instructor 

Type o f  agency 

DATA 

Female- 7 Male- 3 

Manitoba- 5 Nova Scotia- 5 

BSW- 6 MSW- 3 unknown- 1 

Latin American; Caucasian & French Canadian; Fust 
Nation; Caucasian, Italian Canadian, French Canadian 
& Celtic; Acadian; Black Nova Scotian; Irish European; 
Anglo-saxon; Jewish; Canadian & West Indian 

Urban- 8 Rural- 2 
-- - -- 

1 - 2 years 3 (iowest- 1 (/2 years) 
3 - Syears 3 
6 -9 years 1 
Io+ years 3 (highest- 16 years) 

1 - 2  2 
3 - 5  2 
6 - 9  2 
10+ 4 

Child Welfare- 2 
Kealth Care- 4 
Mental Heaith- 1 
Long Term Care- 1 
Homeless Shelter- 1 
Youth Addiction- 1 



"Ot her" Self-Iden tification 
in context of research 
(8 responses) 

Lesbian 2 
"same sex partne?' 1 
ImmEgrant 1 
% French Canadien- grew up in two cultures 1 
Member of an anti-racism group 1 
Member of Black Association of Social Workers 1 
Work with diverse populations, teaching experience 
and anti-racisrn expenence 1 

4.1.1. Knowlednt of AntCRacism and A ~ ~ ~ O D D ~ S ~ O ~  h u e s  

In an effort to gain as much demographic and contextual data about the participating 

Filed listructors, 1 explored with them where they aquired their knowledge of anti-racism 

and antisppression issues. The majonty gained knowledge of these issues through their own 

Me experiences and reading. The following chart outlines the responses (some respondents 

chose more than one area): 

Knowledge Gaintd Through: 

Life experience 

Work with students & clients 1 - 3 1 

Number of Responses 

8 

Reading 

Formal educatiod School 

Formal training in the BSW prograd School of Social Work 1 2 1 

6 

3 

Television/ the media 1 1 1 

Attending workshops 

Work experience 

Personai interestfown research 

Talking with fnends about theù experiences 

2 

2 

2 



Developing workshops 1 1 

Ciinical experience 
I 

Field Placement 

1 Joining anti-racism group 1 1 I 

1 

1 

Dealing wit h issues of gender and oppression 

4.1.2 Past Training 

1 

Field Instnicton also shared information-about their past training in the a m  of anti- 

oppression and anti-racism, as weli as the forma1 and inforrnal settings in which they have 

been exposed to or have integrated these issues. Responses included (more than one response 

per person allowed): 

Past Training Number of Responses 

Presenting training workshops in agency and cornmunity 4 

Field Instructor course 

Attending agency-based workshopdtraining 1 3 

4 

BSW Educatioflarticipating in a student forum 

1 Teaching/Guest lecturer in the BSW program 1 2 

3 

1 Attending a national conference 1 1 

Attending workshops offered through social work program 

Note on Demoera~hic Data and the Findinns 

1 

Please note that, although the sample is fiom two provinces, the findings are presented 

without distinguishing them because there were no apparent disparities in the nature and/or 

context of the data between the two groups. If there had been any notable degree of 
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difference in the feedback received tiom the two groups, a provincial classification would 

have been indudeci.. As weil, there is also greater assurance of confidentiality with the 

presentation method chosen. 

4 2  Areas o f  Ex~loration and the Emerncnce of Themes and Sub-Themes 

As 1 interviewed field instructon about the five areas related to my research question, 

various themes and sub-themes emerged. Each ofthe themes and the related sub-themes are 

listed on the chart below, and discussion of each of them will fotlow, The number at the end 

of the comments indicates the nurnber assigned to the participants and the order in which 

they were interviewed. Some of the field instmctors' comments have been edited to ensure 

greater confidentiaiity. The name of the facilitator at the Anti-Racism and Anti-Oppression 

Field Instructor Training events held in Winnipeg and Haiifax has been deleted fkom the 

transcripts and in the findings, as are the names of other instniaors that were mentioned by 

the research participants in the interviews. As weli, home provinces and agency names have 

also been deleted fiom the transcriptions. 

Interviews with field instructors fiom Winnipeg took place between 1 i to 12 rnonths 

afler the training. The i n t e ~ e w s  with the field instmctors fkom Halifax took place 9 tolO 

months d e r  their participation in the training. The rationale for inte~ewing the participants 

d e r  this amount of time had passed fiom the training, was so that they could have tirne to 

integrate the training into their work with students. 



Main Themes 
I 

1. Participatory Appmach 

2. Awareness, Affirmation and Action 

3. Agency Climatc 

4. Ongoing Training 

1.1. Expetiential Leamhg and Teaching 
- role play4 case scenariosl 
critical incidents 
- popular education 
- personal sharing 

1.2. Safety in the Leamhg Environment 

2.1. Challenging Self and Student 

2.2. Motivation and Empowerrnent 

3.1. Impact on Teaching 

3 -2- Fostering Dialogue 

4.1. Beyond One Workshop.. - 

4.2. Resource Material 



4.3 Discussion of Themes 

Main Theme 1 

A prevahg theme in this research is that field instructon prefer a participatory 

teaching approach at anti-racism and ami-oppression training events. As well, the findings 

indicate that field instnictors incorporate this approach in theü own field teaching. In their 

roles as learners and teachers, field instmctors shared a variety of examples of the 

effectiveness of a participatory approach as it relates to learning and teaching about anti- 

racism and anti-oppression- 

In the context of this research study, the term participatory refers to a teaching 

approach in which the learners are actively engaged in the leaming environment. Field 

instmctors referred to this type of teaching as being more democratic in nature, as opposed 

to a lecture style of teaching where the tacher or trainer is the most active, or the only active 

participant, in the learning environment- The participatory approach to teaching was 

described by the participants as one in which the active participation of the learner is 

welcomed and fostered by the facilitator and other participants. 

In discussing theù preference for a participatory approach in field instructor training, 

as opposed to an exclusively lecture-style approach, participants commented that they find 

this especially usehl in leadng about and integrating anti-racism and anti-oppression issues. 

An interactive leaming environment that fosters open dialogue, promotes individuai and 



collective sharing, brainstorming and problem-solving within the group was said to be usenil. 

In the context of her experiences as a leamer at anti-racism and antisppression training, one 

field instructor explained that she prefers a learning environment that fosters feedback and is 

interactive in nature: 

'? think if the speaker is trying to elicit a response and feedback from the 
participants as opposed to being lechird to, or going through points one to 
seven on the overhead, Personally, 1 h d  it usefiil ifit is interactive, ifwe're 
asked 'is this what you're wanting, is this making sense, are there issues that 
people wanted to b ~ g  up?' And hahg  wme tirne, if it is more of a 
structured presentation, at the end to problem-solve, to share those pieces, to 
ask those kinds of questions". 4 

Many of the research participants also shared that, while they recognize the need for the 

presentation of the theoretical underpinnhgs of the issues, a teaching format that is 

participatory and interactive is more effective than just leaniing about the theories. 

" 1 think that it 's really important that while theory is very important, it' s also 
far more effkctive to hear about real life scenarios and to discuss that9'.7 

In sharing what she thought was helptùl about the participatory approach used at a 

recent training event that she attended in relation to her leamhg style. one ofthe participants 

stated she found "the format very helpfûl because 1 tend to be an experiential learner"(5). 

This field instructor added that she found that this approach was "thought-provoking" and 

that it "made you take a much more conscious look at your own biases" (5).  The limitations 

of oniy incorporating a lecture style approach to teaching was also highlighted in the findiigs. 

As one field instructor said, "1 think people don't listen too much more than 20 minutes or 

so to a lecture" (IO). 



The participatory approach was identifieci as being usefil in field insmictors' own 

work as teachers and training facilitaton with adult learners. In speaking about their own use 

of the participatory approach, many compared theù experiences as learnen in anti-racism and 

anti-oppression training events to their roles as facilitators or field teachers- One field 

instmctor shared feedback that she has received nom students regarding her use of a 

participatory teaching approach: 

'Many times, the feedback 1'11 get is 'that piece was really usefil. .. I felt as 
though the issue that 1 brought with me was a d d r e s d ,  or '1 got some 
feedback on how 1 might approach a situation dBerentlyY ". 4 

Elements of the participatory approach that were seen as helpfùl include checking-in 

with the learners to gauge their level ofunderstanding about the issues and leaniing goals, the 

incorporation of some theoretid material to share and clan& terminology, eliciting feedback 

about the content of the materiai and brainstorming ideas in large and small groups. 

Participants commented on the effectiveness of these elements in the context of theù own 

learning, as well as in their roles as training faciiitators and teachers, as seen in the foiiowing 

quote: 

"The rnix that was presented that day, where she taiked about the definitions ... 
I think that certainly, that's important because not all of us are interpreting 
these terms the same way. So I think that's ofien usefil. I find that even when 
I'm givhg a presentation, sometimes I assume that people know the 
definitions, and then you check-in with them or ask for their feedback and not 
necessarily. So, I've tried to aiways incorporate a section with definitions and 
just cl* some of the terrninology that I'm using. In tenns of the 
brainstorming, certainly 1 think that's vey usefil ... being able to share ideas 
and go back and forth, even in a large group setting". 4 



Reference was made to the usefulness of the participatory approach in engaging JL 

of the learners in the diaiogue, regardless of thek level of awareness or their degree of 

experience with anti-racism and anti-oppression issues. The process of shiuing idem and 

reciprocal learning was described as being another critical element in the participatory 

approach: 

"... you want to try to engage as many people in diaiogue as possible, no 
matter where they're at. So everybody rads the same script but then we have 
this process of opening it up to what do people think about that and 
everybody starts wherever they're at, sharing that within the group, leamhg 
from one another, given the dinerent experiences and so there's greater 
opportunity for participation and to bring people dong from wherever they're 
at". 9 

Examples of strategies used to foster participation of learners and encouraging dialogue in 

leamhg environrnents were provided- One suggestion was that participants bring a case 

scenario that could be shared with othea in both small and large groups at the training event: 

"... and then have general s m d  groups, so everybody gets a chance to 
participate in a meaninfil way.. Small group discussion around individual 
scenarios and then have people bring that back to a larger group setting to 
share with other people. 1 think that's really helpful -2'. 9 

The acknowledgment was made that leamers attend training events with a range of 

experiences. Personal sharing was identïfied as being usefil in gauging leamers' awareness 

of the issues, as well their leaming goals. 

"there's a range of expenences usually in the room from people who 
absolutely have no clue about what you're talking about, don? know what's 
going on, and then other people who had aU these dinerent types of 
experiences, some of them in that group who have decided that 1 know aU 



there is to Imow, and the other people who are very much still in the process 
of  being open to learning and trying to understand and kind of go f d e r  in 
their current analysis of where they're at, the status of where they are at in 
their analysis, what's going on around thmi...". 9 

Sub-Theme 1.1. 

Ex~enentiai Leaminn and Teaching 

Al1 of the participants in this researcb study commented on their appreciation of 

experiential learning opportunities at training events, as weU as their own use of experiential 

teaching techniques with their field students. The terni 6'experientiaî" in relation to leaming 

and teaching refers to an interactive process that includes a personal or Lived component. 

Coupled with sharing exarnples of expenential exercises which they found helpfbl in raising 

their own awareness of anti-racism and anti-oppression issues, field instniaon also spoke 

about the exercises they incorporate in their field teaching. As one field instructor commenteci 

about a recent anti-racism training event that she attended, "...it was very helpful, 1 mean it 

helped me, the discussion part and the experiential kind of format was what helped the 

most ..." 5. 

What follows in this section is a presentation of the following components of 

experiential teaching techniques that were identifid by the participants as being helpfiil in 

their own leaming about anti-racism and anti-oppression and in theù own teaching about the 

issues: 

Role playd case scenariod critical incidents, 



Popular Education, and 

Personal S haring, 

Role plays/ case scenrriosl critical incidents 

Role plays, case scenarios and critical incidents were identined as being usefil in 

leanwig and teaching about anti-racism and oppression. One participant captureci the essence 

of incorporating experiential exercises such as role plays and critical incidents into anti-racism 

and anti-oppression work when he cornmented that they "enhance people's capacity to 

confkont their own presumptions and assumptions around racism" (10). and he added: 

" ... concentrating the exercises that challenge people to look diierently about 
the way they think about the issue ... tryïng to get closer to a practical 
application as opposed to an academic one of what the issues are for you and 
the way you can look a little dinerently at it". 10 

Including case studies and cntical incidents that field instmcton have experienced in 

their practice and their teaching was seen being a valuable exercise in training. Some 

participants felt that incorporating these case studies and critical incidents into role play 

exercises was useful in finding creative strategies to deal with a myriad of scenarios. Many 

acknowledged that they are faced with many dificuit issues in their rotes as social work 

practitioners and field teachers. They shared that having a forum to re-enact the issues and 

to engage in collective problem-solving has proven to be usehl in their learning. As one 

participant said, "the role playing was good ... that's r d  stun.. we're all faced with this 

stuE.. and how do we manage those scenarios?" 3. 



Opportunities to share critical incidents and work through the issues in training evmts 

was also valued by participants in this study. Many spoke of the practice and teaching issues 

that they had been grappling with prior to their attendance at training- Using their expenences 

in role play exercises was also referred to as being beneficial in therapeutic ways: 

"... I think oftentimes people corne to the workshops with scenarios that they 
haven't quite hown how to resolve. So asking for the specific cases, as was 
done that day. Yeah, that certainly was helpfbl, and probably therapeutic in a 
way, as well, for the participants". 4 

Echoing rnuch ofwhat was said above, anotherfield instructor offered that he finds role plays 

to be a helpfiil experiential leamhg tool for explorhg ditticult practice issues: 

"1 think role plays can be a very powerfiil tool for leaming about, in a very 
experiential way, about what are some of these concems and how are some 
of the areas that you can get stuclc, when you're working through what would 
be pieces of real life situations". 9 

The aspects of role playing that field hstnicton identified as important in their own 

leaming include such things as watching others a a  out a situation, viewing real-Me scenarios 

fiom a different perspective and being engaged on an affective level. Gaining a new 

perspective andor an enhanced awareness about general practice or teaching issues, or about 

specific issues such as racism, oppression and diversity such was described as being a positive 

outcome of role play exercises. As the following quote illuminates, the impact ofrole plays 

can be va&: 

''Weil, as much as I've already grown fiom when we do role plays, 1 think that 
role plays are actuaily quite helpful in kind of re-enacting an issue and, even 
though you biow you never get it exactly the way it happened in-vivo, it's 
stili very usefil. It's only because different players may bring slightly diierent 



slants to  things, it forces you to look at something a little dierently and it 
forces you into a meta-position if you're not actudiy in the d e  play but 
obseMng somebody else role-playing an issue. Role playing something which 
you're struggling with. It's that meta-position of being sort of an audience to 
the situation and having a bit more perspective on it-.. I thuik role play also 
engages me on an a f k t i v e  level. It's not totaliy cerebral, it can never be 
totaliy cerebral, x> it's helpfùl in that way ... much closer to what work is like". 
5 

Just as they are helpfùl in theû own learning, field instructors aiso view role plays as 

useful in their own teaching- Many ofthe field instructon comrnented that they incorporate 

the use of role plays in their work with their field students because they aid in preparùig 

students for their role as heipers: 

"1 do like role plays ... most ofken 1 try and do it with students when we're 
trying to work through a problem, 'what do you want to be?' 'Client or the 
worker"'? 6 

"I've used role play quite a bit, aithough 1 tend to use üve supervision because 
we have facilities to observe sessionr..kind of alternate ways to  approach the 
issue that came up in a session". 5 

The utility of role plays in addressing specinc practice issues and students' feelings about the 

counselling process was also identified. One field instructor described the effectiveness of 

role-plays in his field teaching by saying that they are a helpfùl tool in decreasing the 

begùining students' anxiety about their impending work with clients: 

". . . So 1 then role play before they are ready for counseliing. What I do is sit 
with them one-to-one and say, 'let's assume for a moment that 1 am the client 
and you are the person who is providing counseiiiig for me ... how will you do 
it? ... there's nobody in the room, don? worry, but do it .... intewiew me.' So 
we start fiom there, so they start asking questions and 1 answer the questions' 
1 pretend that 1 am depressed, feeling suicidai. So 1 create a situation. Then 
at the end 1 say, 'give me a summary ofwhat you understood from me'. Then 



1 produce feedback and then we reverse roles- 'Now 1 am the social worker 
and you are the client. 1 WU ùitewiew you'. So at the beginning we use that 
a lot to get idormation. Right d e r  we finish role playing or in-vivo, as 1 cal1 
it, 1 ask them 'how do you feel', or, 'what is the confllsing part, what is not 
the confiising part, what's the most usefil part?"'- 2 

Using experiential teaching techniques Iike case studies and role plays to integrate theory and 

practice with their students was also revealed in my £hdiigs: 

"Strategies, again, techniques for teaching students how to bridge the gap 
between the theory and the practice a n d - a d y  getting them to integrate 
that, and the case scenarios often times are things that 1 would have used." 4 

The utility of role plays specificaily in addressing the issues of diversity with their field 

students was also highlighted by some of the participants: 

..some of the things that we're going to be doing to look at some of these 
things is to do Mme role playing for sure, throwing in =me cross-cultural 
pieces, certainly looking at diversity". 3 

Popular Education 

The popular education approach to teaching was descnbed by some participants as 

being an effective teaching strategy in one's own leamhg at field instructor training events, 

as well in their work with field students. The term popular education refers to a teaching 

strategy that promotes the use of collective dialogue, reflection and action. The popular 

education approach was identitied as being a useful teaching tool at anti-racism and anti- 

oppression training events as it fosters critical thinking and promotes reflection about the 

issues. The following quote illustrates the utility of Uicorporating the popular education 

approach: 

"...so any of those popular education types of styles of doing worltshops 



where people get into s d  groups and they have exercises to do that forces 
them to think a Little bit about thei  own perceptions and as honestly as 
possible, b d  o c  and then have a discussion around them, because you can 
talk untii you' re blue in the face around the politicaüy correct way of viewuig 
the world and until you get into the meat ofthe rnatter and sort of challenge 
in an honest way the way you thidc, reaiiy you're not going very fu with 
it." 10 

Paulo Freire and the concept of integration figure prominently in the popular 

education rnovement (1973 & 1973). The fit between the popular education approach and 

working with adult lemers was identined by participants. One emphasized that the seminal 

work of Freire and the popular education approach to teaching has been a usehl reference 

in his work with field students, as illustrateci below: 

ccAbsolutely, we're adults, not children, so that is very important. 1 don't 
know ifyou're f d a r  with Paulo Freire, this is about popular education ... 
it's wondemil r d l y .  ..so, if we're dealing with field instruction in a student 
leaming process, we have to disniss the specinc of those issues and integrated 
the pieces are ... how integrated they are in ternis of racism, discrimination, 
oppression and economics and whatever cünicai skiils you need. So Paulo 
Freire is very important for me in al1 that." 2 

A recommendation for the increased use of this approach in social work education was also 

made. As one participant observed, although the popular education approach to teaching 

adults is usefùl, it is has not been prevalent in social work education: 

"Well 1 mentioned to you7 Paulo Freire's approach caiied popular education. 
1 think that it has to be massifid in tems of teaching adults, and that includes 
our students too- 1 know that a lot of material has been written about it, but 
1 don't see that a lot has been put in practice in Our school, at least, in the 
social work schooi? 2 

Opportunities for critical thinking and reflective leaming at training events were seen as being 

valuable at training events. Many reported that reflecting about the issues motivates them to 



take action concerning the issues of anti-racism and anti-oppression 

Along with role plays, critical incidents. case scenarios and popular education, many 

field instructors felt that personal sharing is a valuable teaching tool . Both in their own 

leamhg and in their field teaching, the use personal sharing was seen as ef fdve  in 

addressing anti-oppression and anti-racism issues. Linking theory and practice by relating t 

to one's experiences was seen by some as one of the important elements of personai sharing: 

"Stories, sharing of other people's experiences. You have to comect that- 1 
think whenever we can comect Our own experience to the theory as it relates 
to pradice, the better- The more modalities involved, the better. Just reading 
about it, in and of itseK is not an appropriate education". 3 

The learning opportunities that arise fkom personal sharing with colleagues at training 

events was shared by many of the participants. Hearing how others handle practice situations 

and field teaching issues was identifid by the participants as being helpful in theu own 

professional development: 

"... but 1 also liked sharing with other faculty supe~sors about theù stories 
and how they approach things and some of the, like theù sharing of theb 
dealings with students and stuff'. 8 

"1 mean, It's very enlightening to hear fiom people that actually live in the 
situation in a daily basis. how they perceive that, how they betieve that they 
can help the student overmne that". 2 

The utility of personai sharing in helping others find other ways to address issues such as 

racism was also identified: 



"What's helpfiil. .. certainly hearing if there is any différent approaches to 
dealing with racism, cross-cultural issues, that's helpful. I mean it's helpfbl 
to know that2.  4 

The most empowering aspect of training events for some of the participants is: 

"the whole piece where you have a chance to tell your story ... so that sort of 
narrative piece that you get to talk about and then Iistening to, üstening to the 
experiences of other people, and having an opportunity to talk about those 
expenences, process that a Little bit in a broader way, so k i n g  actually being 
able to tell your own story" 9. 

Dialogue between and arnongst the participants should be fostered by the facilitator as several 

tools can be garnered fiom such an interactive and open process, as one field instmctor 

explained: 

"...it's really important for whoever facilitates the process to really, to look 
towards you know, the things, glean the things that people leamed nom that 
experience that were helpful and effective in being able to deal with whatever 
the issue is, that people are sharing with, so that people end up walking away 
with essentiaiiy some more tools under their belt ... because of your sharing in 
a small group setting, you're leaming what other people have utilized in the 
past, what's worked for them so that there's a chance that as a situation 
developed that you can have more tools based on real life experiences of other 
people and they can use pieces of t hat or d l  of that. That to me is a really, 
reaily important piece9'.9 

Personal sharing was said to offer participants the opportunity to engage in dialogue about 

"what should work and what shouldn't by asking people for what they have tried that they 

found efEective, and gieaning that and drawing out on that ..." 9. 

Learning opportunities that arose fiom the seifsisclosure and personal sharing of 

training facilitaton about anti-racism and antisppression were appreciated by several of the 

field instructors in this research. A facilitaton' willingness to share his or her personal angor 



professional experiences with racism and/or oppression was said to enhance the integration 

of the issues: 

"That's r@t, and I'd say the sarne thïng was meaningful about the training we 
did ... having someone who's been in those positions tallc about her 
experiencesm- 1 

Iust as they felt i t  was important to hear that coueagues may have experienced situations 

similar to their own, hearing the personal perspectives offacilitators was also viewed as being 

integral to their learning and their feelings of empowement. Feelings of relatedness arose for 

some of the participants as a result of facilitators' willingness to participate in the personal 

sharing: 

" 1 really enjoyed her approach as the way she did her workshop. And Ue if 
you. if you're. üke I'm not sure if you're familjar with living within like a 
black cornrnunity7 like for me, üke when (the facilitator) was talkuig, 1 could 
relate to a lot of what she was saying and she could relate to me because you 
know, ifyou Iive in a black community or in a Native comrnunity. or even Wte 
an Asian cornrnunity7 you have that co~ect ion to your mots or whatever, and 
you have similar stories and you have s i d m  ideas and stuff iike that. And 
that's what 1 really liked..,", 8 

Along with their appreciation of engaging in personal sharing at anti-oppression and 

anti-racism training events many shared that they also incorporate this teaching strategy in 

field instruction. In dixxissing the issue of personal sharing as an approach with her field 

student, one field instructor commented that she does this "right off the hop7', and added, 

"that's part of my feminist background"3. Personal sharïng with field students was also 

identified as being usefiil for the purpose of relationship and rapport-building purposes: 

"1 Like to meet them first, you know get to know them, and just see where 
things are". 8 



Like the earlier participant (3) who said that personal sharing with students is part of her 

feminist background, this participant (8) expanded on her initial comrnents about the 

usehlness of personal sharing with students by tying this process in with her own cultural 

tradition: 

"Like for me as a (First Nation), 1 think the fkst things that comects us to 
individuals is tracing Our f a rdy  histoty. Who is your father? Who is your 
mother? .-.making that comection as to who they are, but if you're non- 
Native, f'd still want to leam, do you have kids, how do  you get dong with 
your parents? You know, a lot of that is very personal to me and 1 think as 
a (First Nation) population that's the way we are, very open to, and inviting, 
and want to know more about you and to share stuE Afyou're non-Native 
or  if you're black or white or whatever, 1 aiways try to fïnd that trace of  
farniliarity ...- for me that's very Vnporiant in having a field student with me. 
1 want to have that rapport, that openness with them and to sharethings ... The 
idea of sharing thoughts and ... for me, that's part of my building a 
relationship with the student-. . that's me in my whole personal Me.-.me as a 
s u p e ~ s o r  or  as a worker. The way 1 am as a person is a lot of the ways 1 am 
as an instructor ... that's just a comrnon thing that 1 do". 8 

Many other field instmctors explained that they also use personal sharing as a teaching tool, 

to foster reciprocity and for relationship-building with their field students: 

"...the personai sharing o f  information that I have done with students as a 
leaniing tool, and I've used it specincally in that way .... 1 share that with 
students, part of it is because there's some reciprocity in relationship building, 
and that sort of thing, that happensn- 1 

Experiential exercises were described as being another way to engage students in 

sharing about their own culture and to open up dialogue about anti-racism and anti- 

oppression issues. Actual experiential exercises that foster sharing were provided by some of 

the participants. One field instructor shared that an expenentiai exercise that was utilized in 

a recent training workshop is one that she incorporates in her own teaching with adult 



leamers: 

"The "Power Flowef' that we had used in the workshop, (Professor) had 
actually taught that as part of her field instructor's class, so I've used that 
with students- I've done the beginning exercise, 'tell me about your culture, 
elements of it', and al1 of those things ... just to start getting people h u n e  
with what the concept means", 4 

Sub-Theme 1.2. 

Safetv in the Leamine Environment 

The findings indicate that oafety in the leamhg environment is an important element 

in anti-racism and anti-oppression training. Both their own feelings of d e t y  in the learning 

environment and the promotion of d e t y  by facilitaton were highlighted as being critical to 

the learning experience- Participants refened t o  a d e  leaming environment as one that is 

non-threatening, inclusive and promotes open and collective dialogue about the issues. 

Having a forum to openly express one's thoughts about and experiences with anti- 

oppression and anti-racism was identined as  being a vital aspect of training events. Many 

cornrnented that safety in the leaming environment sets the stage for sharing and integrating 

the issues. One field instructor identified safety in the learning environment as being one of 

the most valuable aspects of anti-oppression training: 

"...but 1 guess for me the biggest thhg is that if we c m  be in a situation, a 
learning experience, where it's d e  to talk about where you're really corning 
from, how you really think about things and give, have pome material which 
represents dinerent types of situations, extreme as well as maybe more subtle 
forms of anti-oppression, that I think in a smaii group setting, that 1 really 
think those are really great oppominities for learning7'. 9 



Small group sharing pnor to discussions in the large group was raid to be usefbl in f o s t e ~ g  

feelings of safety: 

"...the (smali) group where it's a little d e r  to do some sharing about 
experiences and then bring it back, so other people could sort of get 
nomaliteci and validated around some of those things"_ 3 

The issue of d e t y  was also l i ied to the skitls and attributes of the faditators and 

their efforts in ensuring this element in the leamhg environment_ Participants commentai on 

the facilitator qualities that enhance one's awareness of the issues as well as promote feelùgs 

of safety and cornfort. These include the willingness offaditators to share their personal and 

professional experiences with the issues. 

"But one of the quintessential elements 1 think, when you have a facilitator 
who sets the theme, who sets the tone through sharing appropriately, it, 1 
think, helps to facilitate people's guards corning dom. Safety is criticaï'. 3 

Safety in the leamïng environment is an important element in ones' wülingness to engage in 

dialogue about sensitive issues. Again, facilitation skiils were identified as critical in fostering 

safety and cornfort. In reference to her experience with a facilitator at a recent training event, 

one field instructor explained that a facilitator that fosters safety and comfiort is integrai to 

open discussions in the leamhg environment: 

"1 think it's really important too to have a great facilitator, and (the facilitator) 
is amazing! She reaily knows how to put people at ease and I think that's 
realiy lportant in that kind oc ifyou're in a large group, you're disaissing 
very sensitive subjects, and to have a facilitator who can create a ver '  d e  
environment, codonable environment, it's really important". 7 

Another field instnictor shared that, for her, the most important and empowering aspect of 



training is safety- A faciiitator who creates safew, shares her experiences with the issues, but 

does not use her own s h a ~ g  to minimùe the expenence of others, and who helps to find the 

links that connect the experiences of all was especialiy valued: 

"Safety is important- Facilitators that can create safety is most important- No 
seifkighteousness- That don't wash. I've been to certain formats where the 
presenters corne across as 'holier than thou', and, or 'nobody could ever 
expenence this kind of oppression. I'm the queen of oppression'. That sucks! 
But where we can find the themes that connect us to each other, the humanity 
that connects us to each other, the abiity to see and heu and wmprehend that 
each ofus has experienced oppression uniquely, and there are a range oftools -- - 
to deal with it, but it al1 starts ETom wit hin..." 3 

Field instnicton' preference for a participatory teaching approach in anti-racism 

anti-oppression training events was highlighted in the findiigs, as was the use ofthis 

approach in their work with field students. The expenentid learning tools that were identified 

by field instructors as being usefiil in their leamhg and teaching about anti-racism and anti- 

oppression included role plays, case scenarios and critical incidents. Many commented that 

it was helpful to re-enact case scenarios and critical incidents that have emerged in theù roles 

as social work practitioners and field instructon. The opportunity to coilectively problem- 

solve the issues with the facilitators and their colleagues was identified as being important in 

their leaming. The utility ofrole plays in their work with field students was also identified by 

the participants in this study. Tenets of popular education, such as promoting the use of 

collective dialogue, reflection and action, were also seen as being usefûl in their own leaming 

and teaching about anti-racism and anti-oppression. Reciprocal sharkg was identined as an 

important tool in fos te~g  dialogue about the issues and linking theory to practice. Both the 
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promotion of safety by facilitators and the participants' feelings of d e t y  in the learnning 

envhnment were seen as being integral to the participatory approach. 

Theme 2 

Awareness, Affirmation and Action 

Another main theme which emerged in the findings is awareness, affinnation and 

action. Awareness, cation and action are presented together because of the inherent 

connectedness between them in the context ofthis research- At varying levels and contexts 

in their roles as social work practitioners and field educators, research participants shand that 

anti-racism and anti-oppression training events have provided them with opportunities to build 

new or increased knowledge about these issues in practice and in field education, and/or 

affumed their current knowledge and efforts in this are% andlor offered them creative 

strategies to take action regarding anti-racism and anti-oppression. 

The importance of providing a forum to raise field instructors' and students' 

awareness of anti-racism and anti-oppression issues was highlighted in the fhduigs: 

"I believe that any workshop really that could raise the awareness of racism 
and how that affects peoples' lives is really important". 2 

Many cornmented that there needs to be more opportunities for students, practitioners and 

field educators to be exposed to these issues. Increasing social workers' exposure to the 

issues was seen as a fiirther step toward collective action to address anti-racism and anti- 

oppression. Sirnilar to the field instmctor who made the foliowing comments about the impact 



that such training has had on him, some of the other of the research participants s h e d  that 

training events serve as reminden of the relevance anti-racism and mti-oppression in one's 

own practice, the importance of making the co~ections between theory and practice and the 

professional responsibility for action that emerges fkom this awareness: 

'1 think what stands out the most is sometimes we kind of forget how easy it 
is to incorporate anti-racism h to  anything and evetything that we do and you 
kind of say, oh god, anti-racism, there's something else I've got to add on to 
my pile of things that I've got to ... Well, you really don't, you just incorporate 
it in things you do in the comrnunity anyway .... It's important. ... So it's just 
making, intentiondy making anti-racism work part of your daiiy work 
without creating too much new work for yourself 1 think and we forget that. 
That's son of what 1 get reminded evev now and then because you do get 
bogged down when your own passions and the kinds of things that are 
important to you when they're primarily social justice orientated, but making 
the comections". 10 

The importance of making the link between awareness and action, making the connections 

between theoiy and practice, and recognizing the comection between the various forms of 

oppression, or the "isms", eg: racism, sexism, etc. was aiso highlighted in the research.. The 

need for increased awareness of al1 forms of oppression was acknowledged: 

" the sad commentary is the work that you're looking at in your thesis is 
critical, there isn't enough of it. 1 don't know ifthat's just a local thing, or if 
it's a national thing .... Canadians ... we don't talk about it enough. There 
aren't enough connections made between the "isms".. . A's education ... and 
helping people understand the tools of all oppression and linking those things 
together, because where there is racism there is sexism, where there is sexism, 
there is heterosexism, where there is heterosexism there is ableism.,. and so 
forth." 3 

Several field instniaon shared that their participation in anti-racism and anti- 

oppression training events has afnnned the importance of addressing antisppression and anti- 
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racism with field students: 

"1 thuik overall, though, what it reuiforced for me, again, is that this is an area, 
speciiïc area, that does need to be addresseci with students". 4 

A field instructor, who wasn't currently working with a field student, concurred. She 

commented on the awareness that arose for her after a recent training event and her 

cornmitment to addressing these issues in field education in the fiiture: 

''HI do get to a place where 1 have a student again, 1 definitely t W  that it 
would be important to find a way to integrate into the work with -dents. 
That session we had highlighted the importance ofthat-.. I think it was a really 
good experience because it brought to light the importance of that issue in 
field education7'- 1 

Many spoke about the feelings of personal affirmation they expenenced as a result of 

their participation at anti-racism and anti-oppression training events. Haring that others are 

concemed about and committed to the issues was said to be atnrming. Having the 

opportunity to engage in dialogue about what has been helpful and efféctive, and what may 

not have been helpful and effective, with regards to addressing the issues was also identined 

as being ciffirming, as illustrated below: 

".. . people can walk away feeüng Ee,  you know, it's been tough out there for 
me, but you know, I have been out there fighting and fighting the good fight, 
and some of the things you know, we haven't won d the battles, but these are 
some of the battles that we did win, and wow, that was a really great 
experience for me! So you're feeling, you're walking away feeling a little bit 
more clear about some of the things that were helpnil, and that were effective 
and feeling like that there's other people around you that are stmggling as 
well ... there are things that they're doing out there, that they're finding 
effective ... 1 felt just h d  of rea5med". 9 



nie findings also revealed that anti-racism and anti-oppression training events have 

provided field instmctors with the opportunity to increase theu awareness of the issues and 

address other issues that are a concern to them . Feedback that prevailed was related to 

a c q u i ~ g  and improving knowledge and skilis, and taking action with regards to anti-racism 

and anti-oppression: 

"When I think of  anti-racism and oppression, to me it goes back to wanting 
to see how do 1 move from knowledge to the doing, and to improving the 
doing ... So how could 1 do that, going to  a workshop where I'm going to 
leam some more knowledge, but I'm also going to  be able to address some 
issues,. ," 6 

AIthough reference was made to the increased awareness they experienced as a result 

of anti-racism and anti-oppression training, some participants cited obstacles to proceeding 

with action. Impediments to action included such things as under-ftnding and lack of tirne. 

The field instnictor quoted below explained such an experience. Although she garnered an 

increased sense of awareness and felt motivated to take action with regards to addressing the 

issues and implementing anti-racism and anti-oppression strategies in her agency, she 

acknowledged that systemic bamers have prevented her from proceeding with these 

endeavours: 

'But having been juiced by the experience of the course, 1 got Unmediately 
sucked back into the realities of the heaith care system here in this province 
which is like in most other provinces, really badly under-resourced and ... so 
1 didn't do anything with it. 1 didn't, you know, 1 propose that it was 
something that we could do within out team, to look at attitudes and you 
know, how we interact with clients who are not of the sarne race or cultural 
groups, but it never got offthe ground". 5 

The knowledge arnassed fkom anti-racism and anti-oppression training events was said to 



enhance one's capacity to promote the issues with theu field students. Again, the issues of 

awareness and action are highlighted in the following quote: 

"As mon as everybody finished the workshop, because they have new 
information and they're going to be conf?onting the stuâent, they are going 
to be better promoters of that particular philosophy. The philosophy of 
change that we shouIdn7t have oppression, we shouldn't have 
discrimination. ,,"- 2 

Sub-Theme 2.1 

Challenging Self and Student 

A sub-theme ofawareness, anlrmation and action is field instmctors' recognition of 

the need to challenge themselves and their students regarding anti-racism and anti-oppression 

issues. Many commented that on-going anti-racism and anti-oppression training is necessary 

as it helps to challenge them about their awareness of the issues and to reflect on the 

individual and collective action that they take concerning the issues- As the following quote 

highlights, training does help to  challenge one's thinking about, and action related to, anti- 

racism and anti-oppression issues: 

"1 think ifs a huge issue for social work-.. 1 think that kind of training needs 
to be constantly put out there and to challenge ourselves to constantly think 
about it because 1 think you can easily slip.- .". 7 

Some field instmctors commented that the reason they choose to participate in anti- 

racism and anti-oppression training events is because of their need to challenge t hemselves 

about their awareness of the issues and the action they engage in with regards to the issues. 

For many, anti-racism and anti-oppression training events provide them with opportunities 
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to challenge theu existing awareness of the issues and to be more effective in the anti-racist 

and anti-oppressive strategies: 

'9 go to learn and to challenge myseif to be more effective and more 
expedient in the way 1 do what 1 do"- 10 

Along with citing the need to challenge one's se l f  as a motivator for attending such 

training, many spoke of the new hsights they gamered as a result of their participation. 

Personal and professional growth were referred to by the participants. Coupled with being 

a forum to challenge one's seE to network with coUeagues to find creative ways to address 

the issues in theu practice and field teaching, and to enhance their professional development 

skills, many cited that anti-racism and anti-oppression training evokes a sense of responsibrlity 

regarding the issues. Many referred to the experience of being personally and professionally 

challenged about their current awareness of and action related to the issues. As one field 

instructor explaineci, he routinely challenges his thinking about anti-racism and anti- 

oppression issues and participating in training events have provided him with a forum to 

engage in such activity: 

"I'm always consistently trying to challenge myself about my thinking. So, 
for me, this whole process ofinsight and the ditterent kinds ofworkshops and 
personal development h d  of articles and education that you irnmerse yourself 
into dl help you to shape and be able to mold and to change. As the new 
situations arise and as you begin to get more insight, you begin to understand 
more, so I'm always open for that discussion. 1 find that students and other 
instnictors realiy lends itselfreaiiy well to kind of opening up the dialogue 
again and kind of challenging myseifabout biases and things like that, that 1 
still have, that 1 don't realize that 1 have7'- 9 

The idea of challenging one's seif about anti-racism and anti-oppression issues was 



extended by many ofthe participants into incorporating the use of challenging in their work 

with field students. Field inanidors shared examples of how they challenge students to 

reflect on their thinking and their intervention both specincaiiy as they relate to anti-racist and 

anti-oppressive practice, as weU as in general terms. One of the field instructon cornrnented 

on the importance of f o s t e ~ g  reflection in field education with regards to anti-racism, anti- 

oppression and diversity issues: 

"1 think that's where it needs to start for students-.. is them being able to 
refiect and think how they as a practitioner, student practitioner, think in 
terms of diversity"4. 

Examples of how they challenge students to reflect on theù practice by thinking systemically 

about the issues were offered. Encouraging students to take a macro view of the issues 

within a societal context was a teaching strategy shared by another participant: 

"... 1 thïnk one of the things that 1 always attempt to do with students is to 
kind of invite them to think systemically even ifthey're doing sort of cl inid 
work one on one with a client, to situate the work, to situate their work sort 
of in the iarger system...". 5 

The reference that field instructors made to challenging their students' thinking was 

very much related to the process ofinstilling critical and refiective thinking. Many spoke 

about how they encourage their field students to think critically about theu choice of 

assessrnents and intervention plans: 

"1 think it's also taikïng with them about how they came to that thought, or 
why are they coming to that particul a... You know, what are the tools of 
doing an assessment, what are ail the tasks involved in that? And so once 
you're beyond that, or with that, how do you pay attention to the people that 
you're working with? And so it'll be, could it be, asking them a question, O<e 
chalienging their thought about that, and anything that can be u d  to see how 
they came to some concIusion about something. Like why they're coming up 



with a plan about something, how much involvement did a client have in 
that?" 6 

Field instructon cornmented on the importance of making the connections between theory 

and practice and how they challenge students to think cntically and reflect on that process: 

"... because one of the niles here is always making the ünk between practice 
and theory, that's always a question- 1 ask that question in a very obvious 
way aü the tirne for students. Why are they doing what they do? Where does 
it say they should? And if they' re making that selection, why are they, you 
know, everything to ask them to think about it. Why couldn't it be the sarne 
way?" 

One of the participants explained that his approach with students involves the popular 

education method of teaching, As the following quote illuminates, this approach also entails 

the use of chailenging, critical thinking and reflection: 

"...anything that challenges people to think dserently about a topic, people's 
personal experiences, they play a reference where they come fiom, what theù 
experiences are. what they've learned from those experiences and what a 
different way of looklng at those experiences might bey figuring out how to 
do things düferently, and doing them". 10 

In highlighting the relevance of praxis to her own leaniing and teaching, a field instnictor 

described the process that she engages in with regards to challenging herselfwith regards to 

anti-racist and anti-oppressive practice, both in her role as practitioner and as field instructor. 

S he describes the process of'walking the talK', emphasizing the importance ofrole-modelling 

anti-racist and anti-oppressive behaviour with field students. Coupled with the theme of 

challenging one's se& the process of cntical thinking and reflection are also highlighted: 



"Praxiraxis, yeah. I don? know to what degree it's being taught these days out 
there, but 1 know my education certainly involved radical social work practice 
and that's sort of my bent-...but it's critical and for us to know where we're 
headed, we have to know where we've been- And we have to refkct upon Our 
experiences always, xi that we're not getting cornplacent ... Praxis wili never 
lose its import. The challenge for us as practitioners and instmcton is how do 
we 'walk the talk'. 1 know I struggle with that ali the bloody tirne- Do I teach 
this to my student and gloss over the praxis piece? How do 1 build in 
reflection time? Refiection is criticai. Tying the dots, the personal is the 
political, the feminist piece, is k W .  3 

She continued by describing her use of praxis in field education to ülustrate it's relevance in 

anti-racist and anti-oppressive field education. The importance of chailenging students to 

make the connections between the issues was described. This field instmctor also emphasized 

that challenging students should be undertaken, albeit in a gentle fashion: 

"Yeah, and it's a challenge, and 1 get hara ted  and sometimes, you know, ... 
But I have made deliberate choices to try and tie some things into the work 
that we're doing ... And to throw those curve baüs out there and make that 
student log, and then 1 have to be very gentle in feedbaciq you know, always 
being careful of that power imbalance between student and field instmctor.. . 
so always trying to be gentle, always trying to think of creating safety, always 
trying to connect the dots, and yet do the important gentle chailenghg that 
has to be part of praxis." 3 

Some field instructon acknowledged that, although it is necessary, it's ofien difncult 

to challenge students. A participant commented that one must find aanon-confrontational and 

respecttùl way" (9) to engage in the process of challenging. Another field instmctor 

explained that he challenges students to move Born awareness of the issues to action by 

providing opportunities for them to engage in the anti-racism and anti-oppression commu~ty 

efforts that he is involved with: 

". . .they7re the kinds of things that 1 try to have students learn fiom by behg 



actively involved in efforts that Uiclude an anti-racist strategic approach and 
strategy' hice 'w, you want to be anti-racist, so how do you do it'". 10 

Creating a d i e  environment for students to engage in their own process of challenging 

was also revealed in the findings. A d e  and cornfortable environment is seen as a pre- 

requisite to field students' use ofchallenging in their field setting: 

'3 think it's important to challenge and to make sure the students can 
challenge what's going on in a workplace, because lots of tirne they'll have 
fiesh ideas"-7 - - 

A final point in this section, that field students also help to positively challenge field 

instmctors thinking and actions is illustrated in the following quote: 

"When a student comes here in the beginnuig they're a different student when 
they leave ... I really love it because they challenge us al1 the tirne!" 6- 

Sub-Theme 2.2 

Motivation and Empowerment 

The final sub-theme of awareness, affirmation and action is that of field instnictors' 

motivation to attend anti-racism and anti-oppression training and their feeiings of personai 

empowement that arose nom it. The presentation of this sub-therne will be divided into two 

sections. Issues related to field instnictors' motivation will be presented first, and issues 

related to empowement will foilow in the second half Connections betwan the two areas 

will also be noted, 

Field instructors who spoke about theu motivation to attend anti-racism and anti- 

oppression training shared their desire to increase and/or enhance their awareness of the 
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issues, as well as gain practical strategis to address the issues in theü roles as field instructor 

and social work practitioner. Many said that they had only participated in one such event, 

while others said that they had attendeci many workshops and training sessions related to the 

topic of anti-racism and anti-oppression. As weu, a few of the field instructors reported that 

they have facilitated similar training sessions, andlor taught courses related to this topic, 

andor have conducted guest lectures on the topic(s) of anti-racism, antisppression and 

diversity in social work classes. 

As mentioned in the previous sub-theme, 'Thallenging Selfand Student", many were 

motivated to attend training because of theü on-going pursuit of professional development 

and desire to challenge their existing awareness and action related to anti-racism and anti- 

oppression. Some reported that t hey had participated in previous anti-racism and anti- 

oppression training and/or had experience facilitâthg a simüar event or teaching in this ana. 

For those who said they had ody attended one such event, the cornmon theme in theü 

feedback was related to their recent exposure to the issue in their rote as field instructor. 

Four specific examples of field instructors' motivation to attend training are cited below. 

One veteran field instructor shand that her motivation to attend the training session 

preceding this research was related to a negative situation she was involved with in field and 

her subsequent desire to enhance her repertoüe of skills. She explained that a critical incident 

with a field student inspired her to seek out additional information related to anti-racist and 

anti-oppressive field education: 



"WeU, the only forma1 training that I've had in this area was the training that 
1 did in FebruaryAn this particula. course it was a fairly small group of field 
instnicton and it was fairly experienti ai... the reason that 1 actudy took the 
course was that-.- 1 was hawig a negative experience with the student and 1 
was kind of projecting into the fbture, what would have happened had there 
also been a race issue or a cultural issue, on top of sort ofa competence issue. 
So, that was that was what motivated me to take the course, 5 

Another participant cornmented that her interest becsme piqued when her field student 

brought up the issue of anti-oppression with her- She explained that her interest in anti- 

oppression and desire to increase her theoretical understanding of it, coupled with the work 

she was doing with her field student, was what motivated her to attend a training event: 

".-. 1 wanted to know more about it. 1 wanted to l e m  more about the anti- 
oppressive behaviour ... even though you know about it, you hear about it ... 
1 wasn't aware of the theory ... how 1 learned mon about it is when my field 
student brought it to my attention last year. That was the first tirne. ... when 
1 first started doing my placements with the school. This is my only second 
year. So I'm stiu leamhg about a lot of this stufF that the school is offering 
to field instructors now. Before 1 don? feel that the school was doing enough 
to educate their field instructors around theory and all that sort of and 
how that kind ofcomlated to what my leaniing and her leamhg (the student) 
and where we were in our communities. So you know that's how that 
comection was made," 8 

A veteran field instructor said that his motivation is relateci to his ongoing quest for 

professional development and his desire to enhance his awareness of the issues. He also 

shared that his desire to increase his effectiveness in his roles as practitioner and field educator 

is another motivator: 

"I'm one of these people that ... as long as they'n living can leam new, 
difEerent aspects of new things. 1 believe that as the situation and the context 
changes, you have to be aware of what that is and then you respond to it, and 
not try to keep ngid sort oftheones or models in your head about how I've 



done it in the pst, it's been rasonably effective in the past, so why bother 
continuing to re* this and making any changes, let's just leave it the way 
it is. 1' m the kind of person who need to fÙst try to develop a relationship 
with the people I'm working with, and then try to understand the context in 
which they waik up to things, and when I'm making wmrnents, and rnaking 
observations or being critical, I have at least some idea of how to be relevant 
to the situation..,". 9 

In discussing his motivation to attend anti-oppression and anti-racism training events, 

another veteran field instmctor echoed much of what was said in the preceding comment 

about the goal of increasing his effectiveness as a practitioner and field educator. Like several 

others, he shared that he enjoys the personal challenge that cornes with participating in such 

event s: 

"Self-interest (laughter)! It makes me better at what 1 do, you know. But 1 
enjoy the challenges ... 1 think that's what motivates me to participate in these 
things. It enhances my capacity to be more ef fdve  in my work. That's why 
I participate in teaming oppoctunities". 10 

Some of the field instructon explained that they participate in training, workshops, 

classes and other events related to the issues of anti-racism and anti-oppression because they 

are afnrming and validating. This results for many in increased feelings of personal 

em powerment. As previously ment ioned, field instructors appreciated the opportunity to 

engage in dialogue with others who are concerned about and committed to the issues. For 

example, one field instructor said that collectively addressuig the issues, with the goals of 

action and change, is the most empowenng aspect of anti-racism and anti-oppression training 

events for hirn: 



'<One of the very important tools for me is to see other people concemecl 
about the issue and are willing to l e m  and to promote change. That's very 
empowering for me... a collective group. To know that everybody is also 
thinking the same thing and that it's not o d y  me... we're dealing with a 
structural situation, so we need a collective approach". 2 

Another field instructor spoke of the sense ofvalidation and empowerment that arose 

for her as a result of her participation in a recent anti-racism and anti-oppression training 

event. She explained that the process of sharing ideas and concerns with colleagues, as they 

relate to the issues, is very atnrming. Again, the themes of networking, collective dialogue, 

problem-solving, comrnitment and action are illuminated in her comments: 

"...one thing 1 do remember, is feeling a sense of validation that this is a 
significant issue for practitioners and that was really nice because ofthe fa ct.... 
1 mean, for me, within the department, if t h m  is cross-cultural training to be 
done 1 would be the one providing it. So, to hear other practitioners in the 
field also grappling with those issues was helpful. So, 1 think the workshop 
itself did give you a sense of empowerment and that it is appropriate to be 
addressing these issues, whether it's individual or  institutional racism, 
however it comes out in your place of work, the importance of recognizing 
that and trying to do ... 1 think that on an organizationaf level here, probably 
nothing changed large-scale. Individuaüy for me, that sense of validation, and 
that as these cases go, one-by-one, or as issues anse, that we don't tum a 
biind eye to them". 4 

In sharing what is most empowering for her at anti-racism and anti-oppression courses 

and events, a field instructor explained that the increased awareness she expenenced caused 

her to feel "almost euphoric" (7). She continued by saying that 'vou walk away feeling U e  

somebody tumed a light on ... it can be someone who jus says sornething and it just bits you 

in a certain way" (7). She shared a specific example of how she reacted to the exposure to 

a teaching tool that addressed the issues was of anti-racism and anti-oppression by saying, " 
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1 started going, 'ahhh, 1 get it!"' (7). The essence of what field instructors find most 

empowering about anti-racism and anti-oppression events is highlighted in this concludimg 

quote: 

"We get ideas fkom one another and we share them around and that's 
empowerment in itself". 9 

Summarv of  Theme 2- Awareness. Afiirmation and Action 

This research study revealed t hat field instructors' participation in anti-racisrn and - 

anti-oppression training events evokes new or increased awareness of the issues, feelings of 

dknation, as well as cornmitment to take action regarding the issues. Many made reference 

to challenging their own thinking and that of their field students in relation to anti-racist and 

anti-oppressive practice. Participants' motivation to attend training ranged fiom the quest 

to gather basic theoretical information and garner practicai strategies to address the issues in 

practice settings and with field students, to the pursuit of refining existing knowledge and 

amassing additional skiils in this area. In addition, engaging in dialogue with colleagues who 

are concemed about and committed to the issues of anti-racisrn and anti-oppression is 

empowering for many of the participants in this study. 

Theme 3 

Aeencv Climate 

Agency climate is another main theme which arose in the findings of this study. Many 

of the field instructors spent a substantial amount oftime during the interviews discussing the 

supportive features and the systemic barriers that exist in the organizational culture of their 
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agencies, both in general terms as well as specifiatly as they relate to their field teaching. 

The majority of the respondents described their agency as supportive, others described their 

agency as having growing support, and one field instructor describeci her organization as 

dosed with regards to  discussing and addressing issues related to anti-racism and anti- 

oppression. Nevertheless, al1 ten participants referred to their agencies as being open and/or 

supportive around anti-racism and anti-oppression field education. 

A myriad of features were used to describe agencies termed supportive. These 

supportive features include such things as the diversity of the staff and management, the 

nature of anti-racist and anti-oppressive policies, the promotion of anti-racism and anti- 

oppression activities and events and the level ofparticipation in them, the inclusion of material 

in the physical environment that reflects equity and diversity, and the openness and receptivity 

of coiieagues to discussing and advancing the issues. An atmosphere that is safe and inviting 

for consumers, students and staffand one that promotes and fosters open dialogue was also 

considered a key element of a supportive environment. 

Reference was made to the composition of the agency personnel (both management 

and staff) when discussing their agency climate. The majority of field instnictors who 

described their agency as being supportive ofissues related to anti-racism and anti-oppression 

reported t hat diversity is reflected in the agency personnel. When describing her agency, one 

field instnictors said that "it's a great place, r d y  good ... there's such a diverse group7'(l), 

and she added other positive qualities and supportive feaîures of her agency: 



"...they pride themselves on their diversity and their appreciation of 
diversity because they ' re alî dinerent and they get dong weîi. n i d s  an 
atmosphere of respect and appreciation of othen, evm though people have 
difFerent views, there's a bottom line... 1 am vecy fortunate. I've been in some 
questionable agencies and I'm staying there because 1 feel it's the kind of 
atmosphere that r d y  fosters the values that are important to me...". 1 

Many others who describeci their agency as being supportive cornmented that they appreciate 

the diversity that is reflected and promoteâ. Evidently, being at an agency that fosters 

diversity and respect is valued. 

Reference was alsa made to some of the barriers that exist in t h e ~  agencies with 

regards to the ethnic composition of fiont-line staff and those who hold management 

positions. Although she described her agency as being supportive and one which reflects 

diversity, one participant explained that the diversity is over-represented in fiont-üne staff: 

"...and 1 thought that was fknat ing because 1 started thinking as an 
institution, we certainly are over-represented in probably the front-line 
workers, in tenns of their diversity background. When we look at the 
management Stream, no, we're not'' 4. 

A field instructor who described his agency as having growing support also shared that senior 

administration does not reflect divenity. Another participant reported that the issues are 

advanced in his agency by those who are outside the dominant culture, and added that the 

non-dorninant staff do not give priority to the issues. 

"...the systemic barriers are that most workplaces are dominant cuIture 
people, they're the majority and they're in the decision-mUg role so they 
don't have to address racism befause it doesn't impact them .... Most people 
who are on the receiving end ofthe seMces are not from a dominant culture. 
So there's some barriers that you need to find ways to overcome, and giving 
priority to addressing those issues". 10 
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Another field innnictor explained that he works in a very large organization with over 1 0  

stanpeople f?om severai difEerent disciphes. He offered that many ofthe consumers are new 

immigrants and that they come from a myriad of backgrounds, but approximately 8û% ofthe 

staff are Anglo-saxon (2). Another field instructor spoke about the homogeneity and the 

apparent lack of diversity in the consumers at  her organization: 

Y.. people of rnixed backgrounds are not n e c e s d y  referrîng themselves o r  
being referred to Our services, or if they are being referred they're not 
n e c e s s d y  coming- I've been in this particular system about four years and 
1 can count on sort of two hands the number of non-white clients that I've 
h a d  and on l e s  thanl hand the number of nofr-English speaking clients. So 
it's a very self-selected group that we're working with. Sorne of that has to 
do with the small numbas of non-white and non-Anglodaxon population, but 
there are people out there who need the service that aren't getting it because 
it doesn't somehow meet their needs". 5 

Parallels were drawn by one field instructor who described her agency climate as 

becorning increasingiy supportive between the growing support and the change in 

management and the subsequent adoption of policy changes. Oppressive policies ancilor the 

lack of appropriate poiicies that serve to promote diversity, equity and inclusivity were cited 

as other systernic barriers. The presence of  inclusive policies was said to m a t e  a more 

supportive environment for staff, students and consumers of service. 

Other systemic barriers identified were demanding case loads and limited collateral 

resources. Many attributed the lack of attention paid to addressing andor  promoting issues 

of anti-racism and anti-oppression in the agency to  Iack of tirne and workplace demands. 

Many explained that, although the issues are important to staff and management, workpiace 
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demands have stifled both agency-wide efforts as welias basic dialogue about the issues. One 

field instructor explained that the issues of anti-racism and anti-oppression are rarely 

discussed at his agency because of other organizational demands. He added that, although 

the issues may arise in the context of dixxissing individual cases, they are not nonndiy given 

priority ot herwise: 

C'Us~aiiy it cornes up in say a case coderence. It could corne up then, but 
normdy 1 would say it's not something that's regularly talked about- It's a 
matter of tirne.-. 1 think that people are just feeling overwhelmed with ali the 
work they have to do, so that r d y  gets pushed back- Ifyou ask people ifit's 
important to be aware of and to support and do what you can in terms ofanti- 
oppressive work, everybody would say 'yeah', they would do whatever they 
could. But for the most part, I think people are just overwhelmed". 9 

Related to the lirnited time to address the issues, the lack of professional development 

opportunities and the lack offùnding were also identified as systemic barriers. Although there 

was a range of feedback associated with limitecl professional development opportunities and 

fiscal restraints, the comrnonality identified is that these realities impede advancement of the 

issues. One field instructor explained that, although there are many supportive features of her 

agency, professional development opportunities in the areas of anti-racism and anti- 

oppression have been limiteci: 

". . . within the organization since I've been here, there hasn't been a workshop 
or on-going education related to cross-cultural practice in a large, fomal 
style ... which is something I've recommended should happen". 4 

Many felt that providing sta£Fwith these opportunities would enhance awareness and action 

related to the issues. Another explained that although his participation in professional 

development oppominities that have been hosted outside of his agency have been supported 



thus fa, the financial aspezt could pose an impediment to his continued participation in such 

events, as revealed in the following quote: 

".-- we can pretty much attend workshops that corne up, so that hasn't been 
an issue..- 1 think if it started to cost us money, then we would have a 
problem. So far it has worked out that it hasn't reaiiy cost anybody money 
other than my time away tiom this place". 9 

The Ievel of receptiveness of one's colleagues and managers was discussed by the 

participants. The field instructor who refened to her agency as being closed identifieci that a 

major barrier in her workplace is that anti-racism and anti-oppression are never discussed 

between colleagues or  promoted on an agency-wide basis. Many others comrnented that 

agency administrators should be placing pa te r  emphasis on initiating dialogue and agency- 

wide action. Lack of administrative attention to the issues was identified as a barrier. 

Although some cited examples of how they have successNlly advocated for the promotion 

of anti-racist and anti-racist activities and events within their agencies, others comrnented on 

their colleagues' and managers' lack of receptivity, and various other related systemic 

barriers, have stifled their efforts with theù organizations. 

The aforementioned examples of the agency clirnate were presented to highIight the 

range of supportive feahires and systemic bamers that field instmctors identified. The nature 

and degree of feedback that field instrwton provided about their agency climate in relation 

to the issues of anti-racism and anti-oppression illuminates three key points. Firstly, an 

agency environment that reflects and fosten divenity, anti-racism and anti-oppression, as weU 

as encourages open dialogue about the issues, is appreciatod by the field instructors in this 
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study. Secondly, pariicîpants identifieci the lack of diversity in staff; consumea and the 

p hysical environment; the lack ofiiclusive po licies; the lack ofdialogue about the issues; and 

the lack of individual and collective action as being some ofthe systemic barriers that exir 

in their agencies. Findy. feeàback related to the nature of the agency climate in relation to 

anti-racist and anti-oppressive field education emerged. Accordingly, a discussion ofthe sub- 

theme, '?Impact on Teaching", will follow in the next section. 

Sub-Theme 3.1 

Impact on Teaching 

Although feedback related to the agency climate was presented more in the context 

of their role as agency workers or managers. some shared theu thoughts on the implications 

of organizational culture on their role as field educator. Participants commented on the 

nature of their field teaching activities in relation to supportive features and systemic barriers 

that exist in theu agency climate. The essence ofthe feedback that emerged with regard to 

the impact on teaching centred on the agency climate as a leamhg environment, systemic 

barriers and work with field students, and promoting the issues of anti-racism and anti- 

oppression through field teaching activities. 

In discussing their agencies as a leaniing environment for field students, al1 ten of the 

field instructors referred to their agencies as being open to and supportive of anti-racism and 

anti-oppression field education. Several acknowledged that the receptivity of their agency 

helps in fostenng a positive leaniing environment for students. Both the attitudes ofagency 
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personnel and the existence of policies that reflect inclusivity and diversity were said to be 

qualities that enhance students' field experience. In discussing the agency chnate in relation 

to the experience of working with field students, a field instructor shared that her department 

is "very open" (4) and the stafF have "asked for feedback related to the issues of racism7'4. 

She added that her organhtion as a whole and her department specifically have policies 

which "do reflect a respect for the individuai". 4. She explained the range of efforts that are 

undertaken to ensure the promotion of diversity and culturally appropriate sefice: 

"We have an administrative manual which holds the central-wide Mission 
Statement policies and within the department we alsb have our Mission 
Statement which is basidiy the Social Work Code of Ethics ... certainiy the 
diversity piece is reflected in that. It's reflected in Our assessrnent 
fhmeworks, the intervention tools we use .... even the clhical tools 1 would 
use.. . would be done in a culturally appropriate way recognizing that perron's 
language, where they're fiom, theù educational level, all those things". 4 

The receptivity of the agency environment was said to impact students' willingness to engage 

in anti-racist and oppressive activities: 

"Afit's an open atmosphere to that concept, 1 thinlc it's much more Wcely for 
al1 those techniques to be usenil". 1 

Coupled with the impact it has on their own field teaching, receptivity of anti-racism 

and anti-oppression within the agency climate was also said to impact students' approach to 

practice. Some field instructors shared specific examples of how the organizational culture 

iduences students' willingness to undertake such eEorts. One field insmictor offered that the 

climate at her agency is such that one of her field students felt comfortable dealing with a 

cntical incident that arose with a staffperson in the field setting, specifically challenging racist 



comments made by a staff person: 

"That acceptance is very important because students need to feel that what 
they're going to do  with these residents is accepted. 1 had a student a couple 
of years ago that had a very dif6cult situation where there was some openly 
racist remarks and attitudes being made about a resident and, even at her stage 
in leamhg she was really able to use her skills in negotiation of cross-cultural 
knowledge to work with the staffaround this issue and to point out that they 
weren't beiig appropnate, ... She was able to  do  that- 1 mean, as an 
instmctor, you're guiding that dong, but she was stiU very skilltl in being able 
to negotiate for her client and it's staffrecognizuig that more sensitivity was 
required". 4 

Some who described theù agency as being supportive and receptive to anti-racism and anti- 

oppression explained that there are situations when bamers do  surface, as seen in the 

"...it doesn't mean that we don't run into more individual barriers, people 
who aren't wiiling to reflect on theù own value systern or incorporate some 
of  the ideo1ogy"- 4 

Efforts to  ensure that the learning environment is a positive one for their field students 

was also revealed in the findings. Examining the organizational context was seen as being a 

critical piece in addressing the systemic barriers. In commenting on the importance of 

exarnining the agency context for supportive features and systemic barriers in relation to anti- 

racist and anti-oppressive field education, a participant stated, "that's an important piece to 

understand before you can make an impact with the student" 1. Another field instructor 

explained the responsibility field instmctors have in addressing the systemic barrien that may 

exist in the learning environment: 

"...university is not in a vacuum, university is part of the society, and we are 
supposed to reflect what society is al1 about, so that's a very important piece, 
to  start fiom there. .. to avoid racism and to  avoid inequality, we have to  



remove the b d e n  that impede people to grow and to  &*ion in a proper 
way,..So 1 believe that in the same context, in terms of field pnictice and field 
education, we have to  remove those barriers in our facilitiesn- 2 

Field instructors shared some of the work they do with theu field students to 

promote anti-racism and anti-oppression and the agency's support and involvement in such 

activities. One example was of a project that a field instructor undertook with his student ta 

increase divenity in his agency. He said that, although such efforts were supporteci within 

the culture of the agency, management at his agency did not take an active role in VUtiating 

the efforts: 

".-- 1 persondly made an effort to go out and encouraged the student fiom last 
year to go out and coilect the posters and dïerent  things Wre that, pictures 
that would reflect the diversity in (Province*), and they were put up in and 
throughout the building and we had support to do tbat. But it's something 
that you went out and you did it yourselfor you identined it. So, it wasn't 
We something that management said, 'okay, we'U take care of that'. It's like, 
okay go ahead and do it. So you found the time and you went and did it. It 
didn't feel like t was like something that any particular person was assigneci 
to do. You just noticed it and you took the initiative and you went out, or  
you worked it out with the student to go do it. Last year a lot of that stuff got 
done here. Posters put up on racism, people been seen and various positive 
Lights and sports, and different areas, career areas and so a lot of that work 
was done last ye m.. we've always been kind of picking away at it, txying to 
bring some l i e  to our waiting room, and trying to refiect diversity throughout 
the building, not just one section ... we've done in the last üttle while, is 
gotten together as a group to look at trying to provide awareness workshops 
in various black cornmunities amund and nearby to try and let people know 
about the resources that are available to them". 9 

Coupled with offering students the oppominity to put theones of anti-racism and anti- 

oppression into practice, such projects and activities also serve to prornote the issues within 

the agency and the larger community. Some participants acknowledged that the anti-racist and 



anti-oppressive activities they promote and engage in with theù field students ofien aid in 

increasing awareness amongst managers, coiieagues and the community at large. 

Sub-Theme 3.2 

Fostering Dialogue 

As mentioned in the "Agency Clirnaten section, field instructors who described their 

agency as being supportive of anti-racism and anti-oppression reported that their agencies 

promote on-going dialogue about the issues. Lack of dialogue was identified as a systernic 

bamer participants sought to overcome in their agencies. One issue that wiii be discussed in 

this section is field instmctors' cornmitment to increasing dialogue in their agency. The 

impact that anti-racism and anti-oppression training has had in helping field instmctors find 

ways to increase dialogue will alsa be addresseci- 

To increase awareness amongst the staf f  with regards to meeting the needs of the 

diverse group of consumers of service at his agency, one field instructor suggests that it is 

important to 'cconstantly promote cultural sensitivity in your agencf'. (2). Tallcing to 

coileagues, management and students about anti-racism and anti-oppression was seen as one 

way of promoting the issues. Another field instructor who holds a management position in 

her agency describes efforts towards increasing dialogue, awareness and action at her agency: 

"Yeah, oh yeah, I mean it's easier al1 around because we feel very strongiy 
that we're on the right track ... I'm management, that we try to create an 
environment where everybody sort of taks and we can discuss something and 
hash it out and even, like within the agency, we want to hash it out and figure 
out, what are we doing here, what does it mean, where are we going?" 7 



Organizational supports have increased through individual action and dialogue about the 

issues. Like many of the participants, the one quoted below shared a specioc example of her 

cornmitment through action and dialogue: 

"We've changed over the years, Sm not exactly sure how it happened. In the 
old days 1 think we were perceived by community as being white, rniddle- 
class, period. Around some of the difEerent kinds of advocacy issues, maybe 
we weren't doing a lot, maybe people didn't use us enough because maybe 
they didn't feel welcome. Maybe our environment didn't have enough 
welcoming to it to make it accessible, which is aiways an issue for non-profit 
agencies. How do you make yourselfaccessible to the range ofdiversity out 
there? 1 used to slap anti-racism stickers all over (laughter) ... and see what 
would happen, they stayed up! 1 used to make comments about certain 
posters ... do they have persons of color? ... How do you expect to make this 
safe for other people ifyou can't so it for your employees? ..." 2 

In the context of fostering dialogue about anti-racism and anti-oppression issues, field 

instnictors vafued educating themselves and promoting the issues with students and 

coileagues. S h a ~ g  thoughts and ideas about anti-racism and anti-oppression was seen as one 

way increasing awareness about the impact of systemic barriers. The following quote 

highiights the impact that collective dialogue has on buiIding increased collective awareness: 

"....making yourself aware of it and educating yourself more on what that 
really means ... how you as a person can infiuence negatively or positively 
upon your field student. Educating or bringing it to the attention of your own 
office and talking about it. Talking about it within your own community, Wre 
with your own clients, cause that is where we ail are. Tailcing about it on an 
overall level as field instmctors, discussing it more with ourselves ... and 
discussing how do we get through these barriers or gap these baniers ...". 8 

Aspects ofanti-racism and anti-oppression training have awakened orre-kuidled one's 

cornmitment to addressing the issues. Many acknowledged the importance of discussing the 



supportive features and systemic barriers in field instnictor training- The "workplace audit" 

exercise that helps to identify supports and barriers and discuss ways to address the 

impediments to anti-racism and antisppression was highlighted as being helpfil. Some of 

the field instmctors undertook sornething similar with coileagues at their agency, to find 

creative ways to foster dialogue and incorporate anti-racism and antisppression strategies. 

Like several others, one participant s h a d  the dialogue that she initiated at her agency after 

her attendance at a recent training event: 

"After the workshop, 1 did have the oppominity to sit down with some 
coUeagues and talk about what had corne out of it at that the. And pretty 
weU what came of it was an acknowledgment was that, yeah, there are these 
gaps. In terms of how to address them, that's another issue. In terms of 
people's wiuuigness to address that, again that would be sornething else". 4 

Although f o s t e ~ g  dialogue was viewed as a positive step towards increasing 

awareness and action, obstacles to undertaking this endeavor were shared- The various 

impediments that were cited included such things as a lack of tirne and a lack ofreceptivity 

within agencies. One field instnictor explained that she attempted to facilitate dialogue about 

the issues within her agency after her attendance at a recent training event, however, her 

individuai efforts spawned the resistance ofher colleagues, as seen in the foilowing quote: 

" M a t  1 faced going back to my agency with some of the anti-oppressive ideas 
was this, 'oh there's the schooi doctrine again, they're totally out of touch 
with reality, the reaiity of the worlrplace"'. 5 

This same field instructor cornmented that sharing supportive features and systemic barriers 

at workshops, although a helpfùl exercise, was not sufficient. Exploring creative solutions 

to dealing with organktional resistance would have been helpful: 



"They were helpfiil ideas, but it was sort ofbeyond the scope of that one day 
workshop. I think it would have beai helpful to get some actuai b d  of 
practicai ideas about how to deal with resistance to this way of thinking. ... So 
what 1 faced going backto my agency with some ofthe anti-oppressive ideas 
was this 'oh, there's the school doctrine again, they're totaiiy out of touch 
with reaiity, the reality of the workp1ace'"S 

Although she h d s  discussing supportive features and systemic barriers a helpfiil exercise at 

training events, another participants highlighted that she was cautious about sharing details 

publicly because of the implications it rnight have: 

"1 t W  it is important for us to help one another, but that 1 think is very 
dficult to do because you have acertain arnount, you don't want to look bad 
in the community, right (iaughter)? So how do you have these discussions 
and then not look@ad), you have to be 1 guess, carefbt and then I don? know 
how to get around that?" 7 

Summary of Theme 3- Anencv Climat4 

Several issues were presented in this theme and its two ab-themes. Participants 

commented on many aspects of their agency climate, both the supportive features and the 

systemic barciers, as they related to their roles as worker, manager, and/or field educator. 

The majority of the respondents described theu agency as supportive with regards to 

discussing and addressing issues related to anti-racism and anti-oppression. An agency 

environment that is d e  and inviting for consumers, students and statt; reflects and promotes 

diversity, anti-racism and anti-oppression; and encourages open dialogue about the issues was 

identified as being supportive by field instmctors. The lack ofdiversity in agency personnel, 

consumers and the agency climate; the lack of inclusive policies; the lack of dialogue about 

the issues; and the lack of individual and collective action toward the issues were identifieci 
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as being systemic barriers- AU of the participants reported that their agency is open a d o r  

supportive around anti-racisrn and anti-oppression field ducation. 

The impact of the agency clmate on field teaching was also discussed in terms ofthe 

agency as a learning environment, the systemic barriers in work with field students, and 

promoting the issues of anti-racism and anti-oppression through field teaching activities. 

- 
Fostering dialogue about anti-racism and anti-oppression was identifieci as a 

supportive feature of the agency climate. A discussion of field instructon' commitrnent to 

increasing dialogue in their agency ensued dong with the impact that ad-racism and anti- 

oppression training has had in helping field instnictors find ways t o  promote such dialogue. 

Ongoinn - Training 

The final main theme in the hdings addresses both the need for and the nature of 

future training and professionai development opportunities for field instructon- Ail of the 

participants acknowledged the importance of learning about anti-racism and anti-oppression 

in their roles as social work practitioners and field educators. As one participant said, 'Tm 

happy that the (school) is going in the direction where people are being trained to be more 

sensitive about a whole range of anti-oppressive 9 The availability of training and 

professional development opportunities was identined as one way for field instniaor to  amass 

the knowledge and develop skills needed to be effective in their roles as practitioner and field 
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educator. Coupled with acknowledging the importance of training, insights related to the 

content and format of fbture training andlor professional development opportunities and the 

need for reference material were provideci- 

What follows in this section is, firstly, an elaboration o f  field instmctors' 

acknowledgment of the importance of training- The content and format of fbture training 

and professional development opportunities is discusseâ under the heading, "Beyond One 

Workshop". The sub-theme entitled, ''Resource Materiaf" includes the participants' 

recornmendations for written resource material that provides practical teaching tools and 

strategies to address the issues ofanti-racism and anti-oppression in field education- 

Anti-racism and anti-oppression training in field education was viewed as a 

worthwhile undertaking- Many commented that it is irnperative for fieId instmctors to have 

a comprehensive knowledge of issues related to anti-racism and antisppression so as to 

integrate the issues in their work with students. Grnering a theoretical knowledge of and 

practical skilis related t o  anti-racism and anti-oppression was identified as both a personal 

professional responsibility and a commitrnent of the profession. As one field instmctor said, 

"ifthat is important to social workers, then why shouldn't we have to l e m  it and demonstrate 

knowledge and practice in that ara" 1. 

A participant commented that it is important to  "waik the talk" (3) as field instructon 

often serve as role models for practice. Recognition of the integral role they have in the 
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professional socialkation of students was afbned in much of their feedback Some of this 

recognition was fiamed with specinc examples of the ways in which they attempt to embody 

anti-racist and anti-oppressive practice in their roles both as sociai work practitioner and field 

educator. Sorne drew on their own experiences as students to highlight their awareness of 

the cntical function that the field component plays in sociai work education. They shared 

personal exarnples of the positive and negative experiences they faced in relation to racism 

and oppression in their own social work education and as field students exposed to the issues 

in their practice settings. These participants, as weii as others, expresseci their commitment 

to making their field students' exposure to the issues a positive one. Training was identifieci 

as one way to build, or enhance, knowledge and skills in the area of anti-oppression and anti- 

racism and, ultimately, effectiveness as field educators- 

The availabity of relevant training and professional development opportunities was 

identined as being cntical to increasing awareneu of anti-racism and anti-oppression and 

acquiring practical strategies to address the issues. When discussing the importance of 

offerhg anti-racism and anti-oppression training, one participant commented that these events 

should be made avaiiable to field instructors and the content should reflect their needs: 

"... the common theme is just that it's wonh going after. It's worth doing. 
How you do it could be a wide range of things, depending on the needs of the 
field instructors .... But the facî that you do it in some way is important, or 
make the opportunities availablel' 1 

Another field instnictor echoed much of what was said above. She also feh that the 

availability of fiequent anti-racism and anti-oppression training sessions would help foster the 
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integration of the issues on an individual worker level as weil as on an agency-wide basis: 

Y thînk it's important to do that kind of training, have sessions fhquently, but 
also make it an everyday par& of, to encourage agencies and people to make 
it an everyday part of t heir work.-". 7 

On-going training events were seen as a way for field instructon to network with colieagues 

and coIlaterals. Many commented on the value of sharing their experiences and Ieaming fiom 

the experiences of others. One field instnictor ernphasized the need for on-goingtraining and 
- 

the importance of ''field instmctors sharing together and leaniing, hearing expenences" 4. 

Sub-Theme 4.1 

Beyond One Workshop ... 
As seen in the preceding quotes. ongoing anti-racism and anti-oppression training and 

professional development opportunities are viewed as being important. A few reported that 

the only anti-racism and anti-oppression training they have been exposed to, beyond some 

content in the required field instructor course, was the one recent workshop they attended- 

Several participants acknowledged that opportunities for learning about the issues beyond that 

course are minimal or non-existent: 

"Weil, for field instmctors, there isn' t any on-going education. There' s 
nothing once you finish that course.. .". 4 

Along with their recommendations for additional training, participants offered 

suggestions about the fora for fbture training, as well as the content and format of on-going 

professional development events. The requued field instructor course was suggested as an 



appropriate arena to introduce the issues related to anti-racism and antisppression in field 

education. Although sorne said that the field instrwtor course offered them helpfùl tools to 

address the issues with their students, others felt that the content should be enhanceci: 

"...what I Mght Oce to see happen in ternis of content for field instnictors, I 
think it would be really beneficial to have a section addressed around that 
topic in the field instructor's manual. 1 aloo don't remember any focus on 
anti-racism field instruction in the course itself. -- Yeah and it wouid be a 
perfèct place to introduce that because that's the jumping off point for field 
instnictors. 2' 1 

-- 

An example of content-specific material for the field insmictor course was given by this same 

participant: 

"...looking at the supportive elements and the barriers that Mght exist in the 
organization and that might be a topic for the field instructor's course as 
weli". 1 

Other suggestions included offerhg a series ofworkshops, each tailored to the experience and 

ski11 levei of the field instnictors: 

"... a series ofworkshops that are perhaps the begimer level, the intermediate 
level, and the advanced level. You know, and skiIied educaton who want to 
&st bnng people to a comrnon language with some common tools as a 
starting point, and from there buüd to, so now that we have some 
understanding and mutual respect and appreciation, where do we go with 
that?" 3 

As well, panel discussions were identined as another method of addressing the issues at 

workshop training events: 

"Other things that would be useful, bring in a panel of people to talk or to CO- 

facilitate. The more diversity, the better. Anti-racism, anti- oppression, the 
more faces the better, in tenns ofdiversity ... who aren'i jüst there sermonking 
fiom the mouth, but can say, 'let's take a look at this and connect the dots'. 



Those things are usehi". 3 

Training foliow-up was identifieci as being important in that it would provide field hstructors 

the opportunity to share t heir own, and hem others', post-workshop experiences: 

"One day workshops are really great, but some foliow-up should occur so that 
we couid come back to see how people are doing. So not just one-shot deals, 
'okay, we've met Our mandatory requirements so let's just move on to the 
next tier'. That there be some process put in place so that people have a 
chance to come back and say, how is it going?". 9 

Along with sharing thoughts on the format of firture training, field instructors also 

shared their insights on the content Training sessions that offer field instructors practid 

strategies to address anti-racism and oppression was a recommendation shared by many- The 

desire to garner additional teaching tools to address the issues il their own practice and in 

field teaching was identified: 

"Okay, one thing that's always hstrated me when people talk about anti- 
oppressive approach or anti-racist training, is they talk about how important 
it is, but they often don't offer strategies, O<e real useable strategies on how 
to work in a way that's anti-oppressive (laughter). They just say it's really 
important to do it. Okay, 1 get it that it's important, but how? 1 think 
incorporating a lot more of real We sort of strategies might be one way ... 1 
remember wakhg into that workshop saying exactly what 1 just said and 
walking out and going, okay, yeah, this was better! 1 think it was through 
talking about workplace incidents or doing a workplace assessment, or just 
talking about very specific ways of implementing the ideology. 1 believe this 
is important, and we all said it, but now how do we do it? 1 feel that 1 came 
away from that workshop certainly with more of a better sense of that". 7 

Coupled with comrnenting on the limitation inherent in offenng one-day or ha-day training 

sessions, another field instmctor highüghted the importance of leaming practid stmtegies 

at training sessions: 



" ...y ou can ody do so much in a day or an aftemoon. I would Wre to focus 
on the field instructor's ability to be active, to develop the skilis n d e d  in 
theù interaction with the student, how to assess the student in that placement 
for these kinds of issues- Back to the practical kind of stuff. I'd Wre to come 
away with, here's the hiowledge base, and now here's some of the ways to 
do it, or what can we l e m  fiom each other about that-" 6 

Content-specific examples of the practical strategies that participants would like to 

see in future training events were aiso gamered in this study- As mentioned previously, sorne 
- - 

suggestions included practical strategies to deal with organizational resistance to anti-racism 

and anti-oppression and strategies to increase students' awareness of the issues. Another 

suggestion for content was to explore the cornmonalities between the various forms of 

oppression as a means of fostering on-going networking between coUeagues and building 

allies: 

"I think that the areas that need more focus is in, how do you buüd allies, 
maybe the sense of building allies for me is trying to do the linking between 
various kind of oppressions and what the sirniladies are and how you can 
build on ... making the connections between oppressions and finding ways of 
working with other groups is the more practical way of building allies". 10 

Access to on-going professional opportunities was identifieci as one way of meeting the need 

to create and maintain links with other field instructors who are cornmitted to the issues- One 

participant suggested that annual training events could help foster on-going dialogue between 

field instmctors: 

"that would be useful, even once a year to have a forum where field 
instmctors wuld get together overail and talk about the experiences of 
teaching and, secondly, a diversity, anti-racist piece is helpfui" 4. 
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There were differing opinions about the value of introductory exercises used to 

determine participants' leamhg goals and training neeûs. Some of the field instnictors said 

this type of exercise is important in that it offers flexibüity in the workshop content, especially 

if the agenda is pre-detennined. Others felt that this exercise was too t h e  consurning. A 

suggestion was to send out a questionnaire to participants in advance ofthe workshop date 

to help determine training needs and preferences for content end format. 

- -- 

Sub-Themc 4.2 

Resource Mattrial 

Access to resource material that includes teaching tools, experiential exercises and 

practical tips on how to irnplement anti-racist and anti-oppressive strategies in field education 

was identified as being essential to field instmctors' on-going professional developrnent- 

Suggestions for such resources include the enhancement of the field instructor manual, the 

notes and presentation material utüized by training faciiitators, a collection of exercises and 

tools generated by training participants, and a handbook designed by and developed for field 

instructors. The inclusion ofexperiential exercises, teaching tools and practical strategies for 

integrating anti-racism and anti-oppression was recommended for al1 of the aforementioned 

resources. What foUows is an elaboration of some recommendations for written resource 

materials. 

Many reported that they integrated experiential teaching tools in theù field teachùig 

and would h d  reference material helpful. This cornmentary is congruent with earlier 
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themedsub-themes related to participants' use of a participatoxy approach and the 

incorporation of experiential exercises in their work with students. As mentioned in the 

preceding section, some participants suggested that the content in the field instructor course 

s hould be enhanced to include a greater emphasis on anti-racisrn and anti-oppression. 

Similady, some recommended that the written field instructor manual should be augmented 

with practicai strategies and teaching tools that are specific to anti-racist and anti-oppressive 

practice: - 

".-- but the manual, 1 don't believe there's anything in the manual about it- 
And it might be even helpftl to have something like, like to include that topic 
in some ofthe tools. The one thing I liked about the manual is that they had 
a number of tools ... how to assess an agency, how to do shadowing, client 
shadowing, and they had a little questio~aire thing, or a tittfe instruction 
sheet, for students to use." 1 

The distribution of Wfitten matenal at workshops and other training events was said 

to be helpfùl in one's leaming about the issues. It was suggested that the notes and 

presentation material utilized by training facilitators be provided to the field instmctors for 

their future reference. One participant wmrnented that the availabity of the training material 

in written form would allow field instructors to focus on the training session rather than 

having to take notes. She added that this written material would be usefiil for field 

instninors' future reference about the range of issues that emerge in field teaching: 

"A package of case scenarios that can be applieâ to the field setting. Today 
a lot of workshop participants like to balance their energy in the sense that 
workshops can be draining and exhausting. Ifyou're there taking notes, you 
kind of sometimes miss some of the auditory information coming at you, or 
the visual. So myseîfas a facilitator, what I've begun to do and I've seen 
many other trainers do it, is put together a package of the presentation, 



includiig all the overheads. and leavïng enough space also for people to note 
some things d o m  It also includes some different exercises that the group do 
there in large or s m d  group Jht& and it also gives people a bibliography or 
reference of materials they cari look to. And 1 think also as it relates to field 
instruction, back to the field placement, there are additional things that can be 
helpfùl. For many of us, Our tirne is a prernium, so the more a facilitator can 
make things easy for the worker to take in and back, the better" - 3 

Examples of the practical strategies, experientiai exercises and teaching tools that field 

instnictors would like to see included in this written reference material were also offered: 

"So an example might be a sumrnary of case examples to role play with 
students, across a whole bunch of cultural issues or however one chooses to 
define culture- Whether it's the culture of the de& or culture of the disabled, 
and there are differences between d i f f e ~ g  abilities, etc. So that's one thing 
that can be helpfil. Another thing that could be helpfiil is some self- 
questionnaires that can be used as a springboard for seKrefIection and 
processy'. 3 

A written summary of field instructors' ideas generated over the course of training 

sessions was another suggestion for reference materiai. It was suggested that this reference 

list contain practical anti-O p pressive and anti-racist teaching strategies shared by training 

participants themselves for use by other field instnictors. Coupled with its inherent usettlnessy 

the process of engaging in development of such a document was seen as being potentially 

empowenng for the participants. The following quote illuminates this proposition: 

"At the end of the day, ifwe could just get a Iist of things that instnictors feel 
are effective. that Mght be helpfùl, then this sharing will help empower the 
instructon to feel lke they had more to offer. They have a whole range of 
different responses to situations that could corne up in the fuhire ... a List of 
things that people at the instructor level find are helpfui and ef f ' ive  in 
working with students and in the workplace situation. That would be really 
great! Again, it's that whole ~e~empowenng thing that occurs". 9 



The creation of a handbook specifically designed to address anti-racism and anti- 

oppressive issues in field education was also recommended. Like the preceding suggestion 

of the list, it was proposed that veteran field instmaors who wkh to share theù experiences 

in the area of anti-racism field education be d e d  upon to develop this handbook Specific 

experiential exercises, teaching tools, and strategies for addressing cntical incidents were 

suggestions for the content of this handbook. Included below is an elaboration of this 

recomrnendation: 

"-..I think it may be cool ifsomebody published a handbook of exercises that 
could be used specific for field instruction ... a handy indexed th ing o f  
exercises, then a field instnictor could flip through it, and it's just particular 
to student work, 'Here are some exercises' or, 'here's the issue-. - a b c d e 
f g, under g for what do you do in this', you know, you've got this kind of a 
dilemma that pops up. 'Here's some exercises that you could do with your 
student', or 'here's a process question you could throw out in this scenario', 
and 1 think a lot of it could be anecdotal. 1 think you have in any province, 
some fabulously wise and seasoned field instxuctors who have used a lot of 
tools over the years. I think =me of these wise, swoned field iristructon 
would have much to offer in some of this work, and it may be neat ifthey put 
together this 'a b c d' book that could have aU kinds of case examples, or  tried 
or tme ways of working through ethical dilemmas. With the benefit of 
collecting some of the %est of the best". . . things that have b e n  used to train 
us as field students over the years." 3 

The exarnples ofwrïtten resources that were provided highlight two c n t i d  points that 

I wish to emphasire. Fustly, the need for practical anti-racist and anti-oppressive strategies, 

teaching tools and experiential exercises that espouse a participatory teaching approach was 

evident in the findings. Secondly. participants placed a highvalue on including the experiences 

and insights of their colleagues in this reference matenal. 
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Summarv of Theme 4- Onnoinn Training 

Both the need for and the nature of fuhre anti-racism and anti-oppression training and 

professional development opporainities were iliuminated in this final theme. The availabiity 

of these oppominities was identsed as one way for field insrnidor to amass the knowledge 

and develop the skills needed to be efféaive in their roles as practitioner and field educator. 

Insights related to the content and format of fùture training a d o r  professional development 

opportunities were also provided. -The n d  for written resource material that ïncludes 

experiential exercises, teaching tools and practicai strategies for integrating anti-racism and 

anti-oppression was also revealed in the findings. Various recommendations for the 

enhancement of existing resources and the development of new ones were also provided. 

4.4 Summarv of Findingg 

Dernographic data was gathered fiom the ten research participants at the outset ofthe 

i n t e ~ e w s  for rapport-building purposes and to get a better picture of the sample. Related 

contextual information about their knowledge of anti-racism and anti-oppression ancl past 

training in this area was also presented. Although the m p l e  wnsists of fidd instructors fiom 

two provinces, the findiigs were presented without distinguishing them because there were 

no apparent disparities in the nature or context of the feedback received between the two 

groups. A provincial classification would have been included if there had been any notable 

degree of difference in the feedback received fiom the two groups. 

Through exploring issues related to the content, format, impact, organizationd 



context and insights for fuhire training, four main themes emerged, as weU as the related sub- 

themes, Each of the main thernes and sub-themes were discussed in detaii, As is cornmon 

practice in qualitative studies, excerpts 60x11 the transcnpts that best illuminate the nature, 

context and essence of the themes and sub-themes were hcluded.. The incorporation of the 

participants' words also help bring the fhdings to We. 

A summary of the four main themes and their related sub-themes is as follows: - - 

Field instructors' prefer a participatory approach in their own leamhg and teacliing- 

The findings indicate that the use of experientiai exercises, persona1 sharhg and d e t y  

in the learning environment are important components of this participatory approach. 

Safety in the leaming environment was aiso identified as a critical element in training 

events, 

How one's awareness of anti-racism and anti-oppression issues was infiuenced and 

the action that resulted in one's role as practitioner and field educator subsequent to 

training was presented. The fedings of affinnation that arose as a result of training 

were aiso identified in the second main theme. Field instructors shared what 

motivates them to attend anti-racism and anti-oppression training. They also 

commented on feelings of empowement that have arisen as a result of their 

participation in such events. 

. Agency climate is another main theme which uose in the findings. The supportive 
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features and the systernic barriers that exist in the organizational culture were 

identified, both in general terms and specinc to field teaching- Evidence that the 

agency ciimate affects field tarching was also presented. The promotion of open 

dialogue about anti-racism and anti-oppression issues was seen as being an important 

element in the agency chnate. 

Training was identifiai as one way of assisting field irastructon in fhding creative 

ways to foster dialogue about the issues in their agencies and in their work with field 

students. The need for and nature of ongoing training and professional development 

opportunities were identified. Resource material that includes practical strategies to 

address anti-racism and anti-oppression issues were recommended. Including the 

expertise of veteran field educators in the development of resources was also 

suggested. 

What follows in the Discussion Chapter is a presentation ofthe findings in relation to the 

relevant Iiterature- 



Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

This study has yielded an array of information relevant to social work field education, 

anti-racism and anti-oppression training for field educators, as well to the broader issues of 

teaching and l e h g  in adult and higher education. The primary purpose of this chapter is 

to link my research findings to my initial literature review and to subsequent relevant material. 

This chapter will be divided into five sections. The first focuses on the participatory 

approach, the use of experiential exercises in adult and higher education, and the implications 

for field inst ructor training- A discussion of leaming preferences and teaching styles foilow 

in section two. The third section focuses on the agency chtate and the role of the field 

instructor. The fourth section wiii addresses anti-racisrn and anti-oppression in social work 

education and the implications for field instructor training- A sumrnary of the discussion and 

the implications for social work education wiU be included in the final section of this chapter. 

5.1 A Partici~atorv A ~ ~ r o a c h  and the use of Ex~eriential Exercises in Aduit and 
m h e r  - Education- Imolications for Field Instmetor Training 

'Zducators who ignore the use of participatory techniques wili thd (udess 
t hey are stunningl y charismatic perfonners) that their leamers are physically 
absent in increasing numbers or are mentaliy absent in the sense of not being 
actively engaged with the ideas, skills and knowledge being presented" 
(Brookfield, 1986. P. 12) 

The aforementioned quote provides a backdrop for my discussion about the utility of 

incorporating a participatory approach and the use of experiential exercises in adult learning 

environments. Coupled with iliuminating the power of a participatory approach as a teaching 
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technique, Brooic6eld's (1986) statement also illustrates the potentiai implications of its 

exclusion. What follows is a discussion of this approach in the context of my findings and the 

implications for social work field education. 

The Link to Andragogy 

A return to the concept of andragogy seems fitting in the discussion of field 

instructors' preference for a participatory approach and the need for experiential exercises 

in teaching and leamhg about anti-racism and anti-oppression. As Cohen and Ruff (1995) 

point out, Knowles' (1972) concept of andragogy, or adult learning, is of considerable 

relevance to the field instructional process. Having been the fïrst to apply the principles of 

andragogy to social work education, Knowles argues that adults learn best experientidy 

(Cohen & R u e  1995). 

One of Knowles' five andragogical assumptiow is that "adults' experiences are a rich 

resource for their Iearning" (Knowles, 1980 in Brookfield, 1986, p. 92). This assumption 

further acknowledges that "adults l e m  more effaively through experiential techniques of 

education such as discussion and problem oolving" (Brookneld, 1986, p. 92). Knowles (1 971) 

explains that there is a decreased ernphasis on the transmittal techniques of traditional 

teaching and increased emphasis on expenential, or action-learning, techniques whichC'tap the 

expenence of the learners and involve them in analysing theu expenence" (p. 35). That adults 

leam effectively through active participation and experientiai techniques is congruent with the 

responses received fiom field instructors about the content and format ofanti-racism and anti- 
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oppression training events that thcy felt enhanced their learning about the issues. Examples 

of experiential approaches used by the field instmctoa hclude role plays, case scenarios and 

critical incidents, tenets of popular education, and personal sharing- 

Another of Knowles' andragogical assumptions that highlights the congruence m*th 

field instmctors' preference for experiential exercises in training and a participatory approach 

in the learning environment is that '3he readiness of an adult to l e m  is closely related to the 

developmental tasks of his or her social role" (Merriam and CaffareNa, 1999, p. 272). 

Brooffield (1986) elaborates on this assurnption by explaining that, because adults are aware 

of their specific leamhg needs generated by their life tasks or problerns, educational programs 

should be organked around Mie application categories and sequenceâ accordiig to learners' 

readiness to leam- Knowles (1972) points out that learners are more apt to inquire into areas 

of content that are relevant to the problem he or she is faced with (p. 35). This assumption 

is also closely related to another of Knowles' andragocical assumptions which concems 

adults' tendency towards self-directed learning. This assumption holds that, "as a person 

matures, his or her self-concept moves fiom that o fa  dependent personality toward one of 

a self-directing human being" (Memarn & Cafkella, 1999, p. 272). 

My research indicates that field instmctors appreciate the opportunities to incorporate 

examples of their own üfe experiences and the critical incidents that arise in the* own 

teaching and practice settings. Thus, having training oppomuiities for field instmctors to 

openiy discuss examples in large and small groups, roIe play scenarios and reflect on scenarios 
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related to their own experïences and the cnticai incidents fiom their own field teaching 

expenences fits weil with this principle of andragogy. 

A final assumption of andragogy that 1 wili link to the issue of uicorporating 

experiential exercises and a participatory approach Ïn field instructor training events is that 

"an adult is more problem-centered or performance-centered than subject-centered in their 

orientation to learning" @derriam & CaEareUa, 1999, p. 272). In discussing this assumption, 

Merriam and CaffareUa (1999) explain that there is "a change in &ne perspective as people 

mature- nom future application ofbiowledge to immediacy of application" (p. 272). Knowles 

(1972) emphasizes this immediacy of application when he explains that adult lemers 

participate in educationai activities to "apply tornorrow" what they "1earn today" (p. 36)- 

Data corn field instmctors in this research study indicates that opportunities for discussing 

examples fkom their own teaching and practice and hearing the stniggles and successes of 

others is something that they appreciate in training events. Many spoke ofthe personal and 

professional tasks related to addressing anti-racism and anti-oppression that they embarked 

upon d e r  attending training events. They alsa shared the relevance ofthe issues addresseci 

in training to here-and-now issues that they were confronting in their roles as practitioners 

and social work educators. As such, the relevance of the andragogical assumption related to 

the immediacy of application is important to highlight. In sum, Knowles' assumptions 

illuminate the fit between field instmctors' leaming preferences and the utility ofmcorporating 

a participatory approach in fiture training events. 
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The Link to Learning Styles 

As mentioned in the literature review, Mackeracher (1996) points out that d u l t  

leamers prefer to start theü leaming with activities that reflect their penonal learning style. 

Although the intent ofthis research project was not to determine whether field instructors fit 

into one of Kolb' s (1 984, in Mackeracher, 1996) four leamhg styles, 1 did want to gather 

some prelimuiary information on what, ifany, link there was between leamhg styles and the 

content and format of training events. 

The learning styles that Kolb proposes, as described in chapter two of this report, are 

divergent, assimilative, convergent and accommodative (Mackeracher, 1996). Severai of the 

participants in this research study descri bed t heu learning preferences. Many desaibed 

qualities inherent to divergent learners- those who prefer to begin their learning by sharing 

thoughts and ideas with others in the group. The few who said that they prefer to first 

research a topic prior to  embarking on the group leaming process possess traits of assidative 

learners. Like convergent learners, some commented that they prefer to clearly define the 

learning task and develop leaniing goals at the outset of a training session. AU of the 

participants indicated that they favour active participation rather than being presented with 

lecture material- a quality that is inherent to accomrnodative lemers. What can be gleaned 

fiom the responses in my study about leamhg preferences in relation to these categones is 

two-fold. First, none of the participants appear to fit exclusively into only one category. 

There appears to be substantial overlap between the categories. For example, those who 

possess traits of divergent leamers also have qualities of convergent learners. In a few cases, 
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participants said that they like to begin training sessions by sharing their thoughts and ideas 

with other learners and the faciltators (divergent). These sarne participants described that 

their goal in this process was to define their learning tasks and r e h e  their le-g goais 

(convergent). As well, those who said they research a topic pnor to entering a group learning 

environment (assunilative) also said that they like to begin by sharing their thoughts and ideas 

with others in the group (divergent). Further, the p r h u y  trait inherent to accornmodative 

learners, preference for active participation in the learning environrnent, was found in all of 

the participants. 

The second point that I would like to make about the categories of Kolb's Leamhg 

Style Inventory and the feedback 1 received about IMnung style preferences is that, perhaps, 

a more comprehensive assessrnent of participants' leaming style preferences would have 

yielded more definitive results regarding categorization. Aithough utilizing the categones of 

Kolb's Leaming Style Inventory was helpful to identify some qualities that exist in the 

participants' leaming preferences, I was unable to draw any clear distinctions between the 

categories. One point that is clear, however, is that all of the participants do share qualities 

of accornmodative learners in that they prefer a participatory learning environment over one 

that is excfusively lecture-style. 

Mackeracher (1996) explains that each ofthe four leaniing styles represents strengths 

in one aspect of each ofthe following dimensions oflearning: concrete experience (CE) which 

emphasizes the use of Uiformation derived fiom personal experiences; abstract 
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conceptuakation (AC) which emphasizes the use of logic, ideas and concepts; refiective 

observation (RO) which involves understanding the meaning of expenences and situations by 

obseMng and describing them; and active experimentation (A.) which involves actively 

infiuencing people and changing the situation. Bogo and Powers (1992) point out that most 

social workers and field instnrcton possess a concrete expenential leamhg style rather than 

an abstract conceptual orientation. My research indicates that the majority offield instructors 

prefer active participation in training events and they do exhibit traits of active-experiential 

learners and concrete experiential learners. As such, Mackeracher's (1996) suggestions for 

creating a learning environment that best suits learners' styles are important to highlight: 

O Active experimentation is best supported by a behaviouraily cornplex environment. 

Facilitaton should provide opportunities to apply knowledge and skills in practical 

situations. Mackeracher (1 996) explains that the idionnation brought to the situation 

has been abstracted fiom the learner from previous experiences and is compared with 

information which can be extracted fkom the Unmediate situation- Facilitative 

techniques that support active experimentation are simulations, action research, 

hands-on activities and role plays. 

O Concrete cxpcrieace is best supported by an atl~eaively complex environment. The 

primary purpose is for learners to participate in the a d  experience, use these 

expenences to gain insights and feeüngs and receive feedback related to persond 

needs and goals. Facilitative techniques that support concrete experience include 
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group projects, demonstrations, case studies, critical incident reports and activities 

which are then dimissed @fackeracher, 1996, p. 2 14). 

Barsky (1995) points out that because social workers and undergraduate social work 

students tend to be active-expenential and graduate students favour the experiential and 

reflective mode, and because role plays are primarily an experiential and reflective method of 

teaching, they match the leaniing style favoured by most. In his discussion of a student- 

centred approach to culturaliy diverse role play exercises in social work ducation, Barsky 

explains that, although the use of role play exercises in the leamhg environment tend to fit 

best with active-experiential leamers, students with other prefemd leanhg styles also benefit 

fiom their use by observing the role plays of others (Banky, 1995, p. 186). As role plays are 

a cornmon experiential teaching tool ofien used in participatory teaching and because they fit 

with most leaming styles, Barsky's (1995) observations highlight the utility that role plays and 

other experiential exercises have in accommodating the leamhg styles of rnost adults. 

Echoing much of what Bars@ (1995) states about the value of role plays in training 

and their fit with the leaming styles ofmost social workers and adult leamers, Cohen and RUE 

(1995) also contend that role plays are an invaluable tool in the training of social work field 

instructors. They point out that role plays provide beginning field instmctors the opportunity 

to practice supervisory skills, rehearse a potentialiy d icu l t  encounter, gain insights into a 

student's perspective, and mode1 role plays as a teaching technique. Their survey of 

participants in field instructor training reveded that 91% responded positively to the use of 
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role plays. Cohen and Ruff(ibid) add that the potential for a parailel process emerging in 

work with field students seems vast: 

"Iffield instmctors become corntortable with role playing they may be more 
likely to role play with their students who, in tum, rnay more readiiy use role 
playing as a technique *th clients" (p. 87). 

Although 1 concur with Cohen and Ruf£"s (1995) suggestions about the utility and 

potential that role plays have as teaching tools, my fhdings indicate that extending the use of 
\ 

role plays as a training tool beyond novice field instructon is warrantecl. Both veteran and 

beginning field instructors in my study strongly support and value the use of role plays in their 

own learning and in teaching their field students. As such, I propose that the range of 

potential and utility of role plays should not solely be based on the level ofthe field instructor. 

The preceding discussion of leamhg styles highlights important implications for field 

education. The two that 1 wish to highlight in relation to field instructor training pertain to 

facilitative styles and facilitative techniques. First, a facilitative style that fosters and promotes 

active participation in the learning environment appears well suited to the learning styles of 

field instructors. Secondly, my findings suggest and the literature confirms that facilitative 

techniques such as hands-on activities, role plays case studies, group projects and collective 

discussions would be usefbl to include in ftture training events. 
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The Lin k to Coasciousness-Rais ing 

Many of the field instructors who commented on theu preference for experiential 

exercises and a participatory approach to teaching and leamhg spoke about the value of 

sharing their stories about racism and oppression and related issues, as weU as hearïng the 

stories and experiences of others leamers. Some expressed hope that this process would add 

to hcreased awareness and foster collective change. Many reported that  the^ own awareness 

of the issues increased post-workshop and attributed personal sharing and reflection to be 

integral parts ofthis process. Others said that the increased awareness Erom personal sharuig 

and other experiential leamhg opportunities at training spawned theu wmmitment to take 

action regarding the issues. One participant commented that collective dialogue at anti-racism 

and anti-oppression training is an oppominity for participants to recognhe the ünks between 

various forms of oppression and to build allies. The process of individual sharing, collective 

discussion and reflection is often referred to as wnsciousness-raising (Bishop, 1994; Burstow, 

1991; Freire, 1985, 1973 & 1970)- 

Bishop (1994) explains that "coiiective consciousness cornes through discussion, 

group study, collective action and group reflectiod7 (p. 80). She adds that this dialogue 

fosters power and, this "process of linking problems and concems", is the "beginning of 

consciousness-raising" (1994, p. 85). Some of the field instructon that I spoke to said that 

expenential exercises are usehl because they are a fonn of "popular education". These field 

instructors commented that they find this fonn of education usefbl both in theu own leamhg 

as well as their own field teaching. Bishop's (1994) "Spiral Mode1 of Leaniing", also hown 
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as the Action-Reflection Model or the Conscientkation Model, is a fom of popular 

education. As mentioned in my fiterahire review chapter, Bishop's mode1 is a way to 

conceptudize teaching and leamhg as King transformational- The field instruaors comments 

about the usefùlness of this process ïliurninates the importance of incorporating it in training 

events, 

The Link to Transtormativt Leaming 

A discussion of transformational theory in the context of rny research study seems 

relevant because of its emphasis on recognizing and afnmiing the value of the launers' Life 

experience in the leaniing environment. Mezirow ' s transformational theory, which was Est 

proposed in 1978, is a way to conceptualw the pmcess of how adults reflect on their life 

experiences, interpret them and act on thern (Memarn & CafEareUa, 1999) . According to 

Mezirow, "the subject matter of transformational leamhg is the leamer's experience" 

(Mezirow, in Memam & CafFarella, 1999, p. 326). The key components to this theory are 

the life expenence of the learner, critical reflection (content and process reflection) of the 

learner, and change that promotes growth and development. 

One of the basic tenets of transformational leaming is that it is ' ' M y  anchored in Life 

experience" of the leamer (Memam & Cagiueüa, 1999, p. 320), so a learning enviromnent 

that promotes personal sharing and on-going dialogue between leamers cm be seen as one 

that is conducive to such leamlng- leamhg that is said to promote individual and collective 

empowerment. As mentioned in the fïndings, field instructors stated that what's helpful for 
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them in anti-racism and anti-oppression training events is the opportunity to share id- 

collectively reflect on the issues and promote change. A Iearning environment that fosters 

open dialogue about the issues, collective awareness and action plans is seen to be one that 

incorporates tenets of transformational leamhg. 

Freire's conceptions of conscientization (consciousness-raising) and empowerment 

have made a signifiant contribution to the underlying theoretical fiamework of 

transformational leamkg Merriam and CSarelIa, 1999, p. 324). Freirian education is based 

on praxis and is rooted in communal knowing and dialogue (Burstow, 1991). This approach 

is based on critical CO-leafning, ~e~refiection about attitudes and beliefs and the process of 

conscientization (Millstein, 1997; Burstow, 199 1). In Freire's probIem-posing form of adult 

education, teachers and students engage in dialogue that seeks to "humanize and liberate" 

(Memarn & CafEarella, 1999, p. 325). This process of dialogue, reflection and action is what 

Freire refers to as praxis (Burstow, 1991). The usefùlness of praxis in teaching and leaming 

about issues related to anti-racism and anti-oppression was identifiecl in this research. The 

importance of dialogue, reflection and action planning, both in the context as leamers at 

training events as well as in the context of their own teaching was an important finding. 

The Link to Critical Thinking and Rtflective Learning 

As mentioned previously, one ofthe key components oftransformational leaming is 

critical reflection (Memam & Caffarella, 1999). Memam and Caffarella contend that effective 

leaming does not follow from a positive experience, but fiom effkctive reflection:. 



"We can th& about our experience- muse, review, and so on- but to reflect 
critically, we must also examine the underlying beliefs and assumptions that 
&ect how we make sense of the experience" (p. 328)- 

Much has been written about critical thinking and reflective leamhg in recent years (&lem*am 

and Caffarella, 1999). It has been said that Brookfield is the most prominent adult educator 

who has written about the importance of critical thinking. Brookfield views critical thinking 

as a questioning and replacement of comrnonly held assumptions and beliefs about the selfand 

group, social and political structures (1986, p. 329). Merriam and Caffarella explain that, 

applied to the field of adult education, critical reflection encourages the analysis of: 

"Commonly held ideas regardhg learning and educational practices for the 
extent to which they perpetuate economic inequity, deny compassion, foster 
a culture of silence and prevent adults nom reaiïzing a sense of common 
connectedness" (p. 329). 

Brookfield (1986) suggests that developing the powers of critical reflection is central 

to effective facilitation. He adds that adult leamers should be encouraged to engage in 

continuous cnt ical anal ysis of received assumptions commonsense knowledge, and 

conventional behaviours" (pp. 293-294). An environment that fosters critical reflection is one 

in which facilitaton challenge the learners and learners challenge each other, in the spint of 

respect and mutual collaboration, to consider alternate ways of thinking, behaving, working 

and living. 

As mentioned in the Literature review chapter of this Thesis, Rogers and McDonald 

(1995) contend that it is important for field instructors to be able to act in a critically 



reflective manner and to demonstrate and describe this process to their field studenta Rauick 

(1 999b), too, suggests the need for field instructon to incorporate, promote and fostercntical 

thinking in field education In highlighting the importance of critical thinl<ing in relation to 

anti-oppressive field education, she proposes that: 

"It is important to be able to foster cntical thinking on dominant relations, 
rather than simply relying on power dinerentials and dynamics on a personal 
level only. Students and field educators need to understand that power is not 
sirnply what one is able to exert on the other-it is, rather, the constant 
analysis ofhow what we know and do is socialiy produad" (1999b, pp. 254- 
255). 

The findings in my research study indicate that field inaruaors incorporate aspects 

of critical thinking and reflective leamhg in their own leaming and in their field teaching. 

Several participants stated that anti-racism and anti-oppression training events have fostered 

an increased awareness of these issues a d o r  affirmeci theu existing awareness of the issues. 

For many, reflecting on this afnnnation and awareness post-workshop has spawned action 

in their roles as practitioners and field educators. Training involvhg critical reflection has 

challenged them regarding their existing modes of anti-racist and anti-oppressive practice- 

As well, several field instructon stated that their participation in anti-racism and anti- 

oppression training has served as a reminder to foster reflection and critical analysis with their 

students. The findings, presented under the main theme of "Awareness, A h a t i o n  and 

Action" and the sub-theme "Challenging Self and Student", also revealed that it is cornmon 

practice for field instructors to challenge students' thinking and to encourage critical thidkg 

and reflective practice about anti-racism and anti-oppression issues. 
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The Link to Feminist Teaching in AduL and Higher Education 

Reference back to the goals of feminist pedagogy help illuminate hrther 

considerations regarding field instnictors' preference for experiential exercises and a 

participatory approach to teaching and leaniing. The three primary goals of feminist 

pedagogy according to Shrewbury (1987, in Dore, 1994), which are drawn fkom a feminist 

worldview and are consistent with feminist social work principles, are the empowerment of 

al1 participants in the leaming process; the development ofa sense of comrnunity in which ail 

share equaliy in the leamhg tasks; and the reaiization of the capacity for leadership as an 

outgrowth of taking responsibility for one's own Ieafning and the leamhg of others. In citing 

issues nom which a feminist pedagogy can be forged, Weiler (1996) notes the importance of 

teachers sharing authority on the classroom. He (ibid) also points out that the p e r d  

expenences of teachers and leamers must be recognized and afnrmed. 

Feminist pedagogy, according to Sandler, Silverberg and Hall (1996), emphasizes the 

empowerment of al1 leamen through their active participation in the leaming process. They 

add that individual and collaborative strategies are utiiized to increase the participation of al1 

leamers. Collaborative leamhg strategies, such as the use of small groups, have been used 

by many feminist teachers as they are said to increase achievement, positive relationships and 

respect amongst leamers, greater use of cognitive and reasonhg skiUs, interest and enjoyment 

of the material, and rates ofretention and persistence. n i e  findings in my study indicate that 

a facilitative style that incorporates the tenets of feminist pedagogy is efféctive. The findings 

suggest that field instmctors appreciate the promotion of their participation in the leaming 
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environrnent. As well a respectni1 reciprocal learning environrnent is one that is valued. 

Tisdell(1993, 1995, in Memam & CaEareUa, 1999) suggests strategies for applying 

ferninist pedagogy in adult education- Aspects of these strategies were identifieci by the 

participants in this studq. as being usefùf in their learning. The strategies Tisdell(1993, p- 

363) suggests include emancipatory teaching, courses and workshops that deal with power 

relations, and fostaing a reflective leamhg environment that promotes a critical analysis. 

Memam and CaEarella (1999) daim that Tisdell's guidelines for creating an inclusive learning 

environment, such as integrating affective and experiential knowledge with theoretical 

concepts, adopting emancipatory teaching strategies, building a democratic classroom based 

on openness and inteiiectual rigour to name a few, wed feminist pedagogy with critical theory 

and postmodem influences (p. 364). 

Ropers-Huilman (1998) draws parallels between feminist teaching practices and 

Freirian ideas, citing that the Freirian approach to education supports the active participation 

of all Iearners in the leamrng environment. She States that "feminist teaching shares this 

attention to participants' lived experiences". suggesting that it is necessary to consider 

multiple perspectives so that d l  can teach and leam in personaliy relevant and meaningfùl 

ways" (1 998, p. 283). Fostering equality and qua1 participation in the leaming environrnent 

is one of the basic tenets of a feminist approach to teaching (Tisdell, 1993, 1995; Dore, 

1994). As Ropers-Huilman (1 998) explains, many feminist scholars believe that women and 

men have not been treated equally within educational settings and they attempt to mate 
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leamhg environments in which ail "cari l e m  fkom and contribute to the ongoing disourse 

regardless of their identities" (p. 286). F o s t e ~ g  safety, respect and trust in the leamhg 

environment, where learners feel open to participate equally, is al= an important principle 

of feminist pedagogy (Dore, 1994, p. 5). My tindings revealed that safety in the learning 

environment, opportunities for sharing and hearing others' personal experiences, egalitarian 

and democratic facilitators, and participation in the development of the leamhg tasks are 

critical elements of anti-racism and anti-oppression training events. It is also important to 

note that the appreciation and encouragement of alternate ways of knowing (Belenky, 

Clinchy, Goldberger & Tanile, 1986), such as thevalue field instructors placed on hearing the 

expenences of others and the encouragement they received to share and draw on their own 

Iife experience, is congruent with the principles of feminist pedagogy. 

The Link to Pratt's Teaching Perspectives 

In the literature review chapter, Pratt's (1998) five perspectives on teaching in adult 

and higher education were presented as another mode1 of conceptualipng the range of 

teaching approaches that exist. In the proposal stage ofmy research, 1 was curious to h o w  

which, if any, of these perspectives were more conducive to teaching adults, who are also 

educators, about such things as diveaity, anti-oppression and anti-racism. In examining the 

nature and context of  my data in relation to  Pratt's perspectives, some preliminary 

observations about the relevance of the perspectives in relation to anti-racism and anti- 

oppression training for social work field instructors can be made. 1 wiii relate aspects of my 

findings to each of the perspectives to iiiustrate their relevance for informing anti-racism and 
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anti-oppression training for adult leamers who are also educators. The key beliefs' primnry 

roles and the power issues of each of the perspectives, in the context of my findings, will be 

included in this discussion- 

Within the transmission perspective, teachers are expected to possess the knowledge 

that leamers need and power is located in the knowledge and expertise of the tacher (Pratt, 

1996). Although many ofthe field instructoa in my research comrnented on the value ofthe 

facilitator's knowledge of the subject ana and having facilitators who have somehow 

experienced anti-oppression or anti-racism first-hand, they also shared that havhg 

O pportunities to share t heir own expenences and hear other participants' experiences was 

important. 

The apprenticeship perspective holds that teachers are expert practitioners who are 

role models for leamen (Pratt, 1996). Learners within the apprenticeship perspective are 

 observe^ of the teachers' "expertise in action" (Pratt, 1996, p. 228). Teachers are said to be 

the gatekeepers of practice and their role in the community detemiines their authority. Again, 

reference back to field instmctors' comments about theü active participation in the learning 

environment seems relevant. An inclusive and participatory approach, which includes 

personal sharing and collective action planning, was seen by field instructors in this research 

study as being important. Rather than being a passive obsewers and a conduit ofthe expert's 

knowledge, the participants in cited the importance ofôeing active participants in the leamhg 

environment. In this context, the apprenticeship perspective does not seem congruent with 



the approach preferred by the field instructors in this study- However, many cornmented that 

they have leamed imrnensely by observing the style of facilitators at anti-racism and anti- 

oppression training events. Participants expresseci that facilitators, who espouse qualities of 

egalitarianisrn and democracy, have served as rote models for effective teaching- Therefore, 

on this latter level, the apprenticeship perspective can be said to somewhat S o m  future 

training for field instmctors. 

The primary role of the teacher in the developmental perspective is one of guide and 

CO-inquirer, c'buildmg bridges between leamer's present way ofthinking and more 'desirable' 

ways of thinking within a discipline or area of practice" (Pratt, 1996, p. 237). The tacher's 

responsibility is to assess leamers' prior biowledge and to adapt the content to it. 

Develophg critical questions for learners to reflect on în relation to their own awareness, 

rather than providing answers to the content is one of the goals of teaching in this perspective 

(Pratt, 1996). Many of the field instnictors in my research said that they appreciated the 

opportunities for smaii and large group discussions reflection about the issues and 

brainstorming solutions to various areas of concem. Aspects of the deveIopmental 

perspective do appear to have some relevance to the approach preferred by the participants 

in this research study in that the reciprocal leamer-teacher relationship is emphasized. The 

field instmctors indicated that they valued the promotion of egalitarianisrn in their leaming 

environments, as weU as the value placed on their own experiences and the experiences of 

their fellow learners by facilitators. 
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The developmental perspective prevds in cumcula and prograrns that are concemed 

with critical thinking and problem-based leaming (Pratt, 1996. p. 235). Ln my research study, 

field instructors' responses about opportunities to share and collectively problem-solve using 

the critical incidents that arose in their own practice illuminate the congmence behveen their 

learning preferences and this perspective. In sharing theû own teaching style. which included 

the use of reflective leamhg and the promotion of critical thinking, aspects of the 

developmental perspective in their teaching are apparent. 

The nurhiring perspective is based on the belief in the critical relationship between the 

learner's self-concept and leaniing (Pratt, 1996)- The prirnaïy role ofthe teacher is that of 

facilitator and fkiend, one who engages empathicaily with individual needs, promotes a 

learner's self-esteem and fosters a c h a t e  of trust and respect. The power issues that Pratt 

highlights in this perspective are use of leamers' language by "demysti&ing and decoding the 

ideas into language and concepts that are familiar to the leamers", the elimùiation of 

institutional or social role titles, the avoidance of dependency and the assessrnent of 

congmence between competence and performance (Pratt, L996, pp. 240-243). In reflecting 

on my findings in relation to the tenets ofthis perspective, what stands out is field instructors' 

comments about the critical role of fostering safety and feeling d e  in the leaniing 

environment. They also mentioned the attention they, as teachers, pay to rapport and 

relationshi p-building with their field students. The numiring perspective, then, is seen to have 

relevance in field instructors' learning and in theù own teaching. 



The prirnary role ofthe teacher in the social refonn perspective is that of advocate for 

an ideal. As well, teachers w i t h  this perspective demonstrate the relationship and 

connection between the ideal and the content by moving individuais toward comMtment and 

action (Pratt, 1996). The primary teachingfocus within this perspective is on collective social 

change, rather than individual learning. Another goal is to facilitate a criticai anaiysis ofwhat 

Iearners know and encourage their reflection about this knowledge- Pratt (1996) contends 

that teachers within this perspective are egalitarian democratic facilitaton who operate h-om 

positions of inclusion, "recognizing forms of knowledge independent of  the usual hierarchies 

of expertise and authority" (p. 249). As mentioned previously in this thesis, many of the field 

instructors did refer to their appreciation of opportunities to collectively address 

organizational and societal barriers to anti-racism and anti-oppression at training events. 

Although they did not specificaily place collective social change above their own individual 

learning and the learning of their coileagues, strides toward wUective social change was an 

area that many of the research participants cornmented on. As weU, the incorporation of a 

participatory teaching format where the experience ofali participants is seen as valuabte is a 

tenet that the sociai refonn perspective embraces. 

Considering Pratt's (1996) perspectives in relation to my findings, it seems that tenets 

of the developmental perspective, the nusturing perspective, the apprenticeship perspectives 

and the social reform perspective have more relevance to the leaming and teachhg 

preferences of the field instnictors in this study than does the transmission perspective. As 

1 reflect on these teaching perspectives in relation to the data that 1 gathered from field 
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instmctors on teaching and leamhg about ad-racïsm and anti-oppression in field education, 

I realize that fiirther probes about the s p d c  actions, intentions and beliefs that are inherent 

to each of the perspectives and reflect one's overalI cornmitment to teaching would have 

simplifïed the task of relating my data to each of the perspectives. As well, extending the 

scope ofmy research question to include specific aspects ofPratt3 analytic h e w o r k  could 

have potentially enhanceci the nchness of my data in this regard. Perhaps this is an area for 

fûture study. However, Pratt's teachg perspectives are urnil for wnceptualipng the range 

of teaching approaches that exkt and üiuminating which perspectives are mon conducive to 

teaching adults who are also educators, about anti-racism and anti-oppression. An 

understanding of the preferences of some field instmcton might assist in the development of 

future training and professional development opportunities. 

5.2 Learninn Preferences and Ttachinn Stvles 

Throughout the course of my i n t e~ews  field instructon not only s h e d  the aspects 

of training events that they found useful in their own leaming, but they also shared aspects 

of their own field education teaching styles. My data indicates that there is a link be-n 

field instmctors' leaming preferences and theu own teaching styles. According to Bogo and 

Powers (1992). educational theorists suggest that teaching style is intluenced by leamhg 

style. These authors point out that, "perhaps field instructors teach as they prefer to lem" 

(1 992, p. 182). My findings, coupled with literature that links leamhg preferences to teaching 

style, illustrates the importance of field Uistructors being aware of theu leaming preferences 

and the impact this may have on their own teaching style. The determination of the field 
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instructors' leamhg and teaching style may aid field coordinaton in matching students with 

instructors which may, in tu- yield a ncher and more successfiil l e h g  experience for the 

student and more rewarding teaching expenence for the iwrmctor. 

Bogo and Vayda (1998) suggest that field instructors must be aware of their own 

learning styles, as well as their students' leaniing styles. Simüarities and diffaences must be 

acknowledged so as to constnict the most effkctive leaming environment. Gladstein and 

Mailick (1 986) extend this daim by emphasizing that a comprehensive educaîional assessment 

be undertaken with the student, that considers the student's ethnicity, to identifj. such things 

as their prior experience, education strengths, as well as their leamhg style. Razack (1 999b) 

contends that it necessaty for field educators to be knowledgeable of the myriad of learning 

styles. She adds that the university should ensure that field instructors are provided with 

appropriate training to effeîtnely manage difTerent leamhg styles. 

Memam and Caff'areUa (1999) contend that learning style inventories are usefiil in 

helping learners and instructors become aware oftheir personal learning styles, as well as their 

strengths and weaknesses as leamers and teachers. The authors suggest that it is necessary 

to acknowledge that learning styles may also be culturaliy based. Anderson (1988, in 

Memam & Caffarella, 1999) comments on the issue of culture and leamhg styles when he 

states, "it would seem feasible that difFerent ethnic groups, with difFerent cultural histories, 

dserent adaptive approaches to reality, and dinerent oocialiition practices, would difFer 

concenllng their respective learning styles" (p. 209). Some of the field instructors in this 
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study acknowiedged their awareness of their own leamhg style and reported that they have 

undertaken assessments of their snident's learning style. However, the student's ethnicity in 

relation to theu learthg style was not an issue that arose to any substantial degree in the 

interviews. 

The fact that my data suggests that there is a link bawan field instmctors' leamhg 

preferences and their own teaching styles and that the üterature supports that teaching style 

is Muenced by leamhg style has some implication for field education- Field instnictors 

should be encouraged to undertake a comprehensive assessrnent of their student's learning 

style early on in the school year so as to ensure a positive learning and teaching experience. 

An acknowledgement of these similarities and diEerences may produce a more successful 

leaming and teaching experience. As well, with the knowledge of field instructors' leaming 

and teaching style, field coordinators will be better able to match field instniaon and 

students. 

5.3 Aeency Clirnate and the Role of the Field Instnictor 

Exploring the organktional culture of agencies was undertaken in this research to 

ascertain what, if any, supports or systemic barriers exist within agencies which a£î' the 

nature and degree of anti-racism and anti-oppressive field education. Ail of the field 

instmcton described their agency climate as being support ive with regards to anti-racist and 

anti-oppressive field education. Those who undertook anti-racism and anti-oppression 

projects with their field students confümed agency support. Many ofthe field instructors did 
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say, however, that there are systemic barriers that exist within their orguùzstion regard'mg 

the advancement of anti-racism and anti-oppression in generai. The lack ofdiversity in ste 

consumers and the agency clhate; the lack ofinclusive policies; the lackof dialogue about 

the issues; and the Iack of individual and collective action toward the issues were exarnples 

of the systemic barriers cited. 

Ferguson (1996) points out that social senice organkations are et dEerent stages of 

recognizing the need for offering multiculturai diversity interventions. The fid'mgs in my 

research study are consistent with this statement. Aithough the majority of field instructors 

identified their agency as k ing  supportive with regards to anti-racism and anti-oppression 

issues, others described their agency as having growing support. One referred to her agency 

as being closed. Ferguson adds that, "taking steps towards becoming an anti-racist social 

service organization has always been one of the fields' primary challenges" (1996, p. 45). 

Many field instructors reported varying degrees of organizational resistance with regards to 

anti-racism and anti-oppression. Field instructon reported such things as the lack ofinclusive 

policies, the lack of diversity in the composition of staff and a general lack of receptivity to 

anti-racism and anti-oppression as hindering their agency's progressiveness. Those who 

described their agency as having growing support explained that management and stafF at 

their agency have become increasingly receptive to integrating ad-racist and anti-oppressive 

ideology . Some participants reported t hat anti-racism and anti-oppression field activities have 

helped to increase awareness ofthe issues and general receptivity which, in tum, has increased 

dialogue about the issues. 



Ferguson (1996) explains that the advancement of an mti-racist and anti-sexïst stance 

is most commonly initiatecl by two distinct sets of circumstances. One of motivators is 

administrative interest or curiosity to e ~ c h  the organizational climate and life of the 

surrounding cornrnunity. The other motivator that Ferguson cites is the experience of a crisis 

within the agency or the surrounding community. Such crises may include client complaints; 

wrongfùl tennination based on race gender, age; poor cross-racial staffreiations, etc. Whot 

is suggested is that agencies be pro-active with regards to anti-racism and anti-oppression so 

as to ensure the hedth ofthe agency and the community (Ferguson, 1996). AU of the field 

instructors in this study did express their corrunitment to increasing awareness of anti-racism 

and anti-oppression within their agencies. Many reported that their individual efforts have 

triggered the interest oftheir colieagues and/or managers which, in some cases, have spawned 

collectives efforts. Olmstead (1983) points out that m a h g  social service agencies more 

diverse, open and inclusive environrnents is "more acceptable for clients" and promotes a 

more rewarding work environment for the staff@. 308). This study conf-s that an open, 

diverse and inclusive agency climate is one that is valued. 

The findings of this study suggest that the level of organizational receptivity to anti- 

racism and anti-oppression issues does have an impact upon the field instnictors, their agency 

colleagues and their field students. Commitment to advancing the issues within their agencies 

so as to foster a supportive work environment and student learning environment was 

expressed. The level of receptivity of management and staffto disnissing and advancing the 
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issues; the degree ofopemess; the diversity ofthe staff and management; the nature of anti- 

racist and anti-oppressive policies; the promotion ofanti-racism and anti-oppresion activities 

and events; the level of participation in these activities and events; and the inclusion of 

material in the physical environment that reflects equity and diversity were identined by 

participants in this study as being integral to a supportive environment. 

Just as the classroom environment must be a d e  place for field students (Dore, 1994; 

Olmstead, 1983; Sandler, 1996; Shrewbury, 1987; Tisdetl, 1995; 1993), so too should the 

field setting. My research revealed t hat field instructon are wmmitted to malring t he leamhg 

environment a d e  one for their field students. Just as they value their own feelings of d e t y  

in their learning environments, so too do hey seek to ensure safety in their student's field 

expenence. Both blatant and subtle foms of  racism and oppression in the agency c h a t e  

must be addressed by the field instructor in order to maintain feelings of safety within the 

learning environment (Razack, 1999a). Razack points out that it is crucial for field instructors 

to be cognizant of the language and behavioun that may be part of the agency climate. She 

reports that field students "report theù disi~lusionrnent when the incidental chatter of workers 

includes casual derogatory rernarks about clients and families" (1999a, p. 3 19). Awareness 

of the dynamics within the agency climate, and effons to  address the issues, are central t o  the 

field instructor's role. 

"...institutions are agents of control and oppression and to be part of the 
institutions irnplicates the worker in practice. Knowledge and awareness of 
how one is complicit in the system and of change and challenge that can be 
effected in order to  respond to diversity are criticai" (Razack, 2000, p. 18). 
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The majority of fieid uistructors in this study a5med theu awareness of the systernic barriers 

that exist in their agency and the impact these might have on the leamhg environment. Field 

instmctors who identifieci barriers within their agencies expressed their cornmitment to 

addressing them at an organizational level so as to ensure, arnongst other things, a positive 

leamhg environment for their students. 

The literature suggests that an important task for field Uistnictors is to engage in 

awareness and action regarding the organizational culture (Ferguson, 1996; Olmstead, 1983; 

Razack, 2000, 1999a). In her study of racial minority undergraduate social work students, 

Razack (2000) found that although field insrnidors "engaged in discussion about diversity 

and difference, there was no substantive analysis of anti-racist or cross-cultural practices" (p. 

13). Failure to address issues relating to identity and differences in field education, according 

to lbzack (1 999b), hinders the professional growth and development of racial minonty 

students (p. 253). Razack (2000) &rther contends that field instructon must take an active 

and direct approach in addressing these issues with their field students. Although many field 

instmctors shared t hat they have engaged in dialogue with their wlleagues and/or agency 

managers about the systemic barriers and have sought ways to overcome them, there were 

very few who comrnented on whether they directly address the systernic barriers with their 

field students. However, some field instniaon did provide exarnples of the special projects 

and activities they have undertaken with their field students to increase awareness of the 

issues and promote dialogue within the agencies. In retrospect, fùrther probing questions 

should have been used to garner greater detail in this regard. 
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The data in this study suggests that anti-racism and anti-oppression training offén 

field instructors creative strategies to develop supportive organizational fuitures, and nurture 

those that already exist. Various experiential exercises, personal sharing brainstoming and 

coilective dialogue were identified as being useful tools for e x p l o ~ g  and addressing aitical 

incidents and systemic barriers. Hearing colleagues' insights on what's worked and what 

hasn't in ternis of addressing systemic barriers was also identüïed as being helpfbl at training 

events. 

5.4 Anti-Racism and Antko~nrcssion in Social Work Education- Im~lications for 
Field Instructor Training 

As the literature suggests, it is critical for graduating social work students to possess 

the skiils to work effectively with culturally diverse populations (Blum, 1987; Beckett & 

Dungee- Anderson, 1996; Christensen, 1988; 1999; Fox. 1983; Heinonenâ Spearrnan, 2001; 

Ing & Gabor, 1999; Le-Doux, & Montalvo, 1999; Montalvo, 1983; O'Neill, 199 1; Seebafan 

& McNïven, 1 979; Walters, Strom-Gottfried and Sullivan, 1998) and to incorporate anti-racist 

and anti-oppressive strategies in their work (Arnold, 1998; Doel, et al., 1996; DomineIli, 

1988; Lawson, 1998; Razack, 1999a; 1999b; 2000). Participants in my research study 

affirtned the need for students to develop proficiency in the area of anti-racism and anti- 

oppression and acknowledged their role in this process. Many commented that they are 

pleased that schools of social work are addressing the issues in the students' classroom and 

field settings, as well in field Uistniaor training. 
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The vital role that field instructo~ play in the students' education has been well 

documented (Arnold, 1998; Blum, 1987; Bogo & Vayda, 1998; Bogo & Powers, 1992; 

Caspi & Reid, 1998; Cohen Br Ruq 1995; Doel, et ai., 1996; Gladstein & Mailick, 1986; 

Glassman, 1995; Hawkins & Penneil, 1983; Jenkins & Shedor, 1982; Lawson, 1998; McRoy, 

et al, 1986; Phillips7 1983; Raurck, 1999% 1996b, 2000; Rogers, 1995; Rogers & McDonald, 

1992; Schneck, 1995; Summers & Yellow BVd, 1995; Urbanowski & Dwyer7 1988). Razack 

(2000) highlights the critical role that field instructors have in the -dent's leaming process 

by saying that they "set the stage for the placement process" @. 13). Lawson (1998) al- 

points out the key role of field instnictors by saying that they are: 

"...cniciai to the social work organkation because they represent the point at 
which social work culture is transrnitted. They are in a pivotal position 
behueen the acadernic debates about what constitutes good social work 
practice, and the organizational demands generated by the wider social and 
political changes. They must mediate and define social work for their 
students" Cp. 9). 

Given the importance that the field component has in social work education @ego & Vayda, 

1998; Jenkins & Sheafor, 1982; Rogers, 1995) and vital role that field instructor's play in 

student's leaming and professional socialization, appropriate anti-racism and anti-oppression 

training for field instructon is hperative (Arnold, 1998; Hawkins & Pemell, 1983; Razack, 

1999a, 1999b; Rogers & McDonald, 1995). As Razack (1999a) explains, "field education 

has the potentiai for new leaming, and it lays the groundwork for an anti-oppressive 

fiamework for practice" (p.3 12). 

Amold (1998) contends that the field educaton need to ensure that uiti-racism 
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becomes an integral part of the field cumculum. Field hstmctors in my research study 

expressed their cornmitment to promoting anti-racism and antbppression issues in theù role 

as field teacher and social work practitioner. Some gave examples of the initiatives that they 

have undertaken in their work with their students and within their agencies. Many s h d  the 

goal of increasing awareness of the issues and takuig action to address the issues. Arnold 

(1998) suggests that the field instructor's sküi at efféctively canying out the task of e n s u ~ g  

that issues such as anti-racism becorne a central component of the field cumculum is possible 

only ifthey themselves have undergone appropriate training. Arnold adds that, coupled with 

training, field instmcton must understand the nature of individual and institutional racisrn, 

believe it is imperative to change words and behavion that are oppressive, and believe that 

ethnic minority groups face discrimination based on their racial dinerence (1998, p. 74). 

Echoing Arnold's recornmendation (1 W8), Razack (l999a) suggests that it is critical 

for social work field educators to have access to on-going training initiatives. As mentioned 

in Chapter Two of this Thesis, Razack (1999a) States that social work school-hosted 

seminars are an effective fora for field educators to engage in dialogue and network with each 

other and with field education stakeholders. She contends that these seminars are designed 

to increase awareness and action related to anti-oppression and anti-racism in field education. 

The seminan, according to Razack (l9Wa), have been in usehl in increasing field instructors' 

knowledge of issues related to oppression and fostering dialogue between university and 

cornrnunity stake holders, and creating nuther opportunities for inclusive practice. It is 

irnport ant to emphasize Razack' s point that on-going dialogue between field education 
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constituents, combined with a practicai application of the issues, is cntical for increased 

awareness of and action towards issues of oppression. 

My research kdings are congruent with Razack's (1999a) aforementioned 

suggestions in severd ways- Firstly, this research revealed that field instructors' awareness 

of anti-racism and anti-oppression issues increased d e r  attending field instructor training. 

Increased awareness ofientimes spawned field in-stnrctorsy motivation to address the issues 

in their role as practitioner and field educator. Feelings of personal afnrmation regarding their 

existing cornmitment and action towards anti-racism and anti-oppression were aiso found. 

The findings also indicate that field instructors would welcome further opportunities to buiid 

new awareness, or enhance their existing awareness, about the issues. Razack's (1999a) 

claim that action is spawned through dialogue was al= revealed in my data. My findings 

indicate that field instructors place a high value on oppominities to network with theù field 

instmctor coileagues. The field instmcton in this research indicated that they are seeking 

creative ways to foster dialogue within theu agencies and the communities in which they 

work 

The data in rny study suggests that the availability of training and professional 

develo pment op portunities is one way for field instructon to buüd the knowledge and develop 

the skills needed to be effêctive in their roles as practitioner and field educator. Field 

instnictors also cal1 for additional training in this area. Numerous insights on the content and 

format of future training andor professional development opportunities were offered. 
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Coupled with suggesting various other fora for training events, participants suggesteci the 

required field instructors course be enhanced to include additional aspects ofanti-racism and 

anti-oppression. The need to develop and disseminate written materials and resources to 

assist in leaming about and integrating the issues with their field students was identifieci. 

Various suggestions were made for the enhancement of existing resources and the 

development of new ones. The comrnon theme with regards to the d e n  resource material 

is that it include - practicai strategieq such as experiential exercises and teaching toolsy for 

integrating the issues and tramferring knowledge about anti-racism and anti-oppression to 

field students. 

5.5 Summarv of the Discussion 

This chapter linked my research findings to my initial literature review and to 

additional materials relevant to this study. What foflows is a surnrnvy of the discussion and 

the implications for social work education. 

The concept of andragogy helps Wuminate field instmctors' preference for a 

participatory approach and experiential exercises in teaching and leamhg about anti-racism 

and anti-oppression issues. Considering Knowles' five assumptions about adult leamers in 

relation to my findings indicates that a facilitative style that reflects tenets of andragogy would 

prove effective in îùture training events for social work field educators. 
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A consideration of adult le-ng styles is a h  usehi to consider in planning hihrre 

training events. The literature suggests, and my finchgs support, that social workers tend to 

exhibit traits of active-expenential and concrete experiential leamers. As such, facilitative 

techniques that include the use of simulations, hands-on activities, role-plays, group projects, 

demonstrations, case studies, cntical incidents and interactive discussion are preferable. Role 

plays were identified as being particularly helpful in field instructors' learnuig and in their field 

teaching. The Literature suggests that role plays match the leamhg style favoured by most 

social workers and undergraduate social work students. As well, opportunities for field 

instructors to leam, through dialogue with colleagues, about how they can integrate 

experiential teaching strategies with their field students is would be helpfiil- As field 

instmctors in this study placed a high vaiue on sharing their stories and hearing fiom their 

coiieagues about what has worked and what hasn't in their work with field students, 

providing a fora for mutual exchange about their ideas and experiences is critical. 

Sirnilar to the assumptions of andragogy, tenets of transfomative learning, 

consciousness-raising and ferninist teaching in adult and higher education highlight the need 

for training facilitators to recognize and affinn the value of the leamers' Life experience in the 

leaniing environment. A leaniing environment that promotes dety, persona1 sharing and 

dialogue is one that aids in fostering individual and collective consciousness and 

empowerment. 
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The Freirian concept ofpraxk is also related to the tenets of transfomative leoniing 

and the goals offeminist pedagogy in that it is based in critical CO-leaming, self-reflection and 

conscientization. As such, praxis, which was identifieci in this sîudy as aiso being helpnil in 

teaching students about anti-racism and anti-oppression, may be a helpfbl approach in fùture 

training events. My findings indicate that field instructors appreciate opportunities for mutual 

exchange, refiective l e d g  and critical thinking. Therefore, it is rrcommended that fùture 

training include opportunities for field instmctors to engage in c r i t i d  reflection about the 

issues and share ideas about the ways in which they incorporate these teaching tools with their 

field students, 

Examiwig my findings in relation to Pratt's teaching perspectives revealed that the 

developmental, nurturing, apprenticeship and the social reform perspectives have some 

relevance to the leamhg and teaching preferences of the field instnxctors in this study and 

could help infiorm fùture training events. A learning environment that embraces a reciprocal 

teacher-leamer relationship, promotes egalitarïanism (developmentai) and fosters a climate 

of trust (nurturing) were identified by as being Important to the field instructors in this study. 

A facilitation style that is democratic, values the life experiences of the leamer and promotes 

collective social change is one that is valued by the participants (social reform). The 

apprenticeship perspective is also usefùl to consider as leamers have the opportunity7 through 

o b s e ~ n g  an "expert in action" (Pratt, 1996, p. 228) to role m o u  the teaching of one who 

espouses egalitanan and democratic qualities. C o n s i d e ~ g  the key beliefs and power issues, 

as weli as the primary roles of the teacher in each of the perspaaives in relation to my 



findings, may be helpfiil in uifomiing f h r e  field instnictor training events. 

This study revealed that there are simiIarities between field instructors' leaming styles 

and their field teaching style. The literature suggests that it is important for field instructors 

t O be aware and ac knowledge t heir own learning style, as weU as t heu students' leamhg style 

(B ogo & Vayda, 1998; Bogo & Powers, 1992; Gladstein & Mailick 1986). The implications 

that the aforementioned statement has for social work education and for field instructor 

training that 1 wish to highiight are two-fold. Firstly, field instnictors should be encouraged 

to undertake a comprehensive educational assessment with theu students. This assessment 

should consider the student's ethnicity so as to identify priorexperience, educational strengths 

and leaniing style (Gladstein & Mailick, 1986). Secondly, field instructors need to receive 

appropriate training on assessing their own and their students' leaming styles so as to ensure 

the best field instnictor-student match. Ethere is not a good match the teaching experience 

may be negative for the field instructor and the student's leamhg expenence may not be a 

positive one. Perhaps future anti-racism and anti-oppression training for social work field 

instructors could include content on the creative ways one can u s  to undertake 

comprehensive educational assessments with their students. This may aiso provide an 

opportunity for the field instnictor to initiate dialogue about the issues of racism and 

oppression. 

This study highlights that anti-racism and antisppression training and professionai 

events are valued by field instructors. The use of a participatory and experientiai teaching 
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approaches that embrace tenets ofandragogy, consciousness-raisin& transfonnative leamhg 

critical thuikurg and reflective leaming, the goals offeminist peâagogy, and reflect aspects of 

the Pratt perspectives may be usefûl in planning iùture events. As evidence that agency 

climate does affect field teaching was revealed in this study, it is important that fbture training 

and professionai development oppominities address this issue in ways that will promote 

further awareness and action. The development and dissemination of resource matenal that 

includes practical strategies to address anti-racism and anti-oppression issues may also be 

helpfiil in increasing awareness ofthe issues amongst field educators and help promote fiirther 

collective action to address the issues, 

Pnor to concluding this section, it is important to emphasize the need for increased 

integration of anti-racism and anti-oppression issues in the social work curricula. Ideaily, 

specialized training for field instructon should augment an already existing theoretical 

understanding of anti-racism and anti-oppression issues. As only two participants in this 

study indicated that they acquired their knowledge of the issues nom fomal training in the 

B S W progradschool ofsocial work (see Knowledge of Anti-RacismlAnti-Oppression Chart 

in section 4.1.1 of the Findings Chapter), i t  is clear that additional emphasis is warranteci. 

Coupled with field instructor-specific training, schools of social work must make every effort 

to ensure that anti-racism and anti-oppression content is woven through both undergraduate 

and graduate programs. 

It is hoped that this discussion helps to illuminate my fhdings, as weli as the 



implications for social 

oppression training foi 
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work education. As the ultimate goai of anti-racism and anti- 

field instructors is to ensure that graduating social work students 

possess the skills to effiively meet the needs of our pluralisticand ethnically diverse society, 

understanding what works best in such training is critical, The foiiowing chapter contains 

recommendations and the conclusions to this research report. 



CONCLUSION and RECOMMENDATïONS 

6.1 ResultJ of the Study 

My research question was "what content and teaching methods best facilitate field 

instructors' leaming about anti-racism and anti-oppression and assists them in teaching 

students the skiiis to incorpocate anti-tacidanti-oppression strategies in their work?" Wiaat 

follows is a sumrnary of the four main themes and eight sub-themes that emerged nom this 

study: 

1. Field Instnidon prefer a participatory approach in their leaming at training events, 

as weii as in their own teaching. The experiential leaming and teaching techniques 

that they prefer include role plays, case scenarios and cntical incidents; popular 

education, and personal sharing. The facilitator's efforts to foster safety in the 

l e h g  environment and the feelings of safety of the participants were identifid as 

critical to learning about the issues. 

2. In their roles as social work practitioners or field educators, anti-racism and an& 

oppression training provided them with new or increased awareness of the issues, 

andor affirmed their current knowledge and efforts in this area, and/or offered them 

creative strategies to take action regarding to anti-racism and anti-oppression. 

C halienging t hemselves and their students regarding anti-racism and anti-oppression 

issues was identifieci as being criticai. Feelings of empowennent arose as a result of 



participating in anti-racisrn and anti-oppression training events. Motivation to attend 

training included the desire to build or  increase awareness of the issues, enhance field 

teaching skills and the quest for on-going personal and professional development. 

3. Both the supportive features and the systemic barriers in the agency climate were 

given by respondents. The majority of agencies were describeci as being supportive 

of anti-racism and anti-oppression initiatives. A supportive agency was described as 

being safe and inviting for consumers, students and statf; reflecting and promoting 

diversity, anti-racism and anti-oppression; and encouraging open dialogue about the 

issues. Systemic barriers include the lack of diversity in agency personnel, consumers 

and the agency climate; the lack of inclusive policies; the lack of dialogue about the 

issues; and the lack of  individual and collective action toward the issues. Al1 

participants reported that their agency is open and/or supportive amund anti-racism 

and anti-O ppression field education. The level of receptivity to anti-racism and anti- 

oppression issues within the agency climate was reported to impact field teaching- 

Fostering dialogue about the issues within agencies was identiiïed as being vital. 

Anti-racisrn and anti-oppression training aids instructors in finding creative ways to 

increase dialogue within their agencies. 

4. The need for and the nature of fùture anti-racism and anti-oppression training and 

professional development opportunities was revealed in the findings. Training w a ~  

identified as one way for field instruaon to amas the knowledge and develop the 
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skilis needed to be effective in th& roles as practitioners and field educators. Insights 

on content and format of future training &or profe~sional development 

opportunities were gathered, Wntten resource material that includes experientiai 

exercises, teaching tools and practical strategies for integrating anti-racism and anti- 

oppression was recommended by the participants in this research. The active 

involvernent of field instructon in the production of such resources w2s hi@. 

recommended. -. 

6.2 Strengths and Limitations of this Study 

Streneths 

One of the main strengths of this research study was that it involved qualitative 

methodology. Along with the positive aspects of qualitative research and the fit of this 

methodology with the nature of the research study as outlined in chapter three, this 

methodological approach captured the essence of field instructors' expenences, perceptions 

and feelings. Uniike a quantitative methodological approach, the qualitative approach 

allowed me to interact with both the participants and the data. This dialogue with the field 

instructors yielded the nchness of data that I sought. 

Another strength of this research study was the composition of the sample. H a h g  

field hstxuctors fiorn two provinces and two distinct universities who dl had attended a 

recent ant i-racisrnhnti-o pp ression training event enhanced the credibility of my hdings. 

Many of the field instructon were able to r d i y  recaii detaiis about their expenences in their 



training, as weii as their post-workshop experiences in their work with students. 

Strennth and Limitstion 

The length of time between the training workshops that were hosted in Winnipeg and 

Halifax and the commencement ofthe interviews is viewed as both a limitation and a strengîh. 

Although many of the field instnictors were able to readily r d 1  their experiences fkom the 

anti-racism and anti-oppression training hosted in Wumipeg and HaüfPx. many said that they 

could not as easily remember the details because of the length of time that had passed. For 

the field instmctors in Winnipeg, interviews took place between 11-12 months afler the 

training. For the field instmctors fkom Hdifox, the interviews took place 9-10 months after 

this workshop. In reflecting on this feedback, 1 redized that comrnencing the i n t e ~ e w s  

closer to the training date could have enhanced their r d  about the actuai event. On this 

level, the length oftime between the training date and the interviews is r limitation. However, 

because there was a substantial span of tirne between the training date and i n t e ~ e w s ,  field 

instmctors had ample tirne to integrate the ?raining into their work with students. If the 

interviews had been too close to the training date, field instmcton would not have had as 

much time to irnplement the concepts and strategies into their field teaching. As weU, their 

repectoire of post-workshop experiences would not have been as vast. 

Limitations 

Although the use of qualitative methodology produced a very rich data base and 

offered a very rich interactionai component, this methodology also has some inherent 
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weaknesses. The Literature suggests that generaüzability in qualitative research is diiiicult os 

there is usuaiîy a sample sue. The field instructors that pdcipated in this research study 

were those who attended an anti-racisdamisppression training event in the past year. Their 

participation in the training was voluntary. These participants already possessed some level 

of interest in the a r a  of anti-racism and anti-oppression. This fact does impact the level of 

generalizabiüty of my findings. Whether another sample of field instructors, for example; 

those who did not have a special interest or experience in the area or those who were requued 

to attend such training, would have yielded the sarne results remains a question. 

Students' perspectives were not included in this reseiuch study. Although a few of 

the field instnictors recounted and shared some of their expenences as students related to the 

issues of racism aqd oppression in the field, the sample in this study was limiteci to field 

instnictors. The voices of students would have certainly enhanceci the çidlmgs and provided 

an e ~ c h e d  view of the realities of anti-racism and anti-oppression in field education. 

Another weakness that 1 identifid in this study was the broad scope of the research 

question. 1 found that 1 had an array of infiormation that spanned the scope of many areas, 

albeit ail related to the reswch question. In retrospect, when constructing my research 

question, 1 could have focused on one or two of the areas of exploration rather than on the 

five that my research question contained. Perhaps narrowing the question would have 

allowed for an even richer data base in the selected areas. 
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Aithough not a weakness per se, but worthy of mention in this section nonetheless, 

was an issue related to rny sarnple. Because the population of field instnictors is relatively 

smaii, there exists a slight chance that field instructors could be identified by their colleagues 

or others familiar or involved with social work education- Atthough this area w ~ a s  covered 

in the research consent information that participants signed, 1 was always cognizant ofthis 

and diligently sought to ensure that identities would not be reveaied in rny thesis. When 

extract ing text from the transcripts for my findings chapter, 1 spmd a lot of time considering 

if what 1 wanted to include could in any way ident* the participants. I am sure that this is 

an issue for most qualitative researchers who are worlring with srnall samples sues. 

6.3 Educational Recommtndations 

There are nurnerous recommendations that arise fkom this study- They will be 

presented under three categories to iliustrate the context in which they ernerged. The 6rst 

category contains the recommendations that have arisen directly fiom my study. The second 

includes those that have arisen fiom the fiterature review. The third category of 

recommendations, which are entitled my vision* were derived fiom my work experience and 

special interest in this area, as weU as f?om the research and the literature review. The 

recommendations are as follows: 

Recommendations from the Study 

1. That annual anti-racism and anti-oppression training events, with a participatory and 

experiential leaniing format, be offered for both beginning and veteran field 
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instructors at the commencement of the school year. Opportunïties for such training 

should not only be readily avdable to those who are interestecf in the topic; they 

should be minirnally required for ail new field instructon. Veteran field instructon 

should have opportunities for on-goïng trainhg events throughout the year. 

2. That the required field instmctor's course curriculum on anti-racism and anti- 

oppression contain the foilowing: 

- Matenal that moves beyond awareness of the issues to practical ways ofdealing with 

the such things as criticai incidents that arise in the field, the agency climate and 

information dealing with students of diierent backgrounds, 

- Information on student and instnictor learning styles and learning style assessments, 

- Training in participatory and experiential teaching techniques, cntical thinking and 

reflective practice. 

(Note: This recommendation is supported by the literature). 

3. That there be on-going anti-racisrn and anti-oppression seminars that include field 

instmctors, agency s t a  faculty, field liaison personnel, field coordinators, members 

f?om faculty field advisory committees and students. These seminars would aüow for 

information sharing, on-going dialogue and the active participation ofall stakeholders. 

Increased awareness of anti-racism and anti-oppression in field education would be 

another goal of the seminars. The seminars could include a myriad of field issues 

based on the needs of the groups, with a primary focus on anti-racisrn and anti- 
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oppression issues. Field coordinators, university and cornrnunity representatives, 

agency stafFand students could coliectively participate in hosting and faditating the 

seminars. The "Anti-Racist Instruction in the Field using Criticpl Thinking" workshop 

template that was developed by the Prairie Region Team of the CASSW Anti-Racist 

Training and Material Project is such one training mode1 that may prove effective in 

such seminars. Workshop models and seminar suggestions could be shared between 

al1 schools, - 

4. That there be opportunities for on-going networking and dialogue among field 

instructors and between field instructors and university and comrnunity stakeholders. 

NetwoWng and dialogue were identified in the iiterahire and in my findings as being 

critical for field instructors. The possibilities, beyond traditional in-person meetings, 

could include such things as on-fine chat rooms, the distribution of a local or national 

newsletter, and national training and conference events for field instructors to 

participate in. Collective diaiogue about critical incidents, the agency ciiiate and 

other issues related to anti-racism and anti-oppression was seen as being important. 

(Note: This recornmendation includes some ofMy Visions, as well). 

That written reference matenal on anti-racist and anti-oppressive field education be 

produced and disseminated to al1 field instructon. This material should include such 

things as practicd strategies for deaiiig with critical incidents and the agency climate, 

role plays to incorporate with field students, information on critical thinking and 
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reflective leaming strategies and comrnentary and suggestions Born vetenui field 

educators and other experts in the field. Each school could produce one or more 

documents that couId be shared throughout the country. 

Recommendations from the Literature 

6,  That further research be undertaken in the area of anti-racism and anti-oppression 

social work education. The scant body of literature that exists, fiom &Canadian 

context in parîicular, suggests that additional research in field education and social 

work education in general is warranted. 

ML Vision (to add to ~revious recommendations) 

7, That there be mandatory field instructor training in the area of antisppression and 

anti-racism in ail Canadian Schools of Social Work. This country's national 

accrediting body, the Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW), 

shouId ensure that consistent standards be set and maintained in al1 schools. The 

CASSW Advisory Committee on Racial, Ethnic and Cultural Issues, in wnjunction 

with the CASSW Field Advisory Committee, could oversee the development and 

implementation of the training. Representatives fiom these cornmittees could be 

available for consultation in the developmental and evduation phases- 

The first step in developing such training could be a national Needs Assessment, as 

it is acknowledged that training needs may difFer between the schools. The mode1 

might be the Needs Assessment developed by the Prairie Region Team ofthe CASSW 



Anti-Racist Training and Matenai Project. The Needs Assessrnent could dso include 

a section for students' opinions about their leaming needs in the area ofanti-racism 

and anti-oppression field education. Field coordinators fkom each School should be 

included in the development of this training. The üterature and my own experknce 

indicates that some field coordinators have been invested in this area for many yean 

and have a wealth of knowledge and experience in the development and 

implementation of anti-racism and anti-oppression training. The involvement of field 

coordinators, and aM other stakeholders, in this project is critical. 

8. That the Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW) Board of 

Accreditation continue to maintain the standards related to multicultural and 

multiracial issues and continue the momentum created by both the CASSW 

Crossroads recomrnendations and the work ofthe CAS S W Anti-Racist Training and 

Materials Project. Greater quality assurance procedures related to anti-racist and anti- 

oppressive social work curricula should be implemented ancilor enhanced. The quality 

assurance procedures could assess the nature and degree of anti-racism and anti- 

oppression content that exists in the curricula- Suggestions on enhancing the C U ~ C U I ~  

could be provided to schools. 

9. That schools create, enhance or continue critical incident consultation teams to deal 

with such things as anti-racism and anti-oppression that arise in both field and the 

leamhg environment in generai. These consulting teams could consist of faculty 
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mernbers, students and neutral third parties. They could be available to wnsult, 

intervene and advocate for both students and faailty afike- 

10. That al1 schools of social work be required to enhance their field evaluation forms to 

hciude an assessrnent of anti-racist and anti-oppressive practice. AU students should 

be expected to perform tasks related to this practice. As well, the instructor 

evaluation form should also be enhanced to include these sarne areas. Students should 

be given the opportunity to provide feedback about the nature and degree of an& 

racism and anti-oppression training they receive in their field placement. 

i l .  That fiirther attention be paid in the overd social work cumcula, both at the 

undergraduate and graduate levels, to issues ofanti-racism and anti-oppression. Ifthe 

issues are consistently woven throughout the cumcula and schools reflect the values 

inherent in diversity and inclusion, there is greater likelihood that anti-racist and anti- 

oppressive practice skiils and values wiil be both garnered and exercised. As only 

two participants in this study indicated that they acquired their knowledge of anti- 

racism and anti-oppression issues 6om formal training in the BSW program/school 

of social work, it is clear that additional emphasis is critical. If social work graduates 

are to l e m  the skills to efEectively work with a diverse population, greater emphasis 

on the issues must be made a priority. Specialized training for field instructors should 

be an adjunct to an already existing solid theoretical knowledge of anti-racism and 

anti-oppression, it should not be one's first exposure to the issues. Anti-racism and 
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anti-oppression training for Faculty should also be provideci to enhance awareness of 

the issues and their importance in the social work cumwla. 

6.4 Research Recommeadations 

In reflecting on the literature and the findings of this research, various suggestions for 

firrther study have arisen. These suggestions include: 

- -_ 

1. Research with undergraduate and graduate students, from a variety of ethnic and 

cultural backgrounds, about theu experiences related to anti-racism and anti- 

oppression in field education to ascertain their thoughts, perceptions and suggestions. 

The voice of students is criticai in understanding the realities that exist in field 

education and in social work education in general. If anti-racist and anti-oppressive 

social work education is to become a nation-wide reality in schools of social work, 

ail must have a voice and feel invested in the issues. 

2. Research with students, fiom a variety of backgrounds about their leamhg styles 

and the teaching approaches that foster their leamhg in field education Students' 

preferences on field instructor teaching styles should also be gathered in this research. 

Research on field instructors' leamhg styles is dso seen as being important. 

3. On-going research to further identify the supportive fuitures that foster and the 

systemic barriers that impede anti-racist and anti-oppressive social work field 
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education. The information fkom this study acknowledged the impact of the agmcy 

ctimate, However, this data barely touched the surface ofthe issue and research fiom 

a Canadian context is extremely limiteci-- The Iiterature that does exist cites the 

impact that the agency climate has on the field instmctors' ability and willingness to 

implement anti-racist and anti-oppressive field education. The literahire also indicates 

that the field leaming environment, W<e the classroom environment, does impact the 

midents' learning expenence. As such, I recommend a Nrther study which includes 

an in-depth exploration of the impact of the agency chnate on students' leaming- 

4. A research study that includes both the experiences of field instructors a d  midents, 

aWre. This research would add the students' perspective on such things as what, if 

any, the impact of the agency cümate has on their leaming, the effêctiveness of role 

plays and other experiential learning tools in field education, to narne a few. 

Recommendations Erom this research would be critid for the development of future 

training events for field instructors. 

5. Using my research question, undertake research with other field instructors to 

ascertain if my findings are confinned, enhanced or challenged by another sarnple. 

This research would add additional knowledge to this area of social work research. 



Final Words 

My hope is that this research project, in conjunction with the existing literature, wül 

spawn additional efforts towards the enhancement ofanti-ran'sm and anti-oppression in social 

work education. With individual and coiiective conunitment to the issues, additional steps 

towards increased awareness and action will be made. 1 would like to conclude this report 

with the words of Anne Bishop as they capture the essence ofthe joumey, and the hope that 

must accompany it, towards realiPng social justice and the eradicotion of aii forrns of 

oppression: 

"Comrnitment to socid justice means begïnning an unknown joumey- a 
journey that can udold o d y  one step at a t h e ,  with connision and danger 
dong the way, and where the end is a mystery-.. There are smaü, courageous, 
experùnents happening everywhere, based in and on local conditions, but 
aware of the whole world. Our recovecy of h o p  fidl colour, three- 
dimensional, hard workin& clear thinking, wildly radical living hope- is the 
key to our liberation" (1994, p. 124). 
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Racism 
The use of power by a group of people in order to accrue greater status and 
access to resources over another group of people, usu- on the basis o f  skh  
color. This power is expressed and maintaineci through infidual acts of 
discrimination, both intentional and unintentional, as weli as through 
institutional structures which support systemic racism (Schuiz, in Zamparo 
& Wells, 1999, p. 29). 

Racism has long divïded humans into unequai social categories and is a major 
source of inequality and injustice today. Though it is especiaily damaging to 
people of colour, it impacts and limits everyone- The anti-racism rnovement 
is committed to examining, challengïng and eliminating racism âom all 
individuals and communities (National Organization for Men A g h a  Sexïsm, 
in Zarnparo & Wells, 1999, p. 25). 

Oppression 

The maintenance of power and privilege through unequal, unjust, excessive 
or cruel actions and through discrimination agahst arbitrdy defined groups 
of peopie (Wells, in Zamparo & Wells, 1999, p. 28). 

Anti-Oppression 

The recognition oc and active opposition to, aU foms of oppression (Schulz 
in Zarnparo & Wells, 1999, p- 25). 
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Appcndu C 

Research Ouestions 

Before we begin the i n t e ~ e w ,  r d  liJce to teii you a bit more about the research 

project. This is research is a foUow-up to the anti-racismlanti-oppression workshop for field 

instmcton that you attended. The primary purpose of this research is to ascertain your 

thoughts on what teaching approaches facilitate your learning and are helpful in ~ s i s t i n g  your 

students to incorporate anti-oppression and anti-racisrn strategies in theu field work. The 

workshop you attended will serve as a reference point for my questions. 1 wish to explore 

the content of anti-racisdanti-oppression training which is important to you. 1 also want to 

leam more about the kinds of  training and delivery methods (format) which work for you in 

you own learning and teaching (impact). Other areas to be covered will be the 

organuationd contest and any insights that you have for future training for field 

instructors. L wili begin with asking some background information questions and then move 

on to the five subject areas. 

Backeround Information 

The purpose ofgathering this background Uiformation is to understand more about research 

participants in the context of theù üfe experiences. 

PIease note t hat these questions are optional. 

1. 1 will be recording your gender. 

2. 1 will also be recording the Province that you are fiom. 

3. Please indicate your age category: 

20-29, 30039,4049, 50-59,60+ 



What is your racid ethni J culturai heritage? 

Please indicate the highest level of education you have attained? 

Please indicate whether your agency is in an urban or rural setting. 

How many years have you been a field instructor? 

Throughout your entire career, how many students have you worked with in your role 

as field instructor? 

What type of agency do you currently work h? 

Where did you aupire most of your knowledge about anti-racism? 

* - Formai education, workshops, reading, life experience, work with students or 

clients, etc, 

1s there anything else about yourself that you would üke to me to know (in the 

context of this research/ in the context of your role field instnictor/ your experiences 

in anti-racism? 

* 1s there anything about yoursewyour life experiences that you feel influences the 

approach you take in addressing anti-racism with your field student? 

Areas o f  Ouestioninn and Possible Interview Ouestions 

Content 

One of the goals of this research is to learn more about is what content should be 

included in anti-racist training for field instructors. 

13. Think about the workshop and any other training or course you have taken related to 

anti-oppression and anti-racism. What content has enhmced your understanding ofthe issues 

related to anti-oppression and anti-ncism instruction in field education? 
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Probe: For example, discussing critical incidents, the definitions ofiidividud and institutional 

racism, a workplace audit, etc. 

14. What content do  you feel is important to include in anti-oppression and anti-racism 

training for social work field instructors to enhance their own leamhg and to assist them in 

acquiring the knowledge to incorporate the issues in th& work with students? 

Probe: For example, information on critical thinking/reflective learning strategies, material 

on inter-locking forms of oppression, the impact of individual and institutional racism, etc. 

Format 

Regarding thefomaf of anti-oppression and anti-racism training, I'd like to explore 

which teaching methods work best in addressing anti-oppression and anti-racism issues with 

field instructors. 

15. In any of the anti-oppression and anti-racism workshops and courses that you have 

attended, what teaching methods stand out as having a positive impact on your own 1e-g 

and have enhanced your effectiveness as a field instnictor? 

Probe: For example, incorporating the use of shPring circles, the use of role plays, small group 

work, brainstorming issues and ideas, lecture material. etc. 

Probe: Please elaborate on how these teaching method have facilitated your leamhg about 

anti-oppression andor anti-racism? 

16. Do you feel that learning about these methods will assisthave assisted you in your 

work with field students? 

Probe: Please tell me how- 

17. Have you incorporateci any of these rnethods with your field student? 
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Probe: Do you feel that the methods you mentioned have been effective in your own 

t eac h g ?  

Probe: What worked, what didn't work, why do you think this was so? 

18. I'd also lïke to explore field instructors' views on the format of anti-oppression and 

anti-racism workshops and courses in relation to their own learning styles- Think about your 

own leaming style in relation to this next question. In the anti-oppression andor anti-racism 

workshops or courses you have attended, what fonnat of teaching stands out as having a 

positive impact on your own learning? 

Probe: Do you prefer that the facilitator present the material in a Lecture style format, do you 

prefer an interactive or cooperative approach to leaming with small group exercises, or a 

combination of both? Probe: Do you find it helpfùl for the faciiitator and otha participants 

to set out their individual leamhg goals at the begiMing ofa workshop, or do you prefer that 

the facilitator set forth the goals for the session? 

Probe: Please elaborate on this in terms ofyour own experience- 

19. In  the anti-oppression and anti-racism training workshops or courses that you have 

attended, what teaching format do you feel i s  most "empowe~g" for you in tenns of your 

own leanüng? Probe: Please tell me more about this. 

I m ~ a c t  

I'd also Like to explore what impact the anti-oppression and anti-racism training had 

on you, both in your own l d n g  and your work with your student. 

20. Do you feel that any aspects of your own teaching changed after attendmg any anti- 

oppression and anti-racism training? 



Probe: Ifyes, what aspects ofyour teachhg do you feel have changeci? 

Probe: What are you doing dzerently in your work with -dents? 

2 1. Are there any aspects of the workshop training sessions(s) you have attended, such 

as workshop content, teaching format, teaching methods, or other variables, that you feel had 

an impact on your own leamhg and your work with your student? 

Probe: Ifyes, can you tell me what these were? 

Probe: For exarnple, sharing individual and institutional strategies, role-plays, networking with - - -- 

colleagues, videos, hearing or sharing criticai incidents). 

Probes: Do you feel that your leaniing at anti-oppression and anti-racism workshops have 

assisted you in teaching students the skiils to incorporate anti-racist strategies in theu work? 

Probe: Please tell me more about this. 

Organizational Contesa 

Another goal of this research is to explore whether the organizational culture of 

agencies fosters or impedes anti-racism field instr~ction, and whether anti-racisrn workshops 

are helpful to field ininstructon in addressing these issues. 

22. Can you tell me what, if any, supportive feahires or systernic barriers exist in the 

organizational culture of your agency with regards to implementing anti-racism field 

education? 

23. Do you ever discuss anti-racism or diversity issues with coiieagues in your workplace? 

24. Do you feel that the receptiveness ofyour workplace colleagues influences the 

manner in which you deal with anti-racism issues in your field teachhg? 

25. Ifthere are systernic bamiers that exist in your agency with regards to anti-racism field 
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education, are there any aspects of workshops or training sessions you have attended that 

have assisted in finding creative ways to deal with these systemic barriers? 

Probe: If yes, what are they? (e.g workplace audit exercises, small group discussions, role 

plays, discussing cntical incidents, etc-). 

Probe: If no, how do you address these issues in your role as field instxuctor? 

26. 1s hearing or sharing the suppomve featues of an organizational culture an important 

activity for field instructors at anti-racism workshops? 

Probe: If yes, how cm this help field ùismicton in  the^ work with students? 

INSTGHTS for Future Training 

The final area that I'd tike to explore in this i n t e ~ e w  is field instnictors' imghts for 

fùhire anti-oppression and anti-racism training workshops- 

27. First of d l ,  I'd üke to know what suggestions you have for the workshop content. 

Please tell me what content you feel is important to include in anti-racism workshop that will 

best facilitate field hstmcton' leaming about anti-racism wül assist them in teaching 

students the skills to incorporate anti-racist strategies in their work 

28. In your opinion, what teaching methods a n  important to incorporate into anti- 

oppressiodanti-racism workshops? 

29. What other aspects do you feel are important to consider in planning an anti-racism 

workshop for social work field instnictors? 

30. What else would you like to add? 

3 1. Do you have any questions for me? 

Thank you for your participation in this nrurch  interview! 



Appendu D 

Information and Consent for Potentir1 Studv Participan@ 
Restrrch Projtct entitled: 

"Teaching and Lurning in Adult and Eigher Eduution: 
The Example of Anti-RacUm Training For Social Work Field Instmctors~ 
The pnmary purpose of this research is to ascertain field instnictors' thoughts on the 

content, format and impact of anti-oppression and anti-racism training workshops so more 

can be learned about such things as what teaching approaches facilitate field instnacton' 

leaming, and what teaching approaches are helpful in assisting field students to incorporate 

anti-oppression and anti-racisrn strategies in their field work- As you indicated an interest in 

participating in this research, 1 am contacting you now to ascertain ifyou are stüi interested 

in taking part. 

Your participation is important to the success of this study, however you are not 

requüed to participate. You are f k e  to withdraw fiom this research study at any tirne without 

penalty. It is expected that the in-person in t e~ews  will last at least one hour. This study is 

concemed with your expenences at the workshop, and WU no way impact on your role as 

Field Instructor or your relationship with the Faculty of Social Work. A benefit for you 

participating in this stuciy is that you will be able to share your post-workshop experiences, 

as well as any ideas that you have for simiiar workshops. Your feedback will contribute to a 

growing body of knowledge in this area. A summary copy of the research fhdings WU be 

made available to you at your request- 

If you recall, you signed A CONSENT FORM after the mti-oppression/mti-racism 

workshop that you attendeci. 1 am requesting that you complete this additionai CONSENT 

FORM as the research project will be the subject matter for my MSW Thesis. 1 will provide 
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you with copy ofyour ofthis new form as weU as the originai. signed form, for your records. 

Interview questions will aiso be sent to you in advance of the interview. 

I feel that it is important for you to h o w  a bit about me. Coupled with king the 

Research Assistant for the CASSW Anti-Racist Training and Materials Project since 1997, 

I am currently a graduate student in the Faculty of Social Work at the University ofManitoba. 

1 have completed the course work towards the M a e r  ofSociai Work degree program in the 

Social-Clinicat Stream and this research project will be in partial ftifïiiment of my degree. 

As weli as being a student, 1 am employed at the University of Manitoba as the 

AdmissiondAdvising Officer for the Faculty of Social Work 1 am a research assistant for 

another project and I am on educationd lave of absence Grom a job in chüd weffare- 

Should you have any questions or comments about this research project, please feel 

&ee to contact me. I would be pleased to respond to any concerns that you may have. You 

c m  reach me at my work phone number or by ernail at 

The members of my Thesis Committee are Professor Esther Blum (Thesis Advisor)- 

and Professor Tuula Heinonen- fiom the Faculty of Social 

Work at the University ofManitoba and Professor Wanda Thomas Bernard from theMaritirne 

School of Social Work at Dalhousie University- 

Ifyou would still tike to participate in this research project, please read, sign and 

return the attached CONSENT FORM. The CONSENT FORM can be maiied to me in the 

~e~addressed starnped envelope. 1 will then contact you to mange a tirne for an Ui-person 

or telephone interview. Thank you for your interest in this research project! 

Sincerely, Tracey Lavoie 



Appendu E 

Consent Fonn 
Consent to Particinate in the Reserrch Proiect entitled: 

"Teaching and Lcarning in Adult and Eigher Education: 
The Example of Anti-RacWm Training For Social Work Field Instnicton" 

Participation in this research study is completely voluntary. You may choose to withdraw 
from the research at any time without penalty. You are fke to not answer any questions that 
you choose. You wiii be sent a copy ofthe interview questions prior to the interview date. 

In-person and telephone interviews wiil be tape recorded and tmscribed. a transcriber may 
be hired to transcribe the data. The transcriber will be advised that issues of confidentiality 
must be adhered to. All identifjing uiformation will be taken out ofthe written transcriptions 
to ensure confidentiality. Intewiewees d l  be given a pseudonym or they will be assigned a 
number in the typed transcription and in the report. My Thesis Cornmittee members may have 
access to the data when identifjing information has been removed. 

The tapes and other data (written information and cornputer disks) wiii be kept in a locked 
cabinet in my office at the Facutty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba and wiil be 
destroyed at the completion of the project. 

Your responses will be confldentiai and every measure wiii be taken to ensure that you are 
not identified when the data is analyzed, when the report or other work is written, or when 
or presentations are made. As the research sarnple size is small, there is a siight chance that 
you may be identified by your responses. 

T here are no known risks and/or discornforts associated wit h this study, but the questions are 
of a personal nature, and may involve some disclosure regarding beiiefs and feeiings. 

The researcher holds the position of AdmissionslAdvising Officer in the Faculty of Social 
Work at the University of Manitoba, but her position wiii in no way intluence your present 
or fùture involvement at the University. Your choice to participate in this research will in no 
way impact your position as field instructor or student. 

A sumrnary of the research findings will be avaiiable to you at your request. The summary 
can be mailed to your home, workplace, or another address that you identify. Altemately, the 
summary can be picked up at the Faculty of Social Work General Office University of 
Manitoba, 52 1 Tier Building. 
I have read, understand and agree with the information in this Consent Form: 
Name Da te 
Signature cc: to Researcher 




